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iAbstract
Materials formed by combining block copolymers with ionic liquids that can selectively
solvate one of the constituent blocks are being actively explored for use in a diverse range of
applications. However, in many cases the physical properties and thus performance of these
materials are inherently linked to the self-assembled morphology, which can be difficult to
anticipate in the presence of ionic liquids because factors such as the domain swelling and
compatibility must be considered. This thesis therefore aims to systematically and
comprehensively investigate the influence of ionic liquids on the lyotropic phase behaviour of
a model block copolymer across a wide concentration range. The results of these studies
could then be summarised in the form of an experimental phase diagram, towards the creation
of a universally applicable model which can be employed in future studies of these materials
that require a specific self-assembled morphology to suit a desired application. From this
knowledge, a series of block copolymer samples with a variety of morphologies was created
so that further insights into the structure-property relationships in these materials could be
gained.
To this end we studied the ionic liquid induced order-disorder transition of a series of low
molecular weight polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) block
copolymers (χN < 10.5 at 298 K) in the ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)imide (EMIM Tf2N), allowing estimation of the dependence of
χeff with ionic liquid concentration. Higher concentrations of ionic liquids resulted in a series
of lyotropic phase transitions. Using results from these experiments, an experimental χeffN
versus ƒ'PS phase diagram was constructed. Importantly, we observed distortions of the phase
diagram as a function of ionic liquid concentration that were significantly different from the
phase diagrams of neat block copolymers or block copolymers swollen with selective
solvents.
We then sought to expand the applicability of this phase diagram by mapping the phase
behaviour of the same five PS-b-PMMA block copolymers in four additional ionic liquids
with various cation structures: 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium (BMIM) Tf2N, 1-octyl-3-
methylimidazolium (OMIM) TF2N, 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium (BMP) Tf2N and
trioctyl(tetradecyl) phosphonium (TOTDP) Tf2N. This enabled the effect of ionic liquid
structure on χeff to be quantified, towards the development of a more robust model which can
better account for these variations, thus making it more experimentally relevant and reliable.
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During our investigations of the phase behaviour of the lowest molecular weight block
copolymers with a high ionic liquid content, on several occasions we obtained SAXS profiles
which were consistent with the Frank-Kasper σ-phase, a quasicrystal approximant structure
only recently identified as a stable phase in diblock copolymer systems. This finding provides
additional systems for the study of space filling and crystallisation in other hard and soft
materials which form complex, low symmetry structures; and also offers the potential for a
number of exciting applications which require complex polymer morphologies and can also
exploit the interesting properties of ionic liquids.
Our extensive mapping of the phase behaviour of these systems provided us with a
convenient model with which to explore the structure-property relationships in these
materials, including for the highly sought after gyroid phase. We therefore measured the
dielectric and dynamic shear properties of a series of PS-b-PMMA (10.0 kDa-b-10.0 kDa)
block copolymer mixtures with a variety of concentration dependent morphologies in the
ionic liquid EMIM Tf2N. Normalising the dc conductivity (σ0) of each sample to the effects
of concentration revealed that the sample possessing the gyroid morphology did not exhibit
an observable increase in normalised conductivity compared with the other microstructures
that were examined. Interestingly, the dynamic shear modulus (G′) of the glassy plateau
regime for of all the ionic liquid containing samples between ϕP = 0.90 – 0.70 was greater
than that of the pure block copolymer when below the Tg of the PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase.
Furthermore, G′ counterintuitively increased quite significantly as a function of ionic liquid
concentration for the samples which possessed the gyroid morphology, culminating in G′
values over two fold higher than the original block copolymer. This phenomenon was
concluded to arise from confining the glassy PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase within the 3-D
interconnected, nano-sized domains of the gyroid morphology, though additional experiments
are still required to discern the mechanism(s) by which this occurs.
Finally, we explored the feasibility of using EMIM Tf2N to give PS-b-PMMA block
copolymers the properties of a “high χ-low N” block copolymer and thus extend the scope of
this system for directed self-assembly. These studies demonstrated that in thin films it was
possible to tune the lamellae long period (pitch), or induce transitions from one morphology
to another by varying the concentration of EMIM Tf2N, as observed in the bulk systems.
Importantly, for the thin films formulated with 0 vol % – 25 vol % EMIM Tf2N, it was
demonstrated that lamellae oriented perpendicular to the substrate could be obtained using the
same underlayer, i.e., a neutral underlayer optimised for PS-b-PMMA with no added EMIM
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Tf2N. As a result this can all be achieved without conducting additional processing steps and
does not require additional infrastructure in the laboratory, thus making this approach
amenable to integration into current preproduction processing steps that have been developed
by industry.
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1Chapter 1. Literature Review and Project Overview
1.1. Prologue
This chapter is an overview of previously published work motivating the research
described in later chapters of the thesis. Section 1.2 provides an introduction to block
copolymers, with an emphasis on the factors which influence their self-assembly in the bulk
and solution states. Section 1.3 briefly summarises the field of ionic liquids, including a list
of the frequently investigated structures and their physico-chemical properties. In Section 1.4
the basic design principles and flaws of lithium ion batteries are described, followed by a
brief summary of the early literature on lithium ion doped solid state polymer electrolytes.
Section 1.5 describes the development of ionic liquid doped conducting homopolymer
electrolytes following the discovery of the first water and air stable room temperature ionic
liquids in the early 90s. Section 1.6 discusses work on polymerised ionic liquids (PILs), with
a focus on their conductive properties and the various repeat unit structures which have been
developed. Section 1.7 extensively reviews the development and current state of the literature
of ion doped block copolymer electrolytes. This includes a detailed summary of the effects of
ion concentration, morphology and monomer structure on ion conduction and modulus in
these materials. Section 1.8 then summarises the literature relating to block copolymer PILs
and the influences of the same factors in these systems. We then discuss two alternative
applications of these materials in Section 1.9, with a focus on directed self-assembly and their
potential to greatly decrease the minimum length scale that can be achieved with many neat
block copolymers, such as polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA).
Finally, Section 1.10 discusses the motivation of this thesis and provides an outline of what
follows in subsequent chapters.
1.2. Block Copolymers
1.1.1.Fundamentals
The inherent ability of block copolymers to self-assemble into an array of complex
ordered structures on the scale of 5-100 nm has seen these materials become a burgeoning
field of study over the past three decades.1 This increasing interest has been further
accelerated by the more recent advances in controlled radical polymerisation techniques,2, 3
which have provided more accessible routes towards the synthesis of linear, graft and star-
like block copolymers of increased architectural complexity. The simplest and most studied
block copolymer structure is the linear AB diblock, which consists of a chain of A monomers
2covalently bonded to a chain of B monomers.4 Other examples including ABC triblocks,
ABA triblocks and (AB)n multiblocks can be formed by adding additional blocks, with an
increase in structural complexity usually corresponding to an increase in the complexity of
the self-assembly behaviour.5, 6 In the interest of brevity, only AB diblocks will be discussed
here in depth because the thermodynamic principles driving this process are largely the same
regardless of block copolymer complexity.
An AB diblock copolymer in the molten state which is comprised of two chemically
incompatible blocks can collectively microphase separate to form considerably complex
periodic morphologies in order to minimise the free energy of the system.7 This self-assembly
process occurs because the unfavourable mixing enthalpy is counterbalanced by a decreasing
entropy of the system as the dissimilar blocks are forced apart. Polymer chains in this
extended conformation have fewer available configurations than in their native coiled state,
thereby limiting the size of the phase separation to the nanoscale in most cases.7 This entropy
scales as a function of polymer molecular weight (S ∝ N-1).
In 1980, Leibler concluded that this microphase separation is only dependent upon three
relevant factors: (1) the total degree of polymerisation (N = NA + NB), (2) fA, the fraction of
monomers A in a polymer chain (fA + fB = 1) and (3) the Flory-Huggins segment-segment
interaction parameter (χ).8 The relationship between the χ-parameter and temperature is given
by eq 1.1, which approximates the sign and magnitude of the energy of mixing for a given
monomer pair9, 10:
஺߯஻ = ቀ ௓௞ಳ்ቁቂߝ஺஻ − ଵଶ(ߝ஺஺ + ߝ஻஻)ቃ (1.1)
where εAA and εAA are the respective interaction energies, kBT is the thermal energy and Z is
the number of relevant nearest neighbours per monomer in the polymer. Note that χ ∝ 1/T.
The interaction per chain is determined by the segregation product, χN.10 Self-consistent field
theory (SCFT) has been employed many times in the literature to generate theoretical phase
diagrams which predict block copolymer morphology as a function of the volume fraction of
block A (Fig 1).8, 11-15 This theoretical phase diagram has been experimentally confirmed,16
and reveals that the order-disorder transition occurs (ODT) when χN ~ 10.5. For block
copolymers with a χN above this value, four ordered microphase structures are typically
predicted to have regions of thermodynamic stability. These classical morphologies are
lamellar (LAM/L), the cubic bicontinuous gyroid (GYR/Q230), hexagonally packed cylinders
(HEX/H), and spheres packed onto a body-centred cubic lattice (SBCC/Q229) (Figure 1.1).14, 17
3However, it was recently reported by Lee et al. that significantly more complex structures
can be formed in these systems provided the properties of the copolymers such as N and χ, in
addition to temperature are judiciously controlled.18 Specifically, they observed the formation
of the Frank-Kasper σ-phase in two sphere forming block polymers: a poly(isoprene-b-
lactide) (PI-b-PLA) diblock copolymer and a poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene
oxide) (PS-b-PI-b-PS-b-PEO) tetrablock terpolymer.18 Driven by the knowledge that the σ-
phase is the approximant crystal structure to certain dodecagonal quasicrystals, they were
also able to successfully identify a dodecagonal quasicrystalline morphology in the tetrablock
terpolymer, PS-b-PI-b-PS-b-PEO, by varying the temperature.19 These recent discoveries
highlight the complex nature of these materials and demonstrate the continued need to
investigate their morphologies and properties.
Figure 1.1. Theoretical phase diagram for linear AB diblock copolymers (top). Self-consistent
field theory predicts four ordered microphase structures with regions of thermodynamic
stability: lamellar (L), the cubic bicontinuous gyroid (Q230), hexagonally packed cylinders (H),
and spheres packed onto a body-centred cubic lattice (Q229), depending on the combination
parameter χN and the composition f. The phase diagram is adapted from Cochran et al.17 The
morphology illustrations are adapted from Orilall et al.9
1.1.2.Diluted Block Copolymers
Although this phase diagram model is a powerful tool which helped to greatly increase the
application scope of these materials, in reality many of the block copolymers studied for the
applications mentioned above are in considerably more complex forms. These forms range
4from mixtures with solvents or other more complex additives, such as ions or particles, to
cases involving elaborate or unconventional monomer designs which incorporate metal or
charged functional groups. Such formulations were developed or included to impart
additional attractive properties and functions on the raw phase separated structures, which
can also be used as a means of modifying phase behaviour of the system by inducing changes
in the ƒA and χ parameters.
As expected, the addition of a third component to a block copolymer increases the number
of χ parameters describing the interactions between each, from one to three, which
dramatically increases the complexity of the calculations required for predicting the
thermodynamics of the resultant phase transitions. For a relatively neutral solvent (χAS ≈ χBS)
the interaction parameter between the block is effectively diluted, resulting in a general
decrease of the ODT to lower χN values. In this case it has been shown that χ between the two
blocks scales according to:20
݀~ (߶ )߯௣ (1.2)
where d is the domain spacing, ϕ is the block copolymer volume fraction and p decreases
from 1/3 at the ODT to 1/6 in the strong segregation limit (SSL). On the other hand, addition
of a completely selective solvent can be considered by assuming a single new χ parameter
describes the interactions between the solvent containing block and the non-compatible
block. In this case χ is represented as an effective value χeff, while block swelling can be
accounted for via a renormalised block volume fraction ƒ′A assuming ideal mixing from:21
݂ᇱ
୅
= ߶݂ + (1 − ߶) (1.3)
An extensive body of literature describes the phase transitions of simple linear
polystyrene-b-poly(isoprene) (PS-b-PI) diblock copolymers have been studied in organic
solvents of varying selectivity.20-25 In these studies the solution concentrations of each solvent
were systematically varied over a wide range, enabling a series of phase diagrams and maps
to be generated. These phase diagrams revealed that the sequence of phases in concentrated
block copolymer solutions can be broadly understood in terms of the melt phase map,
combined with an understanding of how solvent partitioning between the two microdomains
affects the spontaneous interfacial curvature.24 The degree of solvent partitioning into a
particular block is also pertinent, because block copolymer asymmetry has been demonstrated
by Matsen and Bates26 to significantly alter the positions of phase boundaries in the
theoretical phase diagram. Another factor which can also be relevant is the decrease in
5solvent selectivity as temperature increases, leading to curved phase boundaries and
thermally accessible phase transitions.24
1.2. Ionic Liquids
Ionic Liquids are a family of low melting point salts which typically consist of a large
organic cation of low symmetry paired with an inorganic or organic polyatomic anion that is
usually weakly basic and possesses diffuse or protected charge.27 According to current
convention, ionic liquids are defined as salts with melting points below 100 °C, but the
majority of ionic liquids of current interest in the literature are liquid below room
temperature.28 The first reported ionic liquid to meet the latter definition was ethylammonium
nitrate, [EtNH3][NO3] (m.p. 13 – 14 °C), which was reported in 1914 by Paul Walden.29
However, it was not until more recently, with the discovery of using hydrophobic and water
stable anions that this field experienced rapid growth.30, 31 Given the large number of
potential cations and anions which are now known, the number of ionic liquids which can be
formed from the simple process of combination is enormous.28 To date, some of the most
frequently studied cations include: imidazolium ([IM]+), pyridinium, phosphonium,
sulfonium and pyrrolidinium; while some commonly investigated anions are:
tetrafluoroborate ([BF4]-), hexafluorophosphate ([PF6]-), dicyanamide, triflate ([CF3SO3]-,
[TfO]-), tosylate and bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide ([Tf2N]-) (Figure 1.2).32, 33
Figure 1.2. Some of the most commonly studied cations in the literature (top) and examples of
anions that they are frequently paired with (bottom). Adapted from Plechkova et al.32
6In addition to possessing a wide range of various physical and chemical properties, the
completely ionic composition of ionic liquids endows them with a series of common
properties which also make them attractive candidates for both the replacement of many
traditional organic solvents and as useful materials in a variety of applications. These
properties include: non-flammability, high chemical and thermal stability, high conductivity,
negligible vapour pressure and relatively low toxicity compared to many other common
organic solvents.34, 35 Furthermore, due to their customisable properties, ease of purification
and subsequent reuse and non-volatility, ionic liquids are now commonly referred to as green
solvents. Their potential reusability is also an important factor in reducing the long term cost
of these materials to the point that they are now beginning to be competitive with some of the
more widely used organic solvents.36, 37
The synthesis of ionic liquids in the laboratory is generally a simple and straightforward
process that can be performed in high yield with minimal reagent waste. Generally the
desired cation is formed first by the quaternisation of an amines or phosphines with a selected
haloalkane. The halide anion can then be exchanged with a second salt to form the desired
product.28, 38 One of the slight disadvantages of this route is that the materials prepared will
inevitably contain traces residual halide ions, which may be deleterious to the final
application or slightly alter the chemical properties. In this case it is sometimes possible to
perform a onestep halide free synthesis, where the reagent used to perform the initial
quaternisation step will simultaneously form the desired anion upon reacting.39
Another important property of ionic liquids which has been partly responsible for their
continued expansion into new fields of application, is the ease with which useful chemical
functional groups can be incorporated into many of the commonly used cation and anion
structures (Figure 1.3).40, 41 These so called “task specific ionic liquids” can be tailored to
perform novel tasks with high specificity and greater efficiency. For example, functionalising
an imidazolium based ionic liquid with a primary amine can enable it to more selectively
separate CO2 from gas streams.42 Another important field of ionic liquid research that has
arisen from this principle is that of ionic liquid monomers and their corresponding
polymers.43
7Figure 1.3. Imidazolium salts can be functionalised with a variety of task-specific moieties.
Adapted from Lee et al.41
1.3. Solid State Polymer Electrolytes for Lithium Battery
Applications
1.3.1.Motivation
Due to their light weight, small size and high working voltages, lithium batteries have
played a significant role in the pronounced growth in the market of personal electronics
devices including: mobile phones, laptops, audio devices and cameras in recent years.44
Perhaps more importantly, they are also considered by many to be a lynchpin in the ever
increasing exploitation of renewable energy resources worldwide. The reason for this is that
the intermittent nature of solar, wind and hydro power, in addition to zero or reduced
emission vehicles, means that these technologies will all require the use of higher efficiency
energy storage systems in order to further transition into the mainstream and more heavily
compete with oil and coal based technologies.45 A typical example of a lithium ion battery is
depicted in Figure 1.4, which contains a cathode formed by a lithium metal oxide (LiMO2,
e.g. LiCoO2), a graphite anode (LixC6) and an electrolyte solution consisting of a lithium salt
(e.g. Li[PF6]) dissolved in a mixed organic solvent (e.g. ethylene carbonate-dimethyl
carbonate) imbedded in a separator felt.44, 46 One of the biggest issues with this current design
is the high oxidation potential of the metal oxide cathodes causing decomposition of the
organic electrolytes during unexpected events such as accidental overcharge. This can lead to
a variety of problems including loss of the battery capacity and safety issues in extreme cases
such as fires and explosion.44, 45 Another recurring problem that emerges when batteries
containing a lithium metal anode are cycled is the gradual growth of lithium dendrites from
the lithium metal surface. These structures can eventually cause a short circuit, which can
result in ignition of the electrolyte and catastrophic device failure.
8Figure 1.4. Scheme of a typical lithium ion battery. From Xu et al.47
For these reasons, the development of lithium ion batteries and other electronic devices
based on solid electrolytes has featured prominently in the literature over the last few
decades, because these materials offer numerous advantages over current designs, including:
high energy density, good mechanical strength, easy packing and in many cases better safety
specifications. In particular, the drive to obtain solid state electrolytes with high moduli has
experienced increased momentum, due in part to studies by Newman et al. which predicted
that if the shear modulus of the polymer matrix exceeds a critical value, it can prevent the
formation of dendrites from the anodes of lithium batteries.48-50 The idea of using polymer
electrolytes for this purpose originated in 1973 with a report by Fenton et al., which described
several interesting physical properties, including high ionic conductivity of alkali metal ion
complexes with poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO).51 This discovery led to the proposed use of these
materials as battery electrolytes, and later in a variety of other electrochemical applications,
such as membranes and fuel cells.
1.3.2.Early Development
Early studies which followed the initial discovery involved the use of low glass transition
temperature (Tg) polymers with amorphous domains, such as low molecular weight (400 -
3000 g/mol) poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) in which lithium perchlorate (Li[ClO4]) could be
dissolved in high concentrations to form viscous electrolyte solutions. It was found that the
Li[ClO4] in PPO dissociates to generate carrier ions, because the ionic conductivity (σ) of
these materials was found to increase with salt concentration and reach σ = 10-5 – 10-6 S/cm at
25 °C.52 PEO was also a common material of choice at the time, but the higher degree of
9crystallinity and higher Tg of this material meant that initial attempts to achieve high
conductivities were hampered by these properties. The discovery that ionic conduction in
these materials takes place in the amorphous domains led to the development of cross-linked
PEO networks containing Li[ClO4]. These new structures exhibited much lower degrees of
crystallinity, which exhibited ionic conductivities of the order of 10-5 S/cm at 30 °C, more
than three orders of magnitude higher than that of the crystalline linear polymers.52 However,
an inherent property of these early amorphous polymer electrolytes was that they frequently
exhibited a maximum conductivity at a certain salt concentration. Although increasing the
salt concentration effectively increases the number of carrier ions, it also caused a
considerable rise in the Tg of the polymer electrolytes.52 The maximum conductivity of these
materials is therefore a consequence of these two opposing effects, and generally occurred at
a Li+:[PEO repeat unit] ~ [1]:[16], beyond which the effects of the rapidly increasing Tg begin
to dominate (Figure 1.5).53
Figure 1.5. Ionic conductivity (σ) of polymer electrolytes consisting of poly(propylene oxide)
networks and Li[ClO4] as a function of salt concentration. The conductivity of these polymer
electrolytes exhibits a maximum at a certain salt concentration because the Tg rises
considerably as the salt concentration is increased. From Watanabe et al.52
Unfortunately, the maximum conductivities that could be achieved as a result of this
phenomenon proved inadequate for the majority of practical purposes at the time, meaning
that plasticising solvents such as propylene carbonate were employed in order to enhance the
conductivity.53 However, this transition meant that the resulting polymer electrolytes had lost
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many of properties that had made them attractive materials, such as increased stability and
environmental compatibility.
An innovative solution to this problem was published in 1993 by Angell et al., who
predicted that at salt concentrations higher than previously investigated (>10 mol %) the Tg
would reach a maximum and begin to decrease. Thus, further increases in salt content above
this maximum would simultaneously increase the number of carrier ions and the mobility of
small cations like lithium.53 Using a new class of ‘polymer-in-salt’ materials, in which a
combination of several low Tg lithium salt combinations (lithium acetate, lithium iodide and
Li[ClO4]) were mixed with small quantities of the polymers PEO and PPO, it was shown that
conductivities of ~ 10-4 S/cm at 25 °C could be achieved.53 This was comparable to the
conductivity of propylene carbonate plasticised polymers being developed at the time (~
5×10-3 S/cm at 25 °C).54 However, in order to supress the Tg values of the electrochemically
stable salts below ambient temperature they first had to be complexed using a Lewis acid
such as AlCl3, which was corrosive to the polymers themselves.55 Subsequent studies
attempting to identify an appropriate low-melting lithium salt system, which also met all of
the transport and electrochemical stability requirements, were largely unsuccessful, and as a
result this method has ceased to be actively pursued.
Shortly after these studies Wright and co. workers published a series of studies on
crystalline polymer complexes formed from novel polyethers containing long alkyl pendant
groups. These alkyl chains could interdigitate in a hexagonal lattice layer between polyether
helices, which self-assembled into ordered helical structures around alkali metal cations,
including lithium. It was proposed that these assemblies would produce low impedance
channels to improve ion mobility, which would become at least partially decoupled from the
polymer segmental relaxations. A number of ionic species were investigated which had
previously been unsuccessfully employed in the “polymer-in-salt” concept, and
conductivities close to 10-3 S/cm at 40 °C were achieved. Although these values were greater
than that of conventional amorphous and unstructured PEO complexes at the same
temperature, the conductivities declined sharply below this point due to crystallisation of the
side chains. Around the same time Ingram et al. independently investigated a comparable
polymer in which the pendant side groups were modified to contain methoxybiphenyl
moieties in order to reduce these crystallisation effects, but similar conductivity behaviour
was also observed. While these drawbacks prevented the eventual incorporation of these
materials into electrochemical devices, it was apparent that some ionic transport could occur
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in certain polymeric glasses below the Tg of the conducting phase. As a result, these design
strategies and their progression to polymer blends56 helped to highlight the potential of
structurally complex and multicomponent materials for overcoming many of the existing
limitations of solid-state polymer electrolytes at the time.
1.4. Conducting Polymer/Ionic Liquid Solid Electrolytes
The synthesis of the first water and air stable room temperature ionic liquids in the early
90s based on the [IM]+ cation and a variety of weakly complexing anions including [BF4]-,
[PF6]- and [TfO]-, proved to be another important step forward in the development of more
broadly applicable conducting polymer electrolytes.30, 31 The “polymer-in-salt” concept
discussed above is often viewed as the predecessor of ionic liquid doped polymer systems. In
this case, the ionic liquid is often employed as a stable, non-volatile, low Tg plasticising
species which can readily solubilise high concentrations of lithium salts and exhibit high
affinities for hydrophilic polymers. An early example was the preparation of rubbery gel
electrolytes by mixing poly(vinylidene fluoride)-hexafluoropropylene copolymers
[PVdF(HFP)] with the ionic liquids 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ([EMIM]) [BF4],
[EMIM][TfO] and [EMIM][PF6].57, 58 When processed properly, the composites formed free
standing, flexible films that exhibited very high room temperature conductivities ranging
from 1.1 to 5.8  10-3 S/cm. The thermal stability and non-volatile nature of both the ionic
liquids and the PVdF(HFP) also enabled them to be operated at high temperature without loss
of function.57, 58 A more recent study also reported the successful synthesis of highly
conductive (10−4 S/cm at 25 °C) PVdF(HFP) copolymer films which incorporated the ionic
liquid 2,3-dimethyl-1-octylimidazolium ([DMOIM]) [BF4].59
Another innovative method that has proven to be effective for the synthesis of highly
conducting polymer electrolytes is the in situ polymerisation of monomers in ionic liquids.60-
63 For example, the radical polymerisation of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate with ethylene
glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) in the ionic liquid 1-butylpyridinium ([BP]) [BF4] was
shown to form mechanically strong and highly conductive (10-3 S/cm at 30 °C) polymer
electrolytes in a single step without the need for purification. Furthermore, the reaction could
be performed in a mould or between two electrodes to give materials of the desired shape and
size with no need for additional processing.60 Snedden et al. also reported success with this
method by synthesising cross-linked polymer-ionic liquid composite materials from a huge
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array of monomers and ionic liquids, many of which possessing unique properties from
materials reported previously.62
Some of the highest ionic conductivities ever achieved in polymer electrolytes were
reported a few years later with this same method.63 Polymer gels obtained by polymerising
methyl methacrylate (MMA) and a small amount of cross-linker in the ionic liquid
[EMIM][Tf2N] gave free standing, transparent and flexible films with ionic conductivities
reaching values of 5 × 10-3 S/cm at ambient temperature (Figure 1.6).63 The term ‘ion gels’
was coined to classify these gels, which intriguingly possessed a higher number of carrier
ions than that of the corresponding ionic liquid. This was concluded to be the result of an
interaction between the PMMA matrix and the [Tf2N] anion, which prohibited the formation
of ion clusters or associates.63
Along with these studies, the drive to obtain solid state electrolytes with high moduli
began to experience increased interest during this time, in part due to a series of studies by
Newman et al. mentioned above, which predicted that if the shear modulus of the polymer
matrix exceeds a critical value it can prevent the formation of dendrites from the anodes of
lithium batteries.48-50 Dendrites are defects which gradually grow from the lithium anode
during cell cycling and eventually lead to a short circuit which can result in ignition of the
electrolyte and catastrophic device failure. The formation of these structures is a major
challenge to lithium metal-based chemistry and at the time an effective method to combat
these defects had not been developed. As a result, the finding that a polymer matrix with a
high modulus may prevent their formation was partially responsible for a paradigm shift
which occurred around this time towards copolymer systems which contained both
conductive and mechanically rigid components.
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Figure 1.6. Temperature dependence of ionic conductivity for [EMIM][Tf2N] (EMITFSI) in bulk
and PMMA network polymers with different mole fractions of dissolved [EMIM][Tf2N]. From
Susan et al.63
1.5. Polymerised Ionic Liquids – Towards Liquid Free Conducting
Electrolytes
1.5.1.Overview
Although ionic liquid doped cross-linked polymer electrolytes possess a number of
advantages when compared to traditional organic solvent based electrolytes, a drawback of
these materials is that the component ions of ionic liquids also migrate along the potential
gradient with the target ions (e.g. lithium).64 This is in addition to the fear of potential liquid
ionic liquid leakage in battery technology. These concerns led to the development of a new
competing class of polymer/ionic liquid materials termed polymerised ionic liquids (PILs), in
which the ionic liquid cations or anions are functionalised with vinyl, methacrylate and
acrylate moieties and subsequently polymerised.64-67 Tethering the ionic liquids together
through polymerisation simultaneously prevents the component ions from migrating along
with the potential gradient as well as potentially preventing ionic liquid leakage.64
Unfortunately, the polymerisation of ionic liquid monomers causes a sharp decrease in
their conductivity, as a consequence of their increased Tg values and hence decreased
mobility when they are attached to a polymer backbone. For example, the ionic conductivity
of 1-ethyl-3-vinylimidazolium [EVIM][Tf2N] is approximately 10-2 S/cm at 25 °C, but drops
to approximately 10-6 S/cm after polymerisation (Figure 1.8, # 7).65 Ohno et al. demonstrated
that this drawback can be partially overcome while investigating how variations in the
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position of the imidazole cation, the spacer structure and length and the anion species can
influence the ionic conductivity of the resulting polymers.67 By synthesising a series of
[IM][Tf2N] based polymers with three different spacer lengths (3, 6 and 12 CH2 units)
between the imidazole ring and the methacrylate groups, it was observed that monomers with
an intermediate spacer length (6 CH2 units) gave the greatest conductivity (~ 1.3 × 10-3 S/cm
at 25 °C).67 This is likely the result of a competing effect between polymer rigidity and the
number of ion carriers. It was also noted that PILs with the anion (in this case the sulfonate
anion) tethered to the polymer backbone while the imidazolium cations were free could also
produce reasonably conductive materials (~ 10−4 S/cm at 25 °C) that also varied depending
on the spacer length and structure. Monomers with simple alkyl spacers were also directly
compared to the same monomers in which the spacers had polyether groups incorporated into
them. Those which contained multiple ether groups were found to possess ionic
conductivities of up to an order of magnitude higher, which was concluded to be the result of
increased flexibility of the spacers and as a consequence, increased flexibility of the charged
sites (Figure 1.8, # 1).67 This was also the first report which considered the use of polyanion-
type PILs and demonstrated their potential feasibility in the field. Another study published
soon after reported that the incorporation of suitable cross-linker spacers into these polymer
structures had a minimal impact on their conductivity (1.1 × 10-4 S/cm at 30 °C) while greatly
improving their mechanical properties and allowing them to form tough, transparent and
flexible films (Figure 1.7).64 A follow up study published the following year showed that a
similar result could be obtained by synthesising imidazolium based ionic liquid cross-linkers
and subsequently polymerising them.68
Figure 1.7. Photograph of a novel cross-linked polymeric ionic liquid film electrolyte
composed of a polymerisable imidazolium based ionic liquid cation paired with the [Tf2N]-
anion (3 mol % cross-linker to imidazolium monomer unit). From Washiro et al.64
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1.5.2.Expanding the scope of PILs by varying composition and anion identity
By demonstrating that ionic liquid monomers could be copolymerised with other
monomers such as cross linkers and that it was possible to synthesise highly conductive PIL
electrolytes from monomers in which the anion was coupled to the vinyl group, these studies
greatly increased the scope of these materials. In an attempt to better understand the variables
which control the properties of ionic liquid polymers, Elabd and co-workers were some of the
first to study the properties of random PIL copolymers, by investigating how their ionic
conductivity and structure varied as a function of copolymer composition.69 Nonionic-ionic
copolymers comprised of hexyl methacrylate and 1-[2-methacryloyloxy)ethyl]-3-
butylimidazolium methacrylate (MEBIm) [BF4] and ionic-ionic copolymers comprised of
MEBIm [BF4] and MEBIm paired with the larger anion [Tf2N] were studied. For the
nonionic-ionic copolymer, it was found that increasing the composition of the nonionic hexyl
methacrylate (HMA) units or reducing the overall charge content of the polymer actually
increased the conductivity. It was concluded that the reduction in the copolymer Tg with
increasing HMA composition had a more significant effect on ion mobility than the reduction
in charge content, which would normally be expected to decrease the conductivity.69 Above
50 mol % HMA the conductivity increased abruptly by an order of magnitude, which was
thought to be the result of morphological factors such as microphase separation. Changing the
copolymer composition of the ionic-ionic copolymers merely corresponds to a change in the
ratio of anions ([BF4]:[Tf2N]) paired with the imidazolium pendant group, meaning the
copolymer composition has no effect on the overall charge content of the system.
Surprisingly, the conductivity of this copolymer was found to increase with increasing
[Tf2N]- content, even though the conductivity of the corresponding ionic liquids are similar
(0.36 S/cm and 0.38 S/cm for 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium ([BMIM]) [BF4] and
[BMIM][Tf2N] respectively at 25 °C). This was concluded to be the result of the [Tf2N]
anions reducing the copolymer Tg because larger anions have weaker association with the
cation.69 Unlike the nonionic-ionic copolymers, no abrupt changes due to morphology were
observed for these copolymers as they are miscible and do no undergo microphase separation.
This group and their collaborators have continued to become one of the most active group
of researchers currently investigating the properties of PILs. Following this early study they
went on to explore the influence of anion identity on the conductivity and thermal properties
of otherwise identical PILs.70 This was achieved by synthesising the precursor poly(1-[(2-
methacryloyloxy)ethyl]-3-butylimidazolium bromide) and exchanging the bromide anion
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with four additional anions that are commonly employed in these materials: [Tf2N]-, [BF4]-,
[PF6]- and [TfO]-.70 As expected, the anion identity was revealed to have a significant effect
on the degradation and Tg values, with the [Tf2N]- anion providing both the highest
degradation temperatures and the lowest Tg values. The temperature dependant ionic
conductivity for each PIL followed VFT behaviour and increased in the order of: Br- < [PF6] -
< [BF4] - < [TfO]- < [Tf2N] -. This conductivity was largely dependent on the Tg of the
resulting cation/anion pair, although other factors were also determined to have an influence,
including the size and symmetry of the anion and dissociation energy of the ion pair.70 These
results helped to indicate additional factors which can be varied to precisely control the
properties of these materials. Shortly afterward they published another study related to the
above mentioned study by Ohno et al., in which the ionic conductivity of several poly(1-n-
alkyl-3-vinyl imidazolium)-based PILs, where n = 2, 4 and 8, was correlated to the backbone-
to-backbone distance.71 In agreement with the findings of Ohno et al. it was determined that
intermediate spacer lengths, in this case n = 4, allowed for the highest conductivity values.67
Following this, these researchers have now begun to transition into the field of PIL block
copolymers, discussed in Section 1.8 below.
Around the same time Shaplov et al. undertook additional investigations which also
expanded on the earlier work of Ohno et al., by synthesising several crosslinked PILs with
either the cation or the anion tethered to the polymer chain.72 The polycation PILs possessed
either the imidazolium or pyrrolidinium cations paired with the [Tf2N]- anion, while the
polyanion PILs contained the sulfonate anion paired with these same cation structures. As
observed in previous studies, their properties such as solubility, viscosity, thermal stability,
Tg, and thus ionic conductivity are all influenced by the constitution of the repeat unit
structure. Overall the polycations PILs possessed slightly lower Tg values than the
comparable polyanaions, and as a result also gave marginally higher values of ionic
conductivity. The polycations were also more thermally stable than the polyanions and their
ionic conductivities were less influenced by the effects of humidity.72
1.5.3.Optimisation
Colby and co-workers published a series of further in-depth investigations into the effect
of counterion, spacer length and ionic liquid molecular volume (Vm) on ion migration,
aggregation, dielectric constant and polymer chain dynamics in imidazolium acrylate and
methacrylate polymers, towards providing a better understanding of conduction in these
systems. In their initial study they compared the conductivities polymers composed of N-
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diethyleneoxy and N-n-butyl tail substituted imidazolium cations paired with either [PF6]- or
[Tf2N]- counterions.73 As expected based on previous studies, it was found that the ionic
conductivity of the diethyleneoxy substituted polymers increased by up to several orders of
magnitude than that of the butyl substituted polymers. It was also found that PILs containing
[PF6]- counterions were less contuctive than their [Tf2N]- counterparts, with conductivities at
25 °C in the range of ~ 10-6 S/cm and ~ 10-5 S/cm being achieved, respectively. In a
following study, the same two butyl substituted polymers ([PF6]- and [Tf2N]- counterions)
along with two dodecyl substituted derivatives were investigated, with a focus on comparing
the effect of the tail length and counterion on the static dielectric constant and conductivity of
each polymer.74 Interestingly, the n-dodecyl tail resulted in strong ion aggregation over the
whole temperature range studied and thus exhibited significantly lower static dielectric
constants, as compared to those with n-butyl tails.
These findings were further expanded upon in a subsequent publication, in which a much
larger series of imidazolium methacrylate and acrylate monomers containing a spacer groups
with ethyleneoxy and alkyl chains of various lengths were synthesised, and the static
dielectric constants of each monomer and the subsequent polymers were compared.75 This
revealed that a longer spacer lead to higher dielectric constants owing to increased strength of
the dipolar relaxation process, which could be unexpectedly related to an increase in the ionic
liquid Vm. Furthermore, the ionomers consistently exhibit 1.5−2.3 times higher static 
dielectric constants (up to ~ 140 at 25 °C) than the monomers from which they were
synthesised, suggesting that although polymerisation can restrict dipole motion, the
restriction presumably encourages synergistic dipole alignment. In one of their latest reports,
further investigations were undertaken to further understand the effects of spacer length on
the conductivity, dielectric constant, as well as the oscillatory shear modulus in several of the
previously studied imidazolium acrylate and methacrylate PILs.76 The ionomer with an
intermediate side chain length (in this case the spacer was CH2CH2) raised the ionic
conductivity and Tg, while the long side chain ((CH2)4COO(CH2)10) diluted ion content and
lowered the Tg. As a result, the conductivity values of the two PILs were similar over a wide
temperature range, despite the difference in Tg, leading the researchers to propose that the PIL
with long side chains has an insufficient number of ions to have continuous conducting
domains. The increased Tg of the PILs with intermediate chain lengths also meant they
possessed higher storage and loss moduli at lower frequencies (higher temperatures) when
under oscillatory shear.
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1.5.4.Recent Advances
In a very recent report by Fan et al., studies of the conductivity and rheological properties
were performed on dimethyl ammonium acrylate PILs with the [Tf2N]- anion, in which the
length of the linker between the ammonium ion and the methoxy terminated tail group was
increased systematically from methyl → ethyl → butyl → ethoxy ethyl (Figure 1.8, # 3).77
The study served to demonstrate that the ionic transport was decoupled from the segmental
from the segmental relaxation in all of the samples studied. This was reflected in the
conductivity values at the Tg for each sample, each of which gave much higher values (~ 10-9
– 10-12 S/cm) at the Tg than the usually reported value of 10-15 S/cm for polymer electrolytes
in which the ionic transport is closely coupled to the segmental dynamics (e.g., PEO).78 This
degree of decoupling increased with the fragility each polymer, suggesting that this is caused
by increased packing frustration that enables the ions to diffuse through the polymer matrix
more readily when the polymer segments are loosely packed.
In addition to these in-depth studies on PIL properties, a number of other studies have also
been published recently on the continuing development of PILs with novel structures. These
structures, along with many of the most commonly studied PIL template structures are
depicted in Figure 1.8. Drockenmuller and co-workers have recently reported on the synthesis
of PILs containing main chain 1,2,3-triazolium cations via step growth polymerisation of a
poly(1,2,3-triazole) precursor and subsequent quaternisiation of the triazole ring with
iodomethane (Figure 1.8, # 9).79 The initial iodide containing polymers were low Tg
amorphous materials that exhibited conductivity values of 1 × 10-8 S/cm at 25 °C, which are
comparable to previously report iodide containing PILs. In several subsequent publications
the scope of these materials was expanded considerably through a number of methods and
significantly higher conductivities were achieved. These methods included anion exchange
with more basic analogues such as [Tf2N]-, [PF6]- and [BF4]-, in addition to replacing the long
alkyl chain of each monomer unit with a triethylene glycol alternative and also varying the
substituents on the triazole ring.80, 81 Of the various PILs investigated, the most promising
was a triethylene glycol based polymer which possessed a methyl substituent and the [Tf2N]-
anion. This example exhibited a low Tg of -35 °C and an ionic conductivity of 1.6 × 10-5
S/cm, which is on par with the best PILs with side-chain charge carriers that had been
reported at the time. Side chain derivatives of these monomers were also investigated.82
Around the same time it was also demonstrated that triethylene glycol containing 1,3,4-
Trisubstituted 1,2,3-Triazolium Iodides could be employed as counter cations for polyanion
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type PILs consisting of a polystyrene (PS) derivative which possessed a pendant group with a
[Tf2N]--like structure.83 In their latest report, further investigations have been undertaken on
1,2,3-triazolium cations in which the chemical structure of the spacer between adjacent 1,2,3-
Triazolium groups was shortened to a diethylene glycol unit and the regiochemistry of the
1,2,3-triazolium groups were varied, in order to determine the optimal structure to obtains the
greatest conductive properties.84 It was found that although shortening the spacers between
adjacent 1,2,3-Triazolium groups afforded materials with higher Tg values and decreased
solubility, conductivity values up to 1 × 10-5 S/cm were exhibited at 25 °C, which is
comparable to the longer structural analogues. This is due to an increase in the weight
fraction of the ion pairs within the repeating unit and, as a result, the volume fraction of
charge carriers.
Figure 1.8. Typical examples illustrating the structural variety of PILs. The counter-anion
structures commonly employed are the same as those depicted in Figure 1.2.
Runt et al. have also recently used a somewhat similar strategy to produce monomers in
which pendant bromine atoms are positioned at precise or pseudo-random intervals along
polyethylene chains, which were then functionalised post polymerisation with 1-methyl
imidazole to produce the PIL (Figure 1.8, # 8).85 Interestingly, scattering experiments
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revealed that the polar ionic groups in these ionomers self-assemble into microphase-
separated aggregates dispersed throughout the nonpolar polyethylene. This charge
segregation combined with the somewhat high Tg values of each polymer investigated
(between -5 – 15 °C) as a result of the small bromide counter-ions meant that the ionic
conductivity in these systems was quite low (ca. 10-9 – 10-11 S/cm for these materials at 40
°C). However, future studies involving the exchange to other cations or incorporation of
ethoxy moieties is expected to greatly improve these values.
Furthermore, Yin et al. have recently synthesised and characterised a novel type of PIL
structure based on imidazolium-tetraalkylammonium-based dicationic repeat units, with each
unit possessing two [Tf2N]- counterions (Figure 1.8, # 2).86 These PILs were then used to
create gel polymer electrolytes by mixing them with an ethoxyethyl functionalised
imidazolium based ionic liquid, and the lithium salt Li[Tf2N] at several concentrations, which
were then tested in lithium metal batteries at low-moderate temperatures. These gel
electrolytes possessed low Tg values around -54 °C and good ion conductivity around 4 × 10-5
S/cm at 25 °C. Furthermore, they exhibited high electrochemical stability and good
interfacial stability with lithium metal, making them attractive structures for future
investigation in this field.
In summary, despite numerous advances in the design strategies of polymerised ionic
liquid homopolymers, the coupling of ion transport from the polymeric segmental relaxation
remains a largely unresolved issue which counteracts the reason for using these materials to
begin with, that is, a solid material with high conductive properties. As a result, considerable
investment is now being directed towards more structurally complex derivatives such as
block copolymer, which allow the mechanical and conductive properties to be decoupled
through the use of blocks which are specifically designed to fulfil these functions
independently.
1.6. Self-Assembly and Physical Properties of Block Copolymer
Composites with Ionic Liquids and Lithium Salts
1.6.1.Advantages
The implementation of polyelectrolyte and electrolyte containing homopolymers as solid
electrolytes has typically been limited due to the inverse dependence of ionic conductivity
and modulus on the Tg in these systems. This is a result of the frozen polymer chains
impeding transport of the ionic species, meaning high concentrations of the ionic liquid are
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required to achieve an acceptable conductivity, to a point where the mechanical strength of
the material is no longer adequate. One of the most promising solutions to this shortcoming
has been to replace the homopolymer matrix with a block copolymer, in which one block has
good compatibility with the ionic component and the other is highly hydrophobic and
possesses a high Tg. Upon microphase separation, the ionic component becomes confined
within the nanoscopic domains of the soluble block which can act as channels for the ions to
flow freely, while the domains of the incompatible block simultaneously provide the material
with good mechanical support. Further control over these properties can also be potentially
achieved by varying the ion concentration and/or block ratios to tune the morphology and
thus the physical properties. Ionic liquids and lithium salts are also beneficial in this regard
due to their negligible vapour pressures, which are compatible with the high temperature
annealing processes typically required to self-assemble these materials.
1.6.2.Initial Development
Wang et al. performed an early study on these materials by first preparing an ABA
triblock copolymer of polystyrene-b-poly(p-tert-butoxystyrene)-b-polystyrene (PS-b-PBS-b-
PS) via living anionic polymerisation. 87 The centre p-tert-butoxystyrene block could then be
deprotected and subsequently used to initiate the polymerisation of ethylene oxide chains
from the block copolymer backbone following the methods of Se et al.88 The resulting
polystyrene-b-[poly(p-hydroxystyrene)-graft-poly(ethylene oxide)]-b-polystyrene (PS-b-
[PHS-g-PEO]-b-PS) block copolymer was capable of solvating Li[Tf2N], and was revealed
by transmission electron microscopy to undergo microphase separation in which the EO-rich
phase formed a percolating conduction pathway for lithium. This Li[Tf2N] doped block
copolymer was then incorporated into a solid-state Li/LixMnO2 battery and exhibited good
thermal and chemical stability, retaining 95% of the initial capacity after 50 cycles at 80 °C.
It was also found that the dynamic moduli of PS-b-[PHS-g-PEO]-b-PS/Li[Tf2N] films was
close to that of pure PS and orders of magnitude greater than a pure PEO doped film at room
temperature. Although the conductivity of these was decreased to half of the value obtained
in a pure PEO electrolyte film (1 × 10-4 S/cm at 25 °C), this was a useful proof of concept
study which demonstrated that block copolymers possessing a high Young’s modulus could
also retain acceptable levels of conductivity.
Niitani et al. was also one of the first to investigate these materials with the specific goal
of achieving high modulus materials with suitable lithium ion conductivity. In their study
they analysed the conductive properties of two ABA triblock copolymers consisting of PS
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end blocks for mechanical strength and a PEO methacrylate centre block, with pendant chain
lengths of either 13 or 23 PEO units. These polymers formed complex self-assembled
structures, including the GYR morphology, and when doped with Li[ClO4] in a ratio of
[Li+]/[EO] = 0.03 - 0.08 also gave conductivities up to 1 × 10-4 S/cm and were
electrochemically stable up to 4.3 V vs. Li/Li+. Unfortunately, the mechanical properties of
these materials were not evaluated, but are assumed to be considerably higher than pure PEO
due to the presence of the high Tg PS domains.
Shortly after these studies, two reports were published by He et al. on the self-assembly of
four amphiphilic poly(butadiene-b-ethylene oxide) (PB-b-PEO) diblock copolymers in the
ionic liquid [BMIM][PF6].89, 90 They demonstrated that a variety of micellar structures
(spherical micelles, wormlike micelles, and bilayered vesicles) could be accessed by varying
the length of the PB corona block. In contrast to aqueous solutions of the same polymers, the
[BMIM][PF6] solutions exhibited temperature-independent micellar morphologies between
25 – 100 °C.89 This phenomenon was further exploited to shuttle the block copolymer
micelles back and forth between the ionic liquid and water by a thermally reversible
process.90
He et al. also described the one of the first reports in which mechanically strong, highly
conductive (~ 10-3 S/cm at 25 °C) and transparent films were achieved by gelation of a
poly(styrene-b-ethylene oxide-b-styrene) (PS-b-PEO-b-PS) triblock copolymer in
[BMIM][PF6] with as low as 5 wt % PS-b-PEO-b-PS triblock copolymer.91 It was also
acknowledged that using ABA triblock copolymers provides more flexibility in controlling
the gel structure and physical properties through variation of the copolymer block identities,
lengths or architectures. These advantages were re-emphasised in a follow up study which
described the synthesis of a novel thermoreversible ion gel through the self-assembly of a
similar triblock copolymer.92 The ethylene oxide midblock was retained in this copolymer,
but both of the end blocks were replaced with poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM), a
polymer that has been reported to exhibit upper critical solution temperature (UCST) phase
behaviour in mixtures with [EMIM][Tf2N]. These gels were highly conductive (5 mS/cm2 at
room temperature), possessed significant mechanical strength and could be cycled between
being a viscous liquid and a gel by heating or cooling respectively, offering potential
advantages such as solvent-free processing in practical applications (Figure 1.9).92
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Figure 1.9. Variation of dynamic storage (solid symbols) and loss (open symbols) moduli of
the PNIPAM–PEO–PNIPAM/[EMIM][Tf2N] ion gel as a function of temperature. The insets are
photographs of the ion gel at corresponding temperatures. From He et al.92
1.6.3.Lyotropic Phase Behaviour in Block Copolymer/Ionic Liquid Mixtures
The phase behaviour of block copolymers in ionic liquids and the selectivity and
distribution of ionic liquids towards specific blocks became an area of increased activity
following these early studies. This was because of the realisation that understanding the
relationship between composition, structure, temperature, and ionic conductivity would be
critical in order to optimise the properties of block copolymer/ionic liquid electrolytes. One
of the earliest such studies was published by Simone et al. in 2008, which mapped the phase
transitions of three relatively small PB-b-PEO diblock copolymers with PEO block fractions
(ƒPEO) between 0.20 – 0.33 in the ionic liquids [EMIM][Tf2N] and [EMIM][PF6].93 It was
observed that each block copolymer underwent lyotropic phase transitions between a number
of classical block copolymer microstructures, including SBCC, LAM and HEX, when the
concentration of ionic liquid was varied. The ionic liquids also partitioned almost exclusively
into the polar PEO domains, due to the high degree of selectivity. A subsequent study by
Simone et al. reported similar observations for a series of four PS-b-PEO block copolymers
over a comparable range of ƒPEO and ionic liquid concentrations.94
Virgili et al. made a number of important contributions in this area by investigating the
selectivity and distribution of the ionic liquid [IM][Tf2N] in a polystyrene-b-poly(2-
vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) block copolymer, as well as studying the changes in the phase
diagram of this block copolymer upon the addition of various amounts of this ionic liquid.95-
97 Through the use of small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and optical transmission
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characterisation techniques, it was concluded that [IM][Tf2N] selectively solvates and thus
segregates into the PV2P block microphases.95 A subsequent publication revealed that the
addition of [IM][Tf2N] ionic liquid causes a large decrease in the interfacial area occupied by
each S2VP chain. This indicated an increase in the effective χ parameter (χeff) (a term
incorporating ion solvation and entropic effects for determining χ)98 of the S2VP copolymer
with ionic liquid addition which was larger than any previous observations of block
copolymer/selective molecular solvent mixtures. This was attributed to the enthalpically
driven presence of ions in the high dielectric P2VP phase.96, 97 It was discovered soon after in
a number of subsequent publications that imidazolium based ionic liquids also exhibited
selective segregation into PMMA blocks of PS-b-PMMA block copolymers.99 This was
partly attributed to the interactions of the imidazolium ring with the oxygen atoms in these
blocks.100, 101 This selective incorporation potentially allows the modulus and conductivity of
the resultant films to be controlled independently, as well as confining the ionic liquid in
nano-sized conducting channels that possess higher conductivities than comparable
disordered materials. Furthermore, they illustrate that ionic liquids can also be used as a
means of simultaneously inducing phase separation or controlling phase transitions in these
systems, akin to those produced by the presence of selective volatile organic solvents. This
ability to precisely control block copolymer morphology combined with the non-volatility of
ionic liquids has also expanded the scope of their applications to the fields of photonics102
and lithography.103
1.6.4.Lyotropic Phase Behaviour in Block Copolymer/Lithium Salt Mixtures
During this time a series of parallel studies also reported the effects of lithium salt
concentration and identity on the phase behaviour of a number of block copolymers with
hydrophilic blocks, including PEO and PMMA, towards creating detailed maps of the
transitions in these systems. Ruzette et al. investigated these effects in block copolymer
electrolytes consisting of poly(methyl methacrylate-b-oligo oxyethylene methacrylate)
(PMMA-b-POEM), which displays a segmentally mixed (disordered) state at elevated
temperatures and undergoes phase separation around ambient temperature, due to the
increased thermodynamic compatibility of this monomer pair.104 It was demonstrated that
addition of lithium salts could dramatically alter the degree of compatibility between the two
blocks due to the formation of complexes with the EO units of POEM, thereby reducing the
strength of segmental interactions between the blocks and raising the order/disorder
transition. This was found to occur even when very limited amounts of salt were introduced,
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with [EO]:[Li+] ratios as low as 20:1 – 30:1 being sufficient to raise the order/disorder
transition of this block copolymer from room temperature to a temperature range between
100 – 200 °C, making them suitable for melt-processing.
Bates and co-workers had previously evaluated the influence of adding PEO of
systematically increasing molar masses to a single symmetric PS-b-PI block copolymer, and
were able to map the approximate phase diagram for intermediate to weakly segregated
systems between the symmetric PS-PI and PS-PI-PEO compositional states.105 A rich series
of phase transitions were observed in these systems over this compositional range, for which
six regions of distinct morphological structures were found to exist, including two-domain
lamellae, core-shell HEX, pentacontinuous core-shell GYR, and three-domain lamellae.
Following this initial work they published two additional studies in which the complete phase
diagrams for an extensive series of Li[ClO4]-doped poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene
oxide) (PI-b-PS-b-PEO) and poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PI-b-PEO)
triblock terpolymers were described and compared over a range of temperatures and
[EO]:[Li+] ratios.106, 107 For both systems, the presence of lithium led to an increase in the
segregation strength as revealed by the increased domain spacings and order-disorder
transition temperatures, as determined by SAXS measurements. Varying the salt
concentration over the range of [EO]:[Li+] between 48:1 to 3:1 was also observed to induce
transitions between phases. For the PS-b-PI-b-PEO system, some small deviations were
observed when compared with the phase diagram for PI-b-PS-b-PEO, in addition to a
reduction in the melting temperature of the PEO phase, both in the presence of Li[ClO4] and
without, as it was no longer confined between the hard, glassy PS microdomains. This was an
interesting finding given the relationship between the Tg of the conducting phase and
conductivity in these systems.
Wang et al. also assessed the ability of lithium ions to alter segmental interactions and
chain conformations, due to the formation of Li+-PMMA complexes, in a series of PS-b-
PMMA block copolymers as a function of temperature and concentration.108, 109 Similar
findings were obtained for this system, such that the χeff between PS and lithium containing
PMMA increased in comparison to the neat copolymers as a function of the number of
Li+/PMMA complexes and could be used to induce order-order transitions. A related study by
Ioannou et al. in 2008 sought to provide further insight into effects of lithium ion
concentration on the phase behaviour of block copolymers and how this influences the ion
mobility in these systems.110 To achieve this diblock copolymers of polystyrene-b-
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poly(methacrylic acid) (PS-b-PMAA) of various compositions were synthesised by anionic
polymerisation and exchanged with systematically increasing amounts of lithium ions. In
addition to the previous finding mentioned above, investigation of dynamics revealed a new
dielectrically active process associated with a local relaxation of lithium ions coupled to the
PMAA segments. The progressive change of lithium ion coordination in the PMAA phase of
block polyelectrolytes upon increasing the PMAA content was found to slow down the Li+
ion dynamics by about 2 orders of magnitude. The ionic conductivity of the block
polyelectrolytes also increased by about 3 orders of magnitude relative to the corresponding
acidic form.
Shortly afterward, several studies have appeared on the distribution of lithium ions in
these systems as well as other factors which can influence their properties. A study by Gomez
et al. found that lithium ions were nonuniformly distributed within the PEO lamellae of PS-b-
PEO block copolymers with a ratio of lithium ions per PEO monomer, r = 0.085.111 This was
reported to be related to the nonuniformity of lithium/PEO coordination, and later described
by Nakamura et al. to also depend on additional factors such as the local electrostatic
potential and the location solvation energy.112 Conversely, a more recent study by Gilbert et
al. revealed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) that Li[TfO] ions appeared to be
uniformly distributed in the oligoethylene oxide side chains of lamellar PS-b-
poly(oligo(oxyethylene)methacrylate) (PS-b-POEM).113 However, these discrepancies were
attributed to the differences in the energetics resulting from the coordination of lithium ions
to the considerably long oxyethylene side chains (~ 8.5 units per repeat unit) versus main
chain solubilising segments.
1.6.5.Structure-Property Relationships in Ion Containing Block Copolymers
In addition to these initial insights into the effect of ionic additives on the thermodynamics
of block copolymer phase separation, a number of studies were conducted to investigate the
morphological influences on conduction and modulus in these systems, and the extent to
which they can be decoupled from the physical properties of the block copolymer domains
such as the block molecular weight, Tg and ion percolation. During this time Panday et al.
published a series of innovative studies in which the ionic conductivity of symmetric PEO
block copolymer/Li[Tf2N] mixtures, σ (T), was studied as a function of both the EO:[Li+]
ratio (r) and the total molecular weight of the PEO block, MPEO.114 Importantly, these studies
challenged the existing conclusion in the literature that the ionic conductivity of composite
polymer electrolytes decreases with increasing molecular weight (and thus increasing
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modulus) of the polymer electrolyte, before levelling off in the high molecular weight
limit.115 An extensive series of polymers were studied in which the MPEO ranged from 1.2 –
98 kg/mol (Total molecular weight, MSEO, between 2.7 – 172 kg/mol).114, 116, 117 For roughly
symmetrical polymers in the low molecular weight limit of the total molecular weight (MSEO
< 10 kg/mol), the normalised conductivity was a weakly decreasing linear function of MSEO.
However, above this value (MPEO > 10 kg/mol) the conductivity exhibited a discontinuous
increase before beginning to rise sharply and exhibiting a sigmoidal dependence on MSEO
(Figure 1.10). The nonmonotonic dependence of σn on MSEO indicated that the ionic
conductivity of these nanostructured electrolytes was affected by (at least) two opposing
factors: (1) the Tg of the insulating PS block, Tg PS, and (2) the width of the conducting PEO
channel.
Figure 1.10. Normalised conductivity (σn) versus total molecular weight (MSEO) for a series of
PS-b-PEO (SEO) block copolymers at 90 °C. The red symbols are data from Panday et al.114
and the black symbols were reported by Yuan et al.117 This figure is reproduced from Yuan et
al.117
Recent work by a number of research groups has revealed that the complex self-assembled
structures of block copolymers introduces a number of additional factors which can
significantly influence the ionic conductivity of these electrolyte materials. For example, Cho
et al. observed an order of magnitude increase in the conductivity of Li[TfO] doped
amphiphilic dendrons extended by linear PEO chains at a HEX-to-GYR transition.118 This
result demonstrated the advantages of using block copolymers with a bicontinuous GYR
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morphology which possesses 3-D conducting pathways over those with 2-D conducting
pathways such as a HEX morphology.
Gwee et al. published an important study in 2010 which illustrated the significant impact
that morphology can have on ion transport in transparent solid-state films composed of PS-b-
PMMA (33-b-39 kDa, mass fraction MMA = 0.56) and the ionic liquid [EMIM][Tf2N].119 As
expected, the PS-b-PMMA block copolymer used in this study formed a LAM morphology at
0 – 34 wt % ionic liquid, and a HEX morphology at 34 – 50 wt % ionic liquid, due to the
changes in composition and increased thermodynamic incompatibility between the two
phases. When compared to PMMA homopolymers containing the same ionic liquid content
(wt %), significantly higher conductivities were achieved in the block copolymers with either
morphology. This was the result of selective segregation of the ionic liquid into the PMMA
microdomains, allowing for a higher ionic liquid content relative to the conductive
microdomain (PMMA) compared to the PMMA homopolymers.119 Furthermore, when
PMMA/ionic liquid mixtures at higher ionic liquid content were prepared, the result was a
viscous solution and free-standing solid-state films could not be obtained. This is because
ionic liquids typically plasticise rather than stiffen compatible polymers, due to the very low
Tg. In contrast, the PS-b-PMMA mixtures were still able to form solid free standing films at
much higher ionic liquid to PMMA mole ratios because the immiscible PS microdomain
retains its high Tg and imparts improved mechanical stability.119 These findings were more
concrete evidence of the many benefits that block copolymer electrolytes afford when
compared to those comprised of homopolymers.
Around this time Majewski et al. also published a report seeking to more rigorously
quantify the impact of morphology and alignment on the bulk electrical transport properties
of self-assembled soft materials for electrolytic membranes, which reiterated these
findings.120 In this case magnetic fields of varying strengths were employed to align films
comprised of the a poly(ethylene oxide-b-6-(4′-cyanobiphenyl-4-yloxy)-hexyl methacrylate) 
(PEO-b-PMA/CB) block copolymer mixed with Li[ClO4] over a range of EO:[Li+] ratios.
Interestingly, when the HEX forming PEO domains for the polymer with a EO:[Li+] ratio of
120:1 were aligned in the direction of conductivity (perpendicular to the electrodes) using a 5
Tesla magnetic field, they exhibited conductivity values an order of magnitude higher than
those which were isotropically oriented in all directions, and 3 orders of magnitude higher
than those aligned parallel (against) to the direction of conductivity.
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Young et al. also conducted a related study with a series of Li[ClO4]-doped PS-b-PEO
block copolymers with three different morphologies at an equivalent charge concentration: 2-
D LAM, 3-D hexagonally perforated lamellae (HPL) and 3-D HEX (the matrix surrounding
the cylinders).121 From this it was further determined that the conductivity increased
dramatically upon a morphology change from LAM (2-D conduction) to HPL/HEX (3-D
conduction) after the effects of PEO molecular weight and nonuniform orientation were
considered. In addition to the influence of morphology identity on conductivity, Young et al.
also readdressed the importance of domain orientation.121 For a LAM forming sample it was
found that the moderate shear created during hot-pressing oriented the domains against the
conducting direction and decreased conductivity as much as 2.5 times. Interestingly, for the
HEX-forming samples the conductivity was not affected by the orientation due to the 3-D
conducting pathways of the PEO matrix surrounding the PS cylinders.121 Teran et al. also
observed a discontinuous increase in the ionic conductivity of a small PS-b-PEO block
copolymer doped with Li[Tf2N] upon transitioning from an ordered LAM structure to a
disordered phase as the sample was heated.122
However, these results were somewhat in contrast to work by Balsara and co-workers,
which determined that the electrolyte conductivity in low molecular weight PS-b-PEO
samples doped with Li[Tf2N] exhibited no discontinuity when transitioning from a disordered
state to a LAM phase as the ion concentration was increased.123 This was also the case for
these materials across the temperature induced LAM to GYR transition.123 Morphology-
independent conductivity has also been reported by Naidu et al. for Li[ClO4] doped PS-b-
P2VP transitioning from a disordered structure initially through a number of ordered
microphases.124 The range of factors demonstrated to influence conductivity in these
materials, combined with the somewhat contradictory results of these studies highlighted the
complex effects introduced by the morphology of these systems, which warranted further
investigation in order to be fully understood.
In subsequent studies Balsara and co-workers continued their investigations of these
materials and sought to more accurately determine the influence of cation size, shape and
concentration on the phase behaviour, thermal properties and thermodynamics of these
systems.100 Their first report built upon previous experimental work by Young et al.125 and
the theoretical work of Wang et al.,98 which proposed that the thermodynamics of these
systems can be mapped on to the theory of neat block copolymer phase behaviour provided
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that χ between the blocks is replaced by an effective χ (χeff) value that increases linearly with
salt concentration. This is described by the equation:
௘߯୤୤= ݉ ∙ ݎ+ ୬߯ ୟୣ୲ (1.4)
where the magnitude of m quantifies the effect of salt addition on block copolymer
thermodynamics, r is the ratio of cations to repeats units in the ion-solvating block and χneat is
the χ value of the neat block copolymer. The two species compared in this study were
Li[Tf2N] and [IM][Tf2N], both of which varied the morphology of the PS-b-PEO block
copolymers they were mixed with in agreement with the calculated changes in volume of the
PEO rich microphases due to their presence. Surprisingly, the similarities in phase behaviour
between the two systems suggest the effect of concentration on χeff between the two cations
was very similar, indicating that the phase separation is an anion dominated process. This was
a somewhat unanticipated finding given the previous literature and that it is likely that the
solvation shell around the [IM]+ cation will be very different from that of Li+ due to the
differences in shape and radius, and previous findings on the strong interactions of Li+
cations with multiple ether units.
In a follow up study these researchers then sought to characterise the structural changes
that occur during the ODT in a PEO diblock copolymer mixed with Li[Tf2N] using SAXS.126
It was discovered that in contrast to the abrupt changes in SAXS scattering denoting the ODT
in neat block copolymers, salt containing block copolymers instead showed a gradual
transition from order to disorder over a small temperature window. Across this range, which
for this system was found to span ~ 11 °C, the scattering profiles appear to be a superposition
of a sharp and a broad primary scattering peak, consistent with the coexistence of ordered and
disordered phases. Furthermore, the observed decrease of domain spacing with temperature
in the ordered phase increased abruptly upon reaching this coexistence window, and this
swelling of the ordered domain was attributed to partitioning of salt within the LAM
microdomains in this coexistence window.
1.6.6.Universal Relationships between Concentration and the Physical Properties
In 2012, Hoarfrost et al. made another important discovery which summarised the findings
of a number of studies in this area, through a series of publications which led to the
development of seemingly universal conductivity scaling relationship for nanostructured
block copolymer/ionic liquid membranes (Figure 1.11).127, 128 It was shown that the ionic
conductivity of mixtures of PS-b-P2VP and PS-b-PMMA with ionic liquids selective for the
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P2VP and PMMA microphases could be described by a single expression (eq 1.7), which
combined percolation theory with the empirical Vogel−Fulcher−Tamman (VFT) 
relationship:129-131
s଴(ܶ) = s଴ஶ expቀ ି஻்ି బ்ቁ (1.5)
where s଴, B, and T0 denote the diffusion coefficient in the high temperature limit, a 
constant and the Vogel temperature, respectively. The VFT equation takes into account the
effect of the Tg of the conducting phase on the temperature dependence,129 while percolation
theory considers the power law dependence of conductivity on the overall volume fraction of
ionic liquid.132 Percolation theory describes diffusion through a two-phase system where one
phase is ion permeable and the other is not.133 The “percolation threshold” is defined as the
critical concentration of the conducting phase where isolated domains become interconnected
and accessible. According to percolation theory, no transport occurs below the percolation
threshold, while transport above the percolation threshold follows a power law dependency,
contained in the fitting parameter A, on the conducting phase volume fraction according
to:133, 134
ܣ =ߪூ௅(߶ூ௅ − ߶଴)௡ (1.6)
where σIL is dependent on the ionic conductivity of the neat ionic liquid and ϕIL is the
overall ionic liquid volume fraction. ϕ0 is the volume fraction of ionic liquid at the
percolation threshold and was found by Hoarfrost et al.128 to be close to the theoretical value
of 0.15 for an ideal, 3-D continuous system.135 The exponent n is a constant that depends on
the spatial dimensions and includes the effect of tortuosity, which was determined to be 1.5
for any mixture morphology for which the grains are isotropically oriented in three
dimensions, regardless of whether local transport can only occur in two-dimensions.127, 133
From these two equations the following relationship was found to universally describe the
temperature and concentration dependence of ionic conductivity in the block copolymer/ionic
liquid materials examined:
ߪ଴ =ߪூ௅(߶ூ௅ − 0.15)ଵ.ହ × exp൜ ି஻்ି்బ(಺ಽು೓ೌೞ೐)ൠ (1.7)
where the Vogel temperature, T0, was approximated as being 50 K below the Tg of the
conducting phase. However, this model does not consider the increases in conductivity which
can be brought about by aligning the isotropic grains in the direction of the ionic
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conductivity. In addition to the examples presented above, Park et al. demonstrated that
aligning membranes with isotropically oriented LAM domains along the direction of
conduction enhanced conductivity in the direction of alignment by a factor of 1.5, which is
consistent with theoretical predictions. This also indicates the benefits of targeting block
copolymer electrolytes with a bicontinuous morphology, because this phase does not require
an alignment step in order to achieve 3-D conducting pathways, thus giving it an advantage
from a manufacturing standpoint.
From this equation, it became apparent that other than these effects, the polymer serves
only as a mechanical matrix for the ionic liquid, which is evidenced by the concentration
dependence term, meaning there is enormous flexibility when designing highly conductive
block copolymer/ionic liquid electrolytes. This equation also provides quantitative evidence
that the incorporation of a nonconductive block into the block copolymer can impart
mechanical durability or a number of other functionalities to the membrane without
sacrificing conductivity, because the conductivity scales with the overall volume fraction of
ionic liquid.128
Figure 1.11. Conductivity of PS-b-PMMA/[IM][Tf2N] mixtures (solid symbols) and PS-b-
P2VP/[IM][Tf2N] mixtures (open symbols), plotted according to eq 1.7 (above) and thus
demonstrating its universality. σ0 = 2.0 was calculated from the conductivity of neat [IM][Tf2N].
From Hoarfrost et al.128
1.6.7.Additional Structural Considerations
In more recent years following these studies the field has continued to expand, and a wide
variety of novel approaches and polymer structures have been investigated towards
elucidating the structural factors which influence the physical properties of these systems
which towards improving their function further. One example was published in 2013 by
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Schulze et al., in which the researchers reported an innovative method for the one-pot
synthesis of solid-state polymer electrolyte membranes with a bicontinuous phase separated
morphology.136 The method for the synthesis of these materials was adapted from an earlier
publication by Seo and Hillmyer,137 which involved polymerisation of a
styrene/divinylbenzene mixture from a macromolecular PEO-chain transfer agent (CTA) in
the presence of the ionic liquid [BMIM][Tf2N] and [BMIM][Tf2N]/Li[Tf2N] mixtures. The
controlled reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerisation process
induces partitioning of the growing polymer chains into nanoscale domains, while the
divinylbenzene results in chemical cross-linking during the polymerisation of styrene to
improve fidelity of the resulting bicontinuous structure. Incorporating the lithium salt into the
ionic liquid is an additional benefit which prevents the need for post polymerisation mixing
steps. Although the room temperature conductivity (5 × 10-4 S/cm) of the most conductive
membrane containing 21 wt % ionic liquid still has room for improvement, it possessed an
elastic modulus at this concentration upwards of 200 MPa, which is somewhat higher than
typically achievable in linear PS-b-PEO block copolymers. These results highlighted the
potential of this method in the continued development of these materials.
The following year, Sun et al.138 conducted a study in which they aimed to revisit previous
findings in the literature that amorphous PEO is much more conductive than its crystalline
form.139, 140 They noted that many past comparisons of the conductivity of crystalline and
amorphous polymers have invariably involved changing variables that have a strong effect on
ion transport, such as polymer molecular weight, temperature, or thermal history. To this end
they devised a platform for comparing lithium ion transport in amorphous and crystalline
block copolymers that are otherwise very similar. This was done by synthesising two
structurally analogous LAM forming ethyleneoxy containing diblock copolymers: poly-N-(2-
ethyl)hexylglycine-b-poly-N-2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethylglycine (pNeh-b-pNte) and
poly-N-decylglycine-b-poly-N-2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethylglycine (pNdc-b-pNte),
each with 18 monomer units per block. Critically, these polymers possess the same
conducting block, which is in an amorphous state when paired with the pNeh block but
crystalline when in a block copolymer with pNdc. The thermal properties or each polymer
were therefore very different: at room temperature, pNeh-b-pNte self-assembles into a LAM
structure with both amorphous microphases, while pNdc-b-pNte self-assembles into a LAM
structure with both crystalline phases, thus allowing the effect of crystallinity on conductivity
to be directly compared in the absence of other structural factors. Partitioning of the lithium
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salt was observed to partially disrupt the crystallisation of the pNdc block domains, however,
at molar ratios of [Li+]:[EO] moieties = 0.085 and 0.16, the crystallinity of the pNdc block
was calculated to be 60 % and 28 %, respectively. Despite this, the conductivity of these two
samples compared to their amorphous counterparts was almost identical. This was an
unexpected result that is undoubtedly related to the manner in which the lithium salt is
incorporated into the pNte crystalline phase. Although additional studies remain to be
performed, this work was successful in shedding further light on the efficacy of crystalline
polymers for lithium ion transport in batteries.
Shortly after, Kuan et al. investigated how the repeat unit distribution profile and volume
fraction of tapered block polymers could influence the conductivity of these systems.141 In
this study the tapered block copolymers consisted of a transition region with a gradient
composition in between two pure blocks. The researchers synthesised and primarily
investigated two tapered block copolymers with comparable molecular weights and roughly
equal block volume fractions, both of which possessed a PS block on one end and a
poly(oligo-oxyethylene methacrylate) block on the other. In between the two was the tapered
block, which for the first was PS rich on the same end as the PS block (PS-b-PSOEM-b-
OEM), while the other was PS rich at the OEM end (PS-b-POEMS-b-OEM). These polymers
were then doped with Li[TfO] at an [EO]:[Li+] ratio of [15]:[1], which induced both to
transition from disordered structures to ordered HEX morphologies, as indicated by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and SAXS. Interestingly, despite the comparable molecular
weights of these samples, these techniques also revealed distinct differences in the domain
sizes of these morphologies, thus opening up the possibility for the domain sizes of lithium-
doped block copolymer to be manipulated independently of the chemical constituents and the
molecular masses using tapered interfaces. Thermal analysis of these two block copolymers
revealed that they also possessed different Tg values, which reflected as changes in their
conductivities. Importantly, on comparison with their non-tapered counterparts the
conductivity of the conductivity of the PS-b-POEMS-b-OEM block copolymer was slightly
greater (3 × 10-5 S/cm vs. 0.5 × 10-5 S/cm at 25 °C) than for the non-tapered block copolymer.
Although the conductivity of these polymers was somewhat low, this interfacial modification
approach for polymer electrolytes offers another avenue for directing the design of these
materials towards improving their efficiency and tuneability.
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1.6.8.Current State of the Literature
Jo et al. have also recently investigated a new methodology for improving the ionic
conductivity and cation transport of lithium ion containing block copolymer electrolytes over
blends of their homopolymer counterparts, which involved using block copolymers with a
hard, anion-stabilising block.142 Specifically, the researchers synthesised a LAM-forming
poly(ethylene oxide-b-dithiooxamide) (PEO-b-PDTOA) block copolymer, which gains its
unique anion-stabilising ability through the incorporation of the thioamide containing
PDTOA block. Comparison of this block copolymer to a simple blend of PEO and PDTOA
homopolymers revealed that the conductivity was slightly higher in the block copolymer (2 ×
10-4 S/cm vs. 1.3 × 10-4 S/cm, respectively). Although these conductivity values are lower
than achieved previously in other systems, these results may also prove useful for directing
the design and development of improved materials in the future.
Lodge and co-workers have previously investigated the potential ion gels formed from
[EMIM][Tf2N] doped ABA triblock copolymers with the structures PS-b-PEO-b-PS and PS-
b-PMMA-b-PS.101, 143 These polymer architectures induce the styrene end-blocks to associate
into micelles, whereas the PEO and PMMA midblocks are well-solvated by this ionic liquid.
In their initial comparison of these systems, it was revealed that conductivity and modulus
between the gel and the solution with the highest polymer concentrations studied reveals that
ion transport and mechanical stability can be decoupled. It was also revealed that the modulus
of the PS-b-PEO-b-PS gel was superior to the PS-b-PMMA-b-PS gel at the highest values of
conductivity. However, one intended application of these materials is as the dielectric layer in
thin film electron gated transistors (EGTs), which require a high ionic conductivity and
modulus, but for which water absorption can negatively affect the stability of the dielectric
layer and lead to electrical breakdown. This means that PS-b-PMMA-b-PS was the preferred
system between the two given its lower affinity for water. In order to overcome this limitation
a new variant of triblock copolymer was investigated where the midblock was replaced with a
structurally similar but lower Tg block poly(ethyl acrylate).144 The enabled the conductivity of
the resulting gels to be comparable to that of PS-b-PEO-b-PS at polymer concentrations up to
50 wt %. Furthermore, the modulus and ionic conductivity of the gels could be increased
synergistically by decreasing the size of the midblock at constant polymer concentration. This
counterintuitive effect reflected the concurrent increase in the number density and chain
stretching of midblocks, accompanied by a net reduction in midblock concentration within
the conducting phase. Importantly, these gels were also demonstrated to have improved
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stability under ambient humid conditions in comparison to those made with PS-b-PEO-b-PS
ion gels.
Bates et al. also published a study at this time exploring the synthesis, self-assembly,
conductivity, and rheological properties of block copolymers with an ABA triblock structure
doped with Li[Tf2N].145 In this case the block copolymers were formed by polymerising
polynorbornene monomers, to which either PS or PEO polymer chains had been coupled,
resulting in poly[(norbornene-graft-styrene)-b-(norbornene-graft-ethylene oxide)-b-
(norbornene-graft-styrene)] P(NgPS-b-NgPEO-b-NgPS) brush forming block copolymers.
For this system the conductivity was also found to be higher for the block copolymer with a
lower molecular weight midblock, as found by Lodge et al. for the linear system.144
Furthermore, the optimum ratio of [EO]:[Li+] was found to occur between [10]:[1] – [15]:[1],
which is also in agreement with previously investigated linear systems. The highest values of
conductivity in these systems at 25 °C were 2 × 10-4 S/cm, with a corresponding dynamic
modulus of 20 – 30 MPa at 40 °C over a frequency range of 0.01 – 100 rad/sec. Although
these values were not improved over typical linear AB or ABA block polymers, these
materials represent another viable candidate in the search for polymer electrolytes with both
high ionic conductivities and moduli.
In one of the most recent publications in this field to date, Zardalidis et al. investigated the
influence of anion type on the ion transport (dc conductivity) of block copolymer electrolytes
as a function of the block copolymer molecular weight and the interaction parameter.146 To
achieve these goals the researchers employed the well-studied PS-b-PEO system but used a
different electrolyte, in this case Li[TfO]. This anion was chosen because in contrast to
intermolecular bound Li[Tf2N] electrolytes, Li[TfO] binds intramolecularly to the PEO
chains (i.e. Li[TfO] is unable to coordinate with more than one polymer chain at a time).147
Despite these effects, the ion conductivity in PS-b-PEO/ Li[TfO] electrolytes exhibits a
molecular weight dependence similar to that reported for the PS-b-PEO/Li[Tf2N] system we
have described above by Panday et al.114 and Yuan et al.117 However, anion size effects lead
to a slightly lower conductivities. To explore interaction parameter effects the researchers
then employed block copolymer electrolytes from PI-b-PEO block copolymers bearing the
same conducting block (PEO) and the same electrolyte (Li[TfO]). A number of different
parameters were compared to the PS-b-PEO electrolytes which were considered as potential
regulators of ion transport: the characteristic domain-spacing (d), the interfacial thickness Δ, 
and the ratio Δ/d. From this it was concluded that the interfacial area, where ions experience a
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different environment, plays a crucial role in controlling ion transport. Furthermore, among
these different microscopic factors, the d-spacing affected by different interaction parameters
appears to have the most decisive role on ionic conductivity. Finally, the viscoelastic
properties of a PS-b-PEO block copolymer electrolyte with an [EO]:[Li+] ratio of [12]:[1]
was compared with the neat block copolymer. Interestingly, it was observed that lithium-ion
coordination affects not only the influenced the PEO segments but also the PS segments,
based on the observed increase in the PS glass temperature by ~ 10 °C in the presence of
Li[TfO].
In summary, significant work has been done towards understanding the influence of ionic
species on the phase behaviour and thermodynamics of certain block copolymer systems
(namely PS-b-PEO and PS-b-P2VP) although the ionic liquid case is less well understood.
However, in the majority of cases involving lithium salts and all of the cases with ionic
liquids, these results are not represented in the form of an experimental phase diagram
calculated in terms of parameters that are directly applicable to other systems. Given the ever
expanding list of potential applications for these materials, the development of a universally
applicable method of predicting the phase behaviour of these materials is therefore an
enticing prospect. Furthermore, although Hoarfrost et al. have demonstrated that conduction
in these materials is independent of the morphology in isotropic systems the GYR
morphology,127, 128 which does not require alignment, is still to be obtained and investigated
specifically in these materials. The relationships between conductivity and concentration over
a wider temperature range considering the effects either side of the Tg is also warranted.
Finally, the morphological effects on the modulus of these materials is another important, yet
largely neglected factor which if understood and optimised could greatly improve the
possibility of inhibiting dendrite formation from the anodes of lithium batteries.
1.7. Polymerised Ionic Liquid Block Copolymers
The field of block copolymer PIL electrolytes has begun to emerge alongside the field of
block copolymer/ionic liquid mixtures over the past decade, but is still somewhat in its
infancy. Stancik et al. also undertook early studies in this new combined field, by
investigating the micellisation of block copolymers comprised of a hydrophobic PS block and
a hydrophilic imidazolium functionalised PS (PIL) block in dilute toluene solutions.148, 149
Using a combination of dynamic light scattering (DLS) and small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) measurements to study a series of block copolymers with fixed PS block length it
was determined that the micelle core cross-sectional radius and length depend linearly on the
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length of the ionic liquid block.148 Furthermore, the PS block forming the micelle shell
exhibits either a star-like or brush-like conformation depending upon the size of the core.149
This unique relationship between the PIL block and the micelle structure over a range of
block ratios was unprecedented in non-ionic liquid micelle systems and opened up a range of
potential applications unique to ionic liquid based block copolymer systems. This potential is
increased further by their discovery that these micelles also have the ability to sequester small
molecules which are not compatible with the solvent, such as water.148, 149
1.7.1.Structure Property Relationships
The majority of studies following this then focused on synthesising block copolymer PILs
from a variety of monomers and understanding their morphological phase behaviour.150-153
Scalfani et al. reported the melt-state phase behaviour of an imidazolium based ionic block
copolymer system which was synthesised via sequential ring-opening metathesis
polymerisation (ROMP) of imidazolium- and alkyl-substituted norbornene monomer
derivatives.153 By analysing a series of sixteen of these block copolymers using SAXS and
dynamic rheology, it was found that three classical block copolymer phases, LAM, HEX and
SBCC could be obtained. It was also apparent that the χ-parameter was extremely high for
these block copolymers, because thermal disordering was opposed even in the very low
molecular weight samples.
Weber et al. published the first report which specifically aimed to understand the effect of
nanoscale morphology on the conductivity of block copolymer PILs.154 They synthesised a
series of poly(styrene-b-4-vinylbenzylalkylimidazolium [Tf2N]) (PS-b-PVBn-
(alkyl)Im[Tf2N]; alkyl = CH3, n-C4H9, and n-C6H13) diblock copolymers which separate into
HEX, LAM, or coexistence of HEX/LAM with varying degrees of long-range order
depending on the polymer composition. Interestingly, the length of the alkyl substituent was
found to have a negligible impact on the conductivity of LAM samples with similar
compositions (~ 0.1 mS/cm at 150 °C). On the other hand, the conductivity of the LAM
sample (17.0 mol %) was found to be an order of magnitude higher than that of the
LAM/HEX coexistence sample (8.6 mol %), which was attributed to the HEX domains
suffering from morphological defects and grain boundaries that decreased macroscopic
connectivity and impeded conductivity (Figure 1.12).154 The importance of a high degree of
connectivity between conducting domains was further exemplified by preparing films from
this 8.6 mol % sample using two different techniques: solvent casting and melt pressing.
Solvent cast films exhibited good long range order and had in-plane conductivities
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approximately one order of magnitude higher than the more poorly ordered melt-pressed
films. One finding from this study which revealed a potential drawback of these materials
was that the vinylbenzylalkylimidazolium [Tf2N] homopolymer was five times more
conductive than the 17.0 mol % LAM sample which exhibited the highest conductivity of the
block copolymers investigated.154 This observation again highlighted the challenges
associated with optimising the concentration of ion containing blocks in these systems, in
order to achieve high moduli systems with minimal sacrifices to conductivity.
Figure 1.12. Illustration of the dependence of conductivity on morphology for a series of PS-b-
PVBn-(alkyl)Im[Tf2N] polymeric ionic liquid block copolymers. A transition from a LAM + HEX
coexistence morphology to a LAM morphology resulted in a 10-fold increase in σ, while the 
PIL homopolymer achieved an additional 5-fold increase in σ over the LAM sample. From 
Weber et al.154
In 2012, Green et al. further investigated the possibility of simultaneously improving both
the conductive and mechanical properties of block copolymer PIL systems.155 In this study
they employed the use of ABA triblock copolymers which contained a random poly(1-(4-
vinylbenzyl)imidazole-co-n-butyl acrylate) (poly(VBIm-co-nBA) midblock, in which the
charge content could be controlled via quaternisation, and PS end blocks for mechanical
reinforcement. Using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) it was revealed that increasing the
VBIm content in the midblock from 25 mol % to 50 mol % raised the Tg by 18 °C, while
keeping the Tg of the PS block constant. Furthermore, quaternisation of imidazole in the
random poly(VBIm-co-nBA) central blocks with ethyl bromide caused the Tg of both
midblocks to raise by 30 °C, due to the presence of ionic interactions. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy of the uncharged and charged block copolymers unsurprisingly
revealed that the ionic conductivity increased by an order of magnitude upon incorporation of
charge onto the block copolymer side chains, despite the changes in Tg. To further investigate
the effects of plasticisation and charge incorporation on the conductivity in these systems,
each of the four block copolymers was doped with 20 wt % of the ionic liquid
[EMIM][EtSO4] and then the conductivity values were compared over a temperature range.
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This ionic liquid effectively plasticised the midblocks of each block copolymer, thus
increasing the ionic conductivity by approximately 2 orders of magnitude for the non-charged
block copolymers and by an additional half order of magnitude for the quaternised blocks.
Interestingly, when doped with [EMIM][Tf2N], the neutral block copolymer poly(Sty-b-
[VBIm25%-co-nBA75%]-b-Sty) doped with ionic liquid displayed higher ionic conductivity
values above 100 °C than the quaternised variant. Given that the two triblock copolymers had
similar central block Tg values when solvated with [EMIM][Tf2N], this result was attributed
to a restriction of ion motion as a result of electrostatic interactions between the repeat units
and the additional ionic liquid.
1.7.2.Novel Design Strategies
In 2011, Elabd and co-workers noted that a major difficulty with traditional liquid
electrolyte alkaline fuel cells relates to the use of potassium hydroxide, which can result in
leakage, system corrosion, and ionic conductivity degradation by reacting with CO.156 They
also recognised that if one could replace the liquid electrolyte with an ion-containing solid
polymer membrane that can conduct hydroxide ions (i.e. an anion exchange membrane) then
these problems could potentially be overcome. To this end the researchers investigated the
bromide and hydroxide conductivity in homopolymer, random copolymer and diblock
copolymer PILs based on the ionic liquid monomer (1-[(2-methacryloyloxy)ethyl]-3-
butylimidazolium.157 In the case of the copolymers this was paired with the non-ionic
monomer methyl methacrylate (poly(MMA-b-MEBIm-Br) and poly(MMA-b-MEBIm-OH)).
From these investigations it was revealed that the hydroxide conductivity of the PIL block
copolymer was over an order of magnitude higher than its random copolymer analogue at the
same ionic liquid composition (ion exchange capacity). More surprisingly, the PIL copolymer
with only 37 vol % (17.3 mol %) ionic component also had a higher conductivity and water
content than a homopolymer of the same monomer at high values of relative humidity. For
this block copolymer hydroxide conductivity values at 30 °C were 1 × 10-6 S/cm at 30 %
relative humidity (RH) and 1 × 10-2 S/cm and 90 % RH. It was proposed that the self-
assembled morphology exhibited by the PIL block copolymer may contribute to significantly
different transport mechanisms, such as ion-water confinement in nano-sized channels that
accelerate transport.
Shortly after this work Yuesheng et al. published a study which sought to more
systematically understand the influences of morphology on ion transport in PIL systems,
which likely coincided with parallel studies in ionic liquid doped block copolymers occurring
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at the same time.158 To achieve this goal the researchers synthesised a series of block and
random copolymer PILs from the ionic liquid monomer, 1-[(2-methacryloyloxy)ethyl]-3-
butylimidazolium (MEBIm) [Tf2N], and a nonionic monomer, MMA, at various PIL
compositions. For the diblock copolymers, the partial affinity between the PIL and PMMA
blocks resulted in a weakly microphase separated morphology with no evident long-range
periodic structure across the PIL composition range studied, while the random copolymers
revealed no microphase separation. Surprisingly, this weak microphase separation caused the
block copolymers to consistently possess ionic conductivity values approximately two orders
of magnitude higher than the random copolymers over a range of temperatures. This was the
case even after the differences in the Tg of the conducting phase in each system was
considered, thus demonstrating that local confinement and connectivity of conducting ions in
nanoscale ionic domains in PIL block copolymers can accelerate ion transport significantly,
as has been found in ionic liquid doped block copolymer systems.
A second report on a very similar monomer design was published by this group shortly
afterward, in which the ethyl linker between the methacrylate unit and the imidazolium was
replaced with a much longer undecyl ((CH2)11) unit.159 A series of block copolymers with
various compositions were then synthesised from a PMMA macro-CTA and analysed via
impedance spectroscopy and thermal techniques in a similar manner to the previous study. At
50 °C (the lowest temperature investigated), the conductivity of the block copolymer with 24
mol % PIL was half an order of magnitude higher than the ethyl containing analogue reported
previously (7.94 × 10-3 S/cm vs. 2.5 × 10-3 S/cm, respectively), and also greater than the
corresponding homopolymer at higher temperatures. These improvements in conductivity
could be traced to a decrease in the Tg of the PIL segment from 103 °C for the ethyl
containing PIL to 24 °C for the undecyl derivative.
During this time Bouchet et al. reported a new single-ion conducting ABA triblock
polymer electrolyte, for which the linear PEO central B block was paired with novel A blocks
on either side which were composed of repeat units based on PS, to which a [Tf2N]- anion
analogue had been covalently bonded.160 Critically, these anions were paired with “mobile”
lithium cations, which are the only ions that contribute to energy producing reactions in
lithium-ion batteries. Owing to this design, the single-ion conductivity of these electrolytes,
regardless of morphology, was upwards of 1.3 × 10-5 S/cm at 60 °C – almost half an order of
magnitude higher than the state-of-the-art value of lithium conductivity for typical dry
polymer electrolytes at the time. Importantly, these improvements came without a sacrifice of
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mechanical properties or electrochemical stability, making them promising candidates in the
race to develop the next generation of battery electrolytes.
Balsara and co-workers then undertook further studies of this new monomer design, and
studied the morphology-conductivity relationships in a PIL diblock copolymer comprised of
PEO-b-PSLiTf2N using SAXS and impedance spectroscopy.161 The block copolymer they
primarily investigated was PEO-b-PSLiTf2N (5.0-b-3.2), which exhibited an order-disorder
transition between 50-55 °C. Below this temperature range, the polymer therefore forms an
ordered microphase-separated structure with crystalline PEO-rich domains and glassy
PSLiTf2N-rich domains (Tg, PSLiTf2N = 160 °C). The appearance of an additional SAXS
peak at q = 1.33 nm-1, which is also commonly observed in a wide variety of ionomers
including Nafion, lead the researchers to conclude that the Li+ and [Tf2N]- ions were
clustered at room temperature. This clustering caused the concentration of lithium ions in the
PEO-rich domains to become negligible, resulting in very low conductivity values (below
10−7 S/cm). However, at high temperatures above the ODT the disordered blocks are
intimately mixed and most of the ions are no longer able to form clusters, as evidenced by the
dramatic reduction in the size of the corresponding SAXS peak in this temperature range
(Figure 1.13). This results in conductivity values as high as 3.8 × 10−4 S/cm at 90 °C, further
demonstrating the potential of this monomer design under the appropriate conditions.
Figure 1.13. Schematics of the single-ion conducting PEO-b-PSLiTf2N (PEO-b-PSLiTFSI) block
copolymer electrolyte at low and high temperatures. At low temperatures, the PEO (red) and
PSLiTf2N (blue) blocks are microphase separated, and the ions are clustered (green circles). At
high temperatures, the PEO and PSLiTf2N blocks are mixed (purple); the clusters (gray circles)
are nearly dissolved; and the lithium ions are mobile. From ref.161.
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These researchers have recently undertaken further studies on this block copolymer
system, in this case by studying the influence of temperature on the relationship between
conductivity and morphology when the molecular weight of the PEO block was held constant
and that of PSLiTf2N was varied between 2 – 7.5 kg/mol.162 This revealed that lithium ion
concentration and block copolymer composition are intimately coupled in this system.
Specifically, at low temperatures the block copolymer with PSLiTf2N block molecular
weights ≤ 4.0 kg/mol exhibited the same microphase separated structures as described 
previously, in which conductivity was low due to the formation of lithium ion clusters in the
glassy PSLiTf2N-rich domains. The same behaviour was also observed as the temperature
was increased above the above the melting temperature of the PEO microphase (52 ± 4 °C).
In contrast, the block copolymers with PSLiTf2N molecular weights ≥ 5.4 kg/mol were 
instead disordered at all temperatures, and the ionic conductivity was a smooth function of
temperature, with high lithium transference numbers between 0.87 to 0.99. This study
effectively demonstrated the complex interplay between the volume fraction of the PEO
block that provides a medium for ion transport and the ion storing PSLiTf2N block. It also
revealed more conclusively that the relationship between ion transport and molecular
structure in single-ion conducting block copolymer electrolytes is qualitatively different from
the well-studied case of block copolymers with added salt.
Just recently, Elabd and co-workers published a third study on hydroxide and bromide
conducting PIL block copolymers towards elucidating the mechanisms responsible for the
increased conductivity in these systems over the corresponding homopolymer analogues,
despite their much lower ion contents. To this end they synthesised a series of poly(MMA-b-
MEBIm-Br) and poly(MMA-b-MEBIm-OH) block copolymers with PIL compositions of
6.6, 11.9, and 26.5 mol %, in addition to the previously studied systems with a composition
of 17.3 mol %. High conductivity values were reported for each block copolymer, for
example, the bromide and hydroxide conductivities with increasing PIL composition (6.6,
11.9, 17.3, and 26.5 mol %) at 90 % RH and 80 °C were 1.33 and 3.89 mS/cm, 4.35 and 7.60
mS/cm, 5.67 and 25.46 mS/cm, and 7.64 and 25.01 mS/cm, respectively. In agreement with
their previous results, higher conductivities were observed in the three highest composition
PIL block copolymers under various compositions compared the analogous PIL
homopolymers. Morphology factors (f), or normalised ionic conductivities for these block
copolymers reached values > 3 under some conditions, which is much higher than the
maximum theoretical limit for isotropic LAM domains (f = 2/3). It was also observed that the
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morphology factors were PIL composition dependent, where the lowest PIL composition has
the lowest morphology factor. In other words, the conductivity in the PIL microdomains may
accelerate bromide and hydroxide ion transport due to the local confinement of ions and
water within connected network of nano-sized channels. These findings were also
corroborated with percolation theory, thus reiterating the property enhancements which can
be achieved by employing nanostructured materials.
In summary, although PILs with both high moduli and conductivity represent the holy
grail of this field, overcoming the greatly reduced dynamics of ionic liquids when tethered to
the polymer backbone, in order to compete with ion doped systems, remains a restrictive
factor. Nevertheless, the polymerisation of these ion containing monomers does impart
additional improvements on the moduli of these systems, although it is expected that this
could be further optimised if the morphological influences could be determined. However,
undertaking such studies would be a considerably simpler task if an experimental phase
diagram calculated in terms of parameters directly applicable to other systems was
developed. As mentioned above, this is also the case for the ionic liquid doped systems.
Although the significant variability in the structures of ionic liquid monomers may make this
task more difficult, it is reasonable to assume that a model determined for one system would
at least partially be applicable to the other.
1.8. Expanding applications of ionic liquid containing block
copolymers
1.8.1.Photonic Crystals
In recent years, an increasing number of applications have been envisaged for materials
which are formed through the combination of polymers with ionic liquids, because the unique
properties of these two classes of materials are highly sought after and able to complement
one another very effectively. For example, over the past decade block copolymers and other
soft materials have been frequently investigated as photonic crystals,163, 164 which require
periodic structures composed of components with different refractive indices. Depending on
the relative layer thickness, the constructive and destructive interference due to light
reflecting off the interfaces between the layers can give rise to a partial photonic band gap.
Structures will typically begin to exhibit bandgaps in the visible portion of the spectrum if the
characteristic domain size is on the order of or greater than 400/4n nm, where n is the
refractive index of the material in that domain.164 However, achieving domain spacings of
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this size in block copolymers typically requires a number-average molecular weight (Mn) >
300 kDa, which are not trivial to synthesise and suffer from very slow chain dynamics.
Recently, Noro et al. demonstrated that block copolymers with moderate molecular
weights could be induced to exhibit bandgaps in the visible portion of the spectrum upon
incorporation of a 7:3 mixture of imidazole and the ionic liquid [IM][Tf2N].102 This was
achieved by placing a drop of this liquid mixture onto spin coated films of a series of LAM
forming PS-b-P2VP block copolymers with fPS ≈ 0.5. The films reflected a particular band of
visible light dependent on the degree of swelling and the block copolymer molecular weight
for long time periods (> 100 days) under normal conditions of temperature and humidity,
originating from the nonvolatility of the solvent. Critically, the wavelength of the reflected
light could be tuned by using different molecular weight block copolymers and making block
copolymer-block copolymer/ionic liquid blends, a result which would normally require the
laborious synthesis and characterisation of a library of high molecular weight block
copolymers. These properties were made possible by the strong selectivity of the ionic liquid
mixture for the P2VP block, which swelled in size approximately 6 times as confirmed by
SAXS. Furthermore, reflection from the PS-b-P2VP/[IM][Tf2N] films revealed that the
corresponded to a peak wavelength consistent with that calculated based on the sample
structural parameters and the Bragg condition for peak reflectivity.
1.8.2.Photolithography
In 1995 Mansky and co-workers first proposed the idea of using self-assembled block
copolymer thin films as lithographic masks for etching nanoscale features onto underlying
substrates such as silicon.165 Shortly afterward these researchers published the first
experimental demonstrations of this process using polystyrene-b-polybutadiene (PS-b-PB)
block copolymers, in which the PB block could be selectively removed following self-
assembly by reaction with ozone.166 These studies have given rise to the now well established
field of directed self-assembly (DSA), which encompasses approaches that combine
photolithography (top-down) and self-assembly of block copolymers (bottom-up) to achieve
ordered features with sub-lithographic resolution. There are two main approaches for carrying
out DSA, namely chemoepitaxy and graphoepitaxy. Chemoepitaxy relies on chemically
patterning a substrate, where typically one of the components of the pattern preferentially
interacts with one of the blocks and subsequently drives the ordering during self-assembly.167
On the other hand, graphoepitaxy uses surface topography, e.g., a printed resist, to guide self-
assembly and align the phase-separated domains.168 PS-b-PMMA is currently the most
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widely studied system, where DSA of PS lines with a pitch of ~ 24 nm have been
demonstrated.169 There is also a significant body of knowledge relating to optimisation of
processing and integration with manufacturing procedures.170 Nonetheless, PS-b-PMMA has
some limitations in its scalability and compatibility for future nodes of fabrication, in part due
to its small χ-parameter (χPS-PMMA = 0.041 at 25 °C),171 which places lower limits on the
ultimate resolution.
To overcome these limitations a number of studies have recently been published on a
variety of novel block copolymer systems, with the goal of identifying the differences on the
resulting interaction parameter and the development of rational design strategies for
achieving high-χ systems with features below 10 nm that can effectively be transferred to an
underlying substrate.172-177 In one of the most recent examples, Kennemur et al. investigated a
series of novel poly(cyclohexylethylene)-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PCHE-b-PMMA)
diblock copolymers with varying molar mass (4.9 kg/mol ≤ Mn ≤ 30.6 kg/mol) and narrow 
molar mass distributions (Đ).175 Using a combination of thermal analysis techniques and
temperature controlled SAXS this block copolymer was demonstrated to be a glassy,
thermally stable material with a very large χ-parameter (χ = 144.4 / T − 0.162) at industrially 
relevant temperatures. This material therefore possesses a χ value more than seven fold that
of PS-b-PMMA at 25 °C (χ = 0.323). As a result the lowest molar mass sample achieved sub-
5 nm block domains (~ 9 nm LAM domain pitch) which together with the sacrificial
properties of PMMA and the high overall thermal stability make this material a promising
candidate for advanced nanopatterning applications.
Although these advances in block copolymer feature size are promising, the disadvantage
of such systems is that the development cycle can be prohibitively long. For example, when
considering block copolymer thin films (≤ 100 nm thickness), differences in the wetting 
properties of the various blocks at the air and surface interfaces can have a pronounced effect
on the orientation and potentially the morphology of the phase separation.178 Take for
example a symmetric diblock copolymer in which block A prefers to wet a clean silicon
dioxide surface and block B prefers the air interface. Such a polymer will phase separate into
a LAM morphology aligned parallel to the silicon substrate, with a thickness, t = (n + 1/2)L0
(n = 1,2,3,4), where L0 is the AB-BA repetition period. This scenario is described as
antisymmetric wetting, as opposed to symmetric wetting, which occurs when the same block
preferentially wets both the substrate and air interfaces and t = nL0 (Figure 1.14).179
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Figure 1.14. Preferential affinity of the blocks in think LAM diblock copolymer films can result
in either symmetric or antisymmetric wetting. Film thickness is calculated as a function of L0.
As a result, controlling block copolymer domain alignment on a substrate will often
require that neutral surface coatings, such as random block copolymers composed of the same
monomers, be identified and annealing conditions developed. Furthermore, block copolymers
synthesised in different batches will almost inevitably possess slightly different values of
molar mass and Đ, which may cause variation in pattern fidelity and feature size. Due to the
many factors involved in optimising block copolymers for DSA and the need to limit
development time, it may therefore be preferable to alter a pre-existing formulation (e.g. PS-
b-PMMA), by adding a small amount of ionic liquid, rather than redesigning a process from
the start with a new block copolymer. As discussed above, it is now well established that
ionic liquids behave as strongly selective solvents for PMMA, P2VP and PEO blocks when
paired with a hydrophobic block such as PS, implying the χeff values in these systems is
greatly increased versus the neat block copolymer. As a result, these block copolymers can be
induced to undergo both disorder-order transitions and order-transitions by simply controlling
the concentration of ionic liquid added to the system. A further benefit of this approach is
that, as with solvents, ionic liquids are able to predictably alter the domain size of a block
copolymer as a function of concentration. This may greatly reduce production times because
a single block copolymer sample could be used to access a range of morphologies and
domain sizes, eliminating the need for additional synthesis steps. Removal of the ionic liquid
could then be carried out post-annealing during removal of the PMMA block via ozone, UV
radiation or acid exposure, followed by a solvent washing step.
This combination of factors may enable these materials to meet the many materials science
and engineering challenges required for the realisation of patterning applications.
Nevertheless, whether these “high χ–low N” block copolymer systems are actually useful in
practice will be determined by myriad other factors, including control of defect density180 and
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application of appropriate metrology techniques,181 mechanical stability of the polymer
features at such length scales, feasibility of pattern transfer and the economic integration of
the required processing operations into existing and planned fabrication facilities.
1.9. Thesis Objectives
Understanding and exploiting the selective segregation of ionic liquids into specific blocks
following block copolymer self-assembly will continue to be an area of high interest over the
coming years, because it is now well well-established that the nanoscale morphology of solid
electrolyte can have a marked impact on the resulting macroscopic ionic conductivity. Nafion
(DuPont), the current industry standard material for proton exchange fuel cell membranes
illustrates this point well, because it is characterised by nanoscale phase separation into
conducting hydrophilic domains and structural hydrophobic domains.182 Nonetheless, using
self-assembled block copolymer/ionic liquid materials to template the morphology offers an
advantage because it allows the size, shape, orientation and morphology of the conducting
and structural domains to be precisely controlled. This not only offers the benefit of more
reproducible conductivity results, but also the numerous advantageous properties of ionic
liquids, such as high chemical and thermal stability, non-flammability and non-volatility.
However, before these benefits can be reaped, further systematic studies of the phase
behaviour of block copolymer/ionic liquid systems are required, so that specific
morphologies can be accessed at will in a variety of systems to best suit the intended
application. Using these existing theories, the aim of Chapter 2 of this thesis was to
extensively map an experimental χeffN versus ƒ'A phase diagram for the simple, yet widely
applicable, block copolymer PS-b-PMMA in the well-studied and representative ionic liquid
[EMIM] [Tf2N]. Although several of the studies discussed above have previously
investigated the phase transitions of several block copolymer systems in a range of ionic
liquids, the data from these studies was not particularly systematic or extensive.93, 94, 96
Additionally, the lyotropic phase transitions were represented as simplified volume fraction
polymer (ϕP) versus fA maps, which cannot be reliably applied to the predict the phase
transitions of different systems and also possessed broad phase boundaries due to a smaller
number of data points. To this end we studied the ionic liquid induced order-disorder
transition of a series of low molecular weight PS-b-PMMA block copolymers (χN < 10.5 at
298 K), allowing estimation of the dependence of χeff with ionic liquid concentration. Higher
concentrations of ionic liquids resulted in a series of lyotropic phase transitions. Using results
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from these experiments, an experimental χeffN versus ƒ'A phase diagram was constructed.
Importantly, we observed distortions of the phase diagram as a function of ionic liquid
concentration that were significantly different from the phase diagrams of neat block
copolymers or block copolymers swollen with selective solvents. The increased χeff also
allowed materials with long periods that were significantly smaller than for the neat block
copolymer to be obtained.
In Chapter 3 we sought to expand the phase diagram for this PS-b-PMMA block
copolymer system by mapping the phase behaviour of the same five disordered PS-b-PMMA
block copolymers in several other ionic liquids, thus quantifying the effect of ionic liquid
structure on χeff. Although EMIM Tf2N is appropriate for a number of potential applications
and thus in our initial study, it represents just one of an almost unlimited number of different
possible anion and cation combinations available to this class of materials. Many others will
be useful for different applications, as they possess variations in many of their properties such
as melting temperature, hydrophobicity, viscosity and conductivity.183 It has also been
demonstrated previously that varying the cation structure of ionic liquids can induce subtle
changes in their interactions with various polymers.99 In order to do this we comprehensively
mapped the phase behaviour of the five disordered PS-b-PMMA block copolymers used in
Chapter 2 in four additional ionic liquids with various cation structures: [BMIM][Tf2N], 1-
octyl-3-methylimidazolium ([OMIM]) [TF2N], 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium ([BMP])
[Tf2N] and trioctyl(tetradecyl) phosphonium ([TOTDP]) [Tf2N]. From these studies χeff was
found to consistently decrease as the length of the alkyl chain was increased, however,
varying the cation structure from imidazolium to pyrrolidinium did not cause a significant
change in these values. The χeff values were then used to generate an experimental phase
diagram for each system, which revealed that the overall position of the phase diagrams shift
to lower ƒ'PS values as the alkyl chains increases. This suggested that Coulombic interactions,
which are distorted as the asymmetry of an ionic liquid is increased, play a significant role in
determining the phase transitions of ion containing block copolymer systems. Closely
examining the SAXS profile of each sample in this concentration regime provided strong
evidence of a transition window in which both lamellar and disordered domains coexist,
throughout which the χeff parameter is increased compared to the full ordered state. This is an
important finding which sheds additional light on the thermodynamics of ionic liquid
containing block copolymers and their similarities to lithium salt doped analogues.
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In Chapter 4 we focus our investigations on block copolymer/ionic liquid systems with
high ionic liquid content and thus high values of χN, which are expected to self-assemble into
spheres packed onto a BCC lattice, owing to the block asymmetry between the PS domains
and the swollen PMMA domain. However, for a number of samples in this concentration
range we instead obtained SAXS profiles which are consistent with the Frank-Kasper σ-
Phase. To our knowledge this is only the second experimental observation of this
dodecagonal quasicrystal approximant structure in a diblock copolymer system, and the first
evidence for this phase in ionic liquid swollen block copolymers.18 These morphologies were
stable at room temperature and several were formed with good peak resolution after only 12
hours of annealing, possibly due to the plasticising effects of the ionic liquids facilitating
more rapid chain dynamics. This finding provides additional systems for the study of space
filling and crystallisation in other hard and soft materials which form complex, low symmetry
structures; and also offers the potential for a number of exciting applications which require
complex polymer morphologies and can also exploit the interesting properties of ionic
liquids. For example, the enormous unit cell of the σ-phase means that these considerably
smaller block copolymers achieved domains sizes within the range required to exhibit
bandgaps in the visible portion of the spectrum, and thus may be able to form visible
photonic crystals with further optimisation.
Mapping the phase diagram of PS-b-PMMA in [EMIM][Tf2N] in Chapter 2 allowed us to
access all of the classic microstructures typically formed in neat block copolymers, including
the highly sought after GYR morphology. Ion doped block copolymer gels possessing the
interpenetrating GYR morphology are expected to possess superior conductive and
mechanical properties over comparable materials with other morphologies.118, 121, 184
However, to date the GYR morphology has not been observed in ionic liquid swollen diblock
copolymers below 70 °C, and as a result no extensive studies have been published to date to
support these claims. Chapter 5 therefore involved measuring the dielectric and dynamic
shear properties of a series of PS-b-PMMA (10.0 kDa-b-10.0 kDa) block copolymer mixtures
with the ionic liquid [EMIM][Tf2N] over a wide temperature range. These mixtures possess a
variety of concentration dependent morphologies, including the GYR phase. Normalising the
dc conductivity (σ0) of each sample to the effects of concentration revealed that the sample
possessing the GYR morphology did not exhibit an observable increase in normalised
conductivity compared with the other microstructures that were examined. This may be
because the [EMIM][Tf2N] swollen PMMA blocks comprise the major phase of the
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morphologies formed at higher concentrations, and thus also possess 3-D conducting
pathways throughout the samples. Interestingly, the dynamic shear modulus (G′) of the glassy
plateau regime for of all the ionic liquid containing samples between ϕP = 0.90 – 0.70 was
greater than that of the pure block copolymer when below the Tg of the PMMA/EMIM Tf2N
phase. Furthermore, G′ counterintuitively increased quite significantly as a function of ionic
liquid concentration for the samples which possessed the GYR morphology, culminating in
G′ values over two fold higher than the original block copolymer. However, at temperatures
above the Tg of the PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase these effects were no long observed, meaning
the modulus simply scaled as a function of ƒ′PS as additional ionic liquid was added,
regardless of the morphology. As a result, it appears that this phenomenon arises from
confining the glassy PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase within the 3-D interconnected, nano-sized
domains of the GYR morphology, though additional experiments are required to discern the
mechanism(s) by which this occurs.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we explore the feasibility of using [EMIM][Tf2N] to give PS-b-
PMMA block copolymers the properties of a “high χ-low N” block copolymer and thus
extend the scope of this system for DSA. In agreement with the phase diagram produced in
Chapter 2, it was observed that doping small amounts of [EMIM][Tf2N] could increase the
χeff parameter and thus induce order in thin films of a low molecular-weight PS-b-PMMA
system. In addition, it was demonstrated that in in thin films it was possible to tune the
lamellae long period (pitch), or induce transitions from one morphology to another by
varying the concentration of [EMIM][Tf2N], as observed in the bulk systems. Importantly,
for the thin films formulated with 0 vol % – 25 vol % [EMIM][Tf2N], it was demonstrated
that lamellae oriented perpendicular to the substrate could be obtained using the same
underlayer, i.e., a neutral underlayer optimised for PS-b-PMMA with no added
[EMIM][Tf2N]. As a result this can all be achieved without conducting additional processing
steps and does not require additional laboratory infrastructure, thus making this approach
amenable to integration into current preproduction processing steps that have been developed
by industry.
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Chapter 2. Perturbation of the Experimental Phase
Diagram of a Diblock Copolymer by Blending with an Ionic
Liquid
2.1. Abstract
Understanding the phase behaviour of block copolymer/ionic liquid mixtures is an
important step towards their implementation in commercial devices. Here we report a high
through-put and systematic small-angle X-ray scattering study of the lyotropic phase
behaviour of a series of polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) block
copolymers in the ionic liquid, 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethane
sulfonyl)imide (EMIM Tf2N). The ionic liquid induces disorder-order transitions for a
number of low molecular weight systems and the onset points of these transitions are used to
calculate the dependence of the effective Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χeff) on the
ionic liquid concentration. This enabled construction of an experimental phase diagram,
which reveals that after taking volumetric swelling into account, at higher ionic liquid
concentrations the phase boundaries distort significantly when compared to theoretical
calculations for block copolymer melts. It is also demonstrated that the scaling of the domain
spacing with ionic liquid concentration is dependent on the molecular weight for low degrees
of polymerisation. Finally, it is demonstrated that the addition of the ionic liquid is able to
induce phase separation in normally disordered block copolymers to achieve individual
lamellar domains as narrow as 7.2 nm, which is significantly narrower than for neat PS-b-
PMMA. These findings should be an important tool in future investigations that target
specific self-assembled morphologies to suit a desired application.
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2.2. Introduction
Understanding and predicting the self-assembly behaviour of block copolymers and their
blends with different additives continues to be an area of active research.1-4 This is because
the morphology can influence the properties and hence the performance in prospective
applications, ranging from lithium batteries,5 membranes,6 organic photovoltaics7, 8 and
nanofabrication.9-12 It is well documented that several ordered microstructures are
thermodynamically stable. For neat systems, the equilibrium morphologies depend on the
relative volume fractions of the blocks (ƒ) and the degree of segregation (χN), where χ is the
Flory-Huggins polymer-polymer interaction parameter and N is the total degree of
polymerisation.13 For a linear A–B diblock copolymer, a typical complement of
microstructures includes lamellae (LAM), bicontinuous Ia3തd gyroid (GYR), hexagonally-
packed cylinders (HEX) and spheres packed onto body-centered-cubic (SBCC) lattices.14
However, it was recently reported by Lee et al. that significantly more complex and
unexpected structures can be formed in these systems provided the properties of the
copolymers such as N and χ, in addition to temperature are judiciously controlled.15
Specifically, they observed the formation of the Frank-Kasper σ-phase in a sphere forming
diblock copolymer comprised of poly(isoprene-b-lactide) (2.1-b-1.1 kDa).15
Additional studies have shown that these microstructures also form in concentrated
solutions of diblock copolymers in organic solvents.16 If a solvent that is selective for one of
the blocks is used, the majority of the solvent partitions into one of the microdomains, thus
establishing a new “effective” block volume fraction (ƒ'A) and degree of segregation (χeffN)
that reflects the swelling and the polymer/solvent interactions.16-18 Hence, decreasing the
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polymer concentration (ϕP) by introduction of a selective solvent induces a series of lyotropic
phase transitions. This phenomenon has been extensively studied for a number of block
copolymers in both organic and aqueous solvent systems, and has more recently been
extended to the class of solvents referred to as ionic liquids.
Ionic liquids are salts with low melting temperatures that are endowed with many useful
properties, including negligible vapour pressure, electrochemical stability, thermal stability
and ionic conductivity.19, 20 This remarkable combination of properties has led to numerous
studies that have investigated blends of ionic liquids with homopolymers, to create solid
state, conductive polymeric matrices.21 This approach offers numerous advantages over
current electrolyte materials, including: higher energy densities, improved mechanical
strengths required for the inhibition of dendrite formation, ease of preparation and, in many
cases, better safety specifications.21-27 However, a disadvantage of this approach is lower
conductivity when compared to pure ionic liquids, a consequence of decreased ion mobility.
A promising solution to this problem is to selectively incorporate an ionic liquid into one
phase of a block copolymer. This confines the ionic liquid into nanoscale conducting
channels of the soluble block alongside the second incompatible block which provides the
mechanical support. This approach has been shown to yield significantly higher
conductivities when compared to comparable non-ordered materials.28-30 The ability to induce
lyotropic phase transitions in block copolymers through blending with an ionic liquid is also
of significance to the field of nanofabrication. In comparison to traditional organic solvents,
the negligible volatility of ionic liquids ensures that the phase separated morphology formed
in the resulting mixtures will remain thermodynamically stable if left exposed to the
atmosphere, or if placed under high vacuum. Additionally, blending of ionic liquids that are
selective for one of the blocks increases χeff,31 which decreases the minimum achievable long
period and hence domain size. In addition, small changes in ionic liquid content facilitates
tuning of the domain size.32 These factors enable a variety of ordered microstructures with a
controllable size to be accessed from a small selection of block copolymers without the need
for synthesising an extensive library of block copolymers.
To realise these applications, it is imperative that the fundamental phase behaviour of
block copolymer ionic liquid mixtures are well understood. A number of studies have
investigated the effect of ionic liquids on the morphology of block copolymers.33-38 For
example, Simone et al. mapped the lyotropic phase transitions of low molecular weight
polybutadiene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PB-b-PEO) diblock copolymers in 1-ethyl-3-
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methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)imide (EMIM Tf2N) and 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (BMIM PF6).33 It was observed that the block
copolymers underwent lyotropic phase transitions through a series of classical
microstructures, including LAM, HEX and SBCC, when the concentration of ionic liquid was
increased. It was also shown that the ionic liquids partitioned almost exclusively into the
more hydrophilic PEO domains. Subsequently, similar observations were reported for blends
of ionic liquids with polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO)34, polystyrene-b-
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA)38 and polystyrene-b-poly-2-vinylpyridine (PS-b-
P2VP).35-37 Many of these studies have reported lyotropic phase maps (ϕP versus fA), but to
our knowledge there are no reports of experimental χeffN versus ƒ'A phase maps, which
provide a higher degree of predictability and generality.
This chapter focuses on understanding the phase behaviour of PS-b-PMMA swollen with
EMIM Tf2N (Figure 2.1). This was achieved by studying the ionic liquid induced order-
disorder transition of a series of low molecular weight PS-b-PMMA block copolymers (χN <
10.5 at 298 K), allowing estimation of the dependence of χeff with ionic liquid concentration.
Higher concentrations of ionic liquids resulted in a series of lyotropic phase transitions. Using
results from these experiments, an experimental χeffN versus ƒ'A phase diagram was
constructed. Importantly, we observed distortions of the phase diagram as a function of ionic
liquid concentration that were significantly different from the phase diagrams of neat block
copolymers or block copolymers swollen with selective solvents. The increased χeff also
allowed materials with long periods that were significantly smaller than for the neat block
copolymer to be obtained. These findings should provide a roadmap for researchers to target
a specific morphology for these blends.
2.3. Experimental Section
2.3.1. Polymer Synthesis and Characterisation.
PS-b-PMMA block copolymers were purchased from Polymer Source Inc. and used
without further purification. The method used for their polymerisation has previously been
reported by Varshney et al.39 The PS-b-PMMA block copolymers are designated the
generalised label PSMMA(X–Y), where X and Y denote the number averaged molecular
weights (Mn) in kDa of the PS and PMMA blocks, respectively. The total Mn, molar mass
dispersity (Đ), fraction of polystyrene (ƒPS), degree of polymerisation (N) and χN at 298 K are
given in Table 2.1. These were provided by the supplier and determined through a
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combination of size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and 1H NMR spectroscopy. We
performed SEC analysis on these samples in our laboratory to confirm this information.
These traces and calculated polymer characteristics are included in Figure A2.1 and Table
A2.1, respectively, in Appendix 2.
Table 2.1. Block copolymer characteristics.
Sample # Polymer Total Mn (Da) Đ ƒPS N χN298 K
1 PSMMA(5.0–5.0) 10 000 1.18 0.529 98 4.0
2 PSMMA(9.0–3.3) 12 300 1.11 0.754 119 4.9
3 PSMMA(8.5–9.5) 18 000 1.06 0.501 177 7.3
4 PSMMA(7.1–11.5) 18 600 1.06 0.410 183 7.5
5 PSMMA(10.0–10.0) 20 000 1.05 0.529 196 8.1
6 PSMMA(14.9–13.1) 28 000 1.05 0.561 274 11.3
7 PSMMA(23.0–22.0) 45 000 1.10 0.540 441 18.1
8 PSMMA(38.0–36.8) 74 800 1.08 0.537 732 30.1
Figure 2.1. Chemical structures of the PS-b-PMMA block copolymers and EMIM Tf2N ionic
liquid used in this study.
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2.3.2. Ionic Liquid Synthesis and Purification
EMIM Tf2N was synthesised via a metathesis reaction between equimolar quantities of
[EMIM]Cl and Li[Tf2N], as described previously.40, 41 The product was a clear and colourless
viscous liquid, and was confirmed to be of high purity by comparing the 1H NMR spectrum
and the measured melting temperature (Tm) to the literature.41, 42 This data is included in
Figures A2.2 and A2.3, respectively, in Appendix 2. Prior to use, the EMIM Tf2N was further
purified by stirring under high vacuum for several hours at 60 °C and subsequently stored
under vacuum in a desiccator to avoid water absorption.
2.3.3. Preparation of Block Copolymer/Ionic Liquid Mixtures
THF was purified using an MBRAUN 800 Auto Solvent Purification System (SPS) and
collected into an appropriate flask filled with nitrogen gas. Blends of the ionic liquid, EMIM
Tf2N, with the eight PS-b-PMMA block copolymers listed in Table 2.1 were prepared over a
concentration range spanning from ϕP = 1.00 – 0.25, where ϕP denotes the copolymer volume
fraction. Generally, ϕP was varied in increments of 0.05. However, to determine the onset of
ordering for each block copolymer, samples were also prepared for ϕP = 0.99 – 0.90 at
increments of 0.01. To map the phase boundaries of the gyroid phase, ϕP was also varied by
0.01 between the concentrations of ϕP = 0.84 - 0.76 for PSMMA(10.0–10.0), PSMMA(14.9–
13.1), PSMMA(22.0–23.0) and PSMMA(38.0–36.8). To prepare the blends, predetermined
ratios of PS-b-PMMA and EMIM Tf2N were weighed into glass vials and prepared as 5 wt.
% solutions in THF by stirring overnight. The overall volume fractions of polymer, ϕP, were
calculated based on the sum of the volumes of the PS and PMMA blocks and assuming ideal
mixing of the block copolymers with EMIM Tf2N. The density of EMIM Tf2N was taken
from the literature to be 1.518 g/cm3,43 and the densities of the PS and PMMA blocks were
taken to be 1.053 and 1.188 g/cm3,44 respectively. All samples were cast from solution into
custom made aluminium 96-well plates sealed with a Kapton window on one side for analysis
by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The samples were stored in a vacuum oven at 50 °C
for 24 h to remove residual solvent, and then were annealed under an atmosphere of nitrogen
at 180 °C for 16 h. After this time the vacuum oven was switched off and the samples were
allowed to cool back to room temperature over a period of 1-2 hours.
2.3.4. Morphology Characterisation
The morphology of each block copolymer/ionic liquid mixture was determined using high
through-put small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) on the SAXS/WAXS beamline at the
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Australian Synchrotron. For analysis, the custom-made 96 well plates containing the samples
were placed in a programmable X-Y stage. The coordinates of each well were programmed
into the acquisition software and SAXS profiles were acquired from at least three different
locations within each well. This allowed us to confirm that the SAXS profiles were
representative for each sample. With this setup it was possible to acquire SAXS profiles for
96 samples in 75 min. The beamline was configured with a X-ray wavelength of λ = 1.512 Å
and was focused to a 235 µm horizontal × 140 µm vertical spot. Two dimensional scattering
patterns were recorded on a Dectris - Pilatus 1M detector at a sample to detector distance of
3412 mm. The scattering patterns were then azimuthally integrated to give one-dimensional
scattering data as intensity (I) versus wave vector (q), where q = (4π sin(θ/2)/λ), and θ is the
scattering angle.
2.4. Results and Discussion
2.4.1. Lyotropic Phase Behaviour
In the absence of EMIM Tf2N the SAXS profiles for polymer samples 1 – 5 (Table 2.1)
exhibited broad peaks with varying intensity which is characteristic of a disordered
morphology (DIS) and was expected based on their N values. However, blending small
amounts of EMIM Tf2N significantly narrowed the width of the q* peak and at higher
concentrations higher order Bragg peaks appeared, which was consistent with ordering of the
block copolymer. This is shown in Figure 2.2 a) for PSMMA(5.0–5.0), which exhibits a
disordered morphology between ϕP = 1.00 – 0.94 and Bragg peaks at ϕP = 0.93 and 0.92 that
are consistent with lamellae. This indicated that χeff increased with addition of ionic liquid.
Profiles were also acquired at temperatures up to 463 K, but no thermotropic transitions were
observed, which also qualitatively suggests that χeff had increased significantly and was also
relatively insensitive to the effects of temperature. This is in previous agreement with the
findings of Wang et al. for PS-b-PMMA doped with LiCl.31 The lyotropic ODT was
determined by plotting FWHM versus the volume fraction of polymer (ϕP), which is shown
for PSMMA(5.0–5.0) in Figure 2.2 b), and the point of inflection was taken as the ODT. The
compositions for which the ODT occurs at room temperature for blends of EMIM Tf2N with
polymers 1 – 5 are shown in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. a) 1D SAXS profiles for PSMMA(5.0–5.0) between ϕP = 0.97 – 0.92. The broad
disordered peak sharpens at ϕP = 0.93, indicating the block copolymer has progressed
through the ODT. b) FWHM versus ϕP for PSMMA(5.0–5.0). The green line indicates the point of
inflection taken to be the ODT. c) Linear fit of χeff determined from each point of inflection for
the five block copolymer samples disordered in the bulk and for neat PS-b-PMMA.
Following the treatment of Leibler,13 which is frequently employed to treat solvated block
copolymer systems,17, 45 it can be shown that at the ODT:
ைܵ஽் = ߯௘௙௙(ை஽்).ܰ (2.1)
where SODT varies with ƒ'PS, for example, SODT = 10.5 for symmetrical block copolymers.
Based on eq1, at the ODT it is possible to calculate χeff(ODT) where N is the effective degree
of polymerisation of the blend of ionic liquid with block copolymer assuming strong
selectivity to the PMMA block38 and ideal mixing. That is:
ܰ = ܰ௉ௌ + ܰ ௉ெ ெ ஺ + ௏಺ಽ.ఘುಾ ಾ ಲெ ௐ ಾ ಾ ಲ (2.2)
where NPS and NPMMA are the degree of polymerisation of PS and PMMA respectively, VIL
is volume of ionic liquid per polymer chain, ρPMMA is the density of PMMA and MWMMA is
the molecular weight of the MMA repeat unit. This expression accounts for the expected
volumetric swelling induced by the ionic liquid if ideal mixing were to occur.
eff(ODT) can be considered to be the sum of the  of neat PS-b-PMMA (PS-PMMA) and the
change in  required to induce order (ODT) such that:
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߯௘௙௙(ை஽்) = Δ ை߯஽் + ௉߯ௌି௉ெ ெ ஺ (2.3)
where ௉߯ௌି௉ெ ெ ஺ = 0.0411 at 298 K from Russell et al. 46 eff(ODT) varied linearly as a
function of ϕIL(ODT) for block copolymers 1–5, with a slope m = 0.94 ± 0.06 (see Figure 2.2
c). Importantly, the intercept of 0.042 ± 0.002 is in excellent agreement with the value of PS-
PMMA reported by Russell et al. and provides additional confidence that the assumptions made
were valid. Therefore, at the ODT, eff(ODT) can be determined from:45, 47, 48
߯௘௙௙(ை஽்) = ݉ .߶ூ௅(ை஽்) + ௉߯ௌି௉ெ ெ ஺ (2.4)
If m is assumed to be constant for all volume fractions then:
௘߯௙௙ = ݉ .߶ூ௅ + ௉߯ௌି௉ெ ெ ஺ (2.5)
Table 2.2. Parameters used to calculate m for samples 1 – 5 using eq 2.4.
Sample ϕP ODT χeffN ODT χeff ODT
PSMMA(5.0–5.0) 0.935 10.6 0.100
PSMMA(9.0–3.3) 0.945 14.0 0.0963
PSMMA(8.5–9.5) 0.985 10.5 0.0597
PSMMA(7.1–11.5) 0.975 11.3 0.0649
PSMMA(10.0–10.0) 0.985 10.6 0.0527
2.4.2. Lyotropic Phase Transitions
Figure 2.3 shows representative one-dimensional SAXS profiles acquired at 298 K for
blends of a) PSMMA(10.0–10.0) and b) PSMMA(9.0–3.3) with EMIM Tf2N over a broad
range of ionic liquid concentrations. Profiles for the remaining systems are shown in Figure
A2.4 in Appendix 2. Generally these profiles exhibited numerous higher order Bragg peaks
which were assigned to classical block copolymer morphologies with a high degree of
certainty. From this data it can be seen that changing the ionic liquid content of the systems
resulted in distinct changes of the SAXS profiles that corresponded to lyotropic phase
changes.
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Figure 2.3. Representative 1D SAXS profiles for mixtures of varying concentrations of EMIM
Tf2N (ϕP) with PSMMA(10.0–10.0) and PSMMA(9.0–3.3). The profiles highlight the different
morphologies observed for each sample as ϕP was decreased. Filled arrows have been
included to indicate the scattering peaks corresponding to the assigned morphology. Non-
filled arrows have been used to mark peaks corresponding to a second morphology, thus
indicating samples with mixed morphologies.
A lyotropic phase transition map for ϕP as a function of ƒPS is presented in Figure 2.4. This
was compiled from assignments taken from the series of SAXS profiles of four of the block
copolymer/ionic liquid mixtures. Due to an overlap in ƒPS, the transitions for PSMMA(5.0–
5.0), PSMMA(14.9–13.1), PSMMA(23.0–22.0) and PSMMA(38.0–36.8) were not included,
but for completeness are listed in Table A2.2 in Appendix 2. Each block copolymer exhibited
a similar pattern of lyotropic phase transitions, which was generally anticipated by following
a trajectory across the theoretical phase diagram for A-B diblock copolymer melts (i.e. χN vs
ƒA) and is consistent with previous studies of concentrated block copolymer solutions.17, 49, 50
For PSMMA(5.0–5.0) and PSMMA(10.0–10.0) the observed lyotropic phases varied as a
function of ϕP in the order DIS → LAM → GYR → HEX → DM → SBCC. A similar pattern
of lyotropic phase transitions were observed for the other block copolymers, although the
LAM → GYR transition was replaced by LAM → HEX. An additional phase was also 
observed for PSMMA(9.0–3.3), which initially formed an inverse HEX morphology in which
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PMMA formed the minor domain (HEXPMMA) upon ordering, due to the larger fPS. In
addition, a transition from SBCC → SBCC/FCC was observed for PSMMA(7.1–11.5). Note that
DM refers to a disordered micelle phase which has been documented to occur in dilute block
copolymer solutions in solvents and ionic liquids.51, 52 The gyroid and disordered micelle
phases will be discussed further in a subsequent section.
Figure 2.4. Lyotropic Phase map for mixtures of EMIM Tf2N with PSMMA(9.0–3.3), PSMMA(8.5–
9.5), PSMMA(7.1–11.5) and PSMMA(10.0–10.0). ƒPS is the volume fraction of PS in the bulk and
ϕP is the volume fraction of polymer. Each morphology is marked as follows, where the PS
block forms the minor domain unless indicated with a PMMA subscript: Disordered (D, ▽),
hexagonally packed cylinders of PMMA (HPMMA, ▲), lamellar (L, ●), gyroid (G, ○), L/H (◇), G/H
(■), H (□), disordered micelles (DM, △), H/DM (◆), spheres packed onto a body-centered-cubic
lattice (SBCC, ▼) and SBCC/SFCC (★). Solid lines represent estimated phase boundaries intended
to guide the eye.
2.4.3. Effective Phase Diagram for PS-b-PMMA/EMIM Tf2N
The sequence of transitions observed after systematically blending with ionic liquid are
analogous to those observed in neat block copolymer melts as a function of ƒA, χ or N. Hence,
the “trajectory approach”, which was first described by Sadron and Gallot50 and later
employed by Hanley and Lodge,17 among others, should help understand the differences in
phase transitions. Briefly, the “trajectory approach” proposes that an effective phase diagram
can be constructed (i.e. χeffN versus ƒ'PS) based on the principles that govern the melt phase
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behaviour of diblock copolymers, and then a phase trajectory can be anticipated for a
systematic decrease of ϕP, based on the selectivity of the solvent.
Effective PS volume fractions (ƒ'PS) were calculated from the relative volumes of each
microdomain in the presence of EMIM Tf2N. We make the simplifying assumption of
complete segregation of EMIM Tf2N into the PMMA domains, which we believe is valid
based on previous literature studies28, 36, 38 and the strong scaling of domain spacing with ϕP
as described below, giving:
′݂௉ெ ெ ஺ = ݂߶௉ + (1 − ߶௉) (2.6);
′݂௉ௌ = 1 − ′݂௉ெ ெ ஺ (2.7)
where ƒ'PMMA is the effective PMMA volume fraction. Consequently, an increase in the
concentration of EMIM Tf2N is equivalent to an increase in the relative PMMA block
fraction. Using eq 2.1, χeff values were calculated for each concentration of ionic liquid and
then χeffN was plotted against ƒ'PS.
Figure 2.5 a) shows the experimental phase diagram plotted from the aggregated data of
χeffN versus ƒ'PS for each system. With the addition of ionic liquid, the trajectory of the
systems moves towards increasing χeffN and decreasing ƒ'PS. For comparison, the solid blue
lines show the position of Matsen and Bates’ theoretical phase diagram which unifies the
weak and strong segregation limits for block copolymer melts.53 To aid in description and
interpretation, the experimental phase diagram has been split into three parts based on ionic
liquid concentration, namely, Figure 2.5 b) lower concentrations of ionic liquid, Figure 2.5 c)
moderate concentrations of ionic liquid and Figure 5 d) higher concentrations of ionic liquid.
A data point free version of the graph with lines denoting the phase boundaries has also been
included as Figure A2.5 in Appendix 2.
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Figure 2.5. a) χeffN versus ƒ'PS phase diagram for mixtures of a series of PS-b-PMMA block
copolymers with EMIM Tf2N. To aid description and interpretation the phase diagram has been
split into three parts based on the concentration regime and phases b) Lower concentrations
ionic liquid; c) Moderate concentrations of ionic liquid and d) Higher concentrations of ionic
liquid. The blue solid lines have been drawn as an estimation of the theoretical phase
boundaries for block copolymer melts calculated by Matsen and Bates.53
2.4.4. Lower Range of Ionic Liquid Concentrations
2.4.4.1. Disorder to Order Transitions
Figure 2.5 b) shows a number of block copolymers transitioning from disordered to
ordered morphologies after addition of ionic liquid. For example, PSMMA(9.0–3.3) [ƒPS =
0.754 and χN = 4.91], transitions directly from disordered to HEXPMMA. This series then
transitions from HEXPMMA to LAM in good agreement with theory. However, the gyroid
phase was not observed for this system for the concentrations of ionic liquid studied. The
remaining block copolymers that were disordered when neat, transitioned directly from
disordered to LAM. This observation is not surprising for PSMMA(5.0–5.0), PSMMA(8.5–
9.5) and PSMMA(10.0–10.0), where ƒPS was almost equal to 0.5. However, PSMMA(7.1–
11.5) [χN = 7.52 and ƒPS = 0.410] is expected to transition from disordered, to hexagonal, to
gyroid and then to lamellar. These results suggest that there are direct windows from
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disordered to HEXPMMA and disordered to lamellar for blends of EMIM Tf2N and PS-b-
PMMA. These direct transitions are consistent with fluctuation effects described by
Fredrickson and Helfand.54
2.4.4.2. Scaling of L0 for the Lamellar Phase and EMIM Tf2N Selectivity
Systematically incrementing ϕP provided an opportunity to assess the degree of selectivity
of EMIM Tf2N by studying the scaling behaviour of the domain spacing (d). For example, d
is known to exhibit a power-law relationship with ϕP when a solvent that is selective for one
of the blocks is added,17, 55, 56 such that:
݀~߶୔ఈ (2.8)
where α is a measure of the solvent selectivity. In this relationship, larger negative values
of α, correspond to more strongly selective solvents. Figure 2.6 a) shows plots of d as a
function of ϕP at 298 K, where d was determined from the positon of q* for samples with a
lamellar morphology. A value of α for each system was determined by fitting each data set to
the power law in eq 2.8, which resulted in values of α between -0.63 ± 0.04 and -1.68 ± 0.08.
These values are broadly consistent with previous experimental studies of blends of block
copolymers with strongly selective solvents and ionic liquids, where values range between 0
and -3.16.17, 28, 33, 34, 55 For example, Lai et al. studied mixtures of PS-b-PI block copolymers
in several organic solvents and they identified three factors that can influence α.55 These
include the composition of the diblock copolymer, the mesophase exhibited by the solution
and the solvent selectivity, which incorporates the chemical structure of the blocks and
solvent, as well as the temperature.
For the systems in the current study a trend between N and α can also be observed for
lower values of N. For example, for lower degrees of polymerisation, α becomes more
negative as a function of N, ranging from -0.63 to -1.68 and then plateaus at higher molecular
weights (Figure 2.6 b). A survey of the literature revealed that trends between N and α can be
observed for block copolymers swollen with ionic liquid,33-36 but were not discussed
explicitly, perhaps due to the smaller sample sizes. The reader is referred to Appendix 2 for a
more comprehensive comparison to previous literature.
Here we speculate that the trend between N and α was brought about by the changes in the
interfacial widths (δ) between the PS and the EMIM Tf2N swollen PMMA domains as the
strong segregation regime (χeffN ~ 50) is approached for the mixture of block copolymer and
ionic liquid. The interfacial width of a block copolymer can be described by:57, 58
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ߜஶ = ଶ௔ඥ଺ఞ (2.9);
ߜ= ߜஶ + ቂln 2ቀ ଵఞேಲ + ଵఞேಳቁቃ (2.10)
where δ∞ is the interfacial width at the limit of an infinitely long polymer and a is the
statistical monomer segment length, which for simplicity is estimated to be ~ 0.7 nm.59
Although this will increase somewhat in the presence of EMIM Tf2N our conclusions should
remain unaffected. Blends in the disordered regime (χN < 10.5) have a large percentage of
interfacial mixing and this is progressively overcome when ionic liquid is added (loss in
entropy overcome by enthalpy gain upon solvation with PMMA). For blends in the region of
the weak segregation limit, the domains will have a significant interfacial width compared to
the domain size. For example, according to eq 2.10, at ϕP = 0.90 PSMMA(5.0–5.0) and
PSMMA(38.0–36.8) will have interfacial widths that are 13.5% and 3.8% of the d spacing
respectively. In this regime, α will have proportionate contributions from overcoming
interfacial mixing and chain stretching. For blends in the region of the strong segregation
limit the percentage of interfacial volume will become negligible. At this point chain
stretching will dominate and hence α plateaus as function of N. Such that:53, 60, 61
݀~߯ ଵ/଺ܰଶ/ଷ~߶୔ఈ (2.11)
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Figure 2.6. a) Lamellar domain spacing (d) determined from SAXS data versus ϕP. Solid lines
represent the power law fits (d ~ ϕPα) used to obtain α for each block copolymer. b) Scaling of 
the lamellar domain spacing (α) for each block copolymer as a function of N. Error bars
represent the standard error in the power law fits for α. The exponential fit through the data is
a guide to the eye.
2.4.4.3. Reducing the domain size limit of PS-b-PMMA with EMIM Tf2N
Figure 2.6 also shows that the addition of EMIM Tf2N to PS-b-PMMA leads to d-spacings
ranging from 14.5 – 24 nm, where a particular domain size can be targeted by varying ϕP. For
lamellar morphologies this corresponds to individual lamellae with widths of 7.2 – 12 nm.
This is up to 4.8 nm narrower than what can be achieved for neat PS-b-PMMA, which is
limited to d-spacings of approximately 24 nm, or individual lamellae with widths of ~ 12
nm.59 Hence, ionic liquid-block copolymer blends offer exciting prospects for the field of
nanofabrication, where different morphologies can be used as templates for the synthesis of
porous materials/membranes or for the generation of nanoscale patterns using block
copolymer lithography.59, 62 In particular, the ability to achieve sub-10 nm domain sizes by
simply blending PS-b-PMMA with an ionic liquid provides an alternative to the synthesis of
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block copolymers with high χ parameters.11, 63 Although the domain sizes achieved in these
materials are still larger than obtained in a number of more recently reported novel block
copolymers,62 block copolymer lithography based on PS-b-PMMA is arguably the closest to
commercialisation and associated with this development is an extensive body of knowledge
that allows precise control of the orientation and size of domains. Hence, addition of only
small amounts of ionic liquids to PS-b-PMMA formulations offers an attractive route to
further optimise these systems without redesigning the processes from the beginning with the
use of a new block copolymer. For example, we have recently demonstrated that the neutral
surface composition required to orient the domains of PS-b-PMMA remains unchanged with
addition of small amounts of ionic liquid.32 In addition, the non-volatile nature of the ionic
liquids means that the blends can be annealed, without a change in morphology. For example,
probing temperature ramp studies were performed on selected blends in this study between
the DIS→LAM and LAM→GYR phases up to temperatures of 463 K, with no significant 
change in the SAXS profiles (Figure A2.6).
2.4.5. Moderate Concentrations of Ionic Liquid
2.4.5.1. Distortion of the phase diagram
Figure 2.5 c), which corresponds to moderate concentrations of ionic liquid (generally 0.2
< IL < 0.5), exhibits gyroid and hexagonal phases. Relatively narrow windows, spanning Δ 
ƒ'PS = 0.01 – 0.03, of mixed phases can also be observed at the boundaries of these phases. It
can be seen that the positions of these phases have significantly shifted to higher values of
ƒ'PS than is predicted for block copolymer melts.53 For example, the boundaries of the
hexagonal and gyroid phases and the gyroid and lamellar phases are at ƒ'PS = 0.40 and ƒ'PS =
0.45 respectively. On the other hand, for block copolymer melts these to occur at about ƒ'PS =
0.35 and 0.40 respectively. It should be reiterated that the plots in Figure 2.5 have been
corrected for the change in volume fraction that results from addition of the ionic liquid, see
eqs 6 and 7.
Unfortunately, a comprehensive experimental phase diagram has not been reported for
neat PS-b-PMMA, however, the phase behaviour of neat PS-b-PI has been extensively
studied and can serve as a good proxy. The experimental phase diagram for neat PS-b-PI is
slightly asymmetric around ƒ'PS = 0.5. In particular, at the strong segregation limit the phase
boundaries for ƒ'PS < 0.5 are shifted to lower values when compared to theory (the opposite to
this study). This distortion has been attributed to conformational asymmetry of the PS and PI
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chains in the block copolymer.64, 65 This conformational asymmetry is related to the Kuhn
length and relative densities of each block. Based on the Kuhn lengths and densities of PS
and PMMA, the phase diagram of PS-b-PMMA is also expected to exhibit a similar
asymmetry. Hence, it is expected that at strong segregation the phase boundaries would shift
to compositions poorer in the blocks with the shorter statistical length, i.e. PS.65 In other
words, the order-to-order transitions for ƒ'PS < 0.5 are expected to be shifted to lower values
of ƒ'PS. However, for the blends of EMIM Tf2N with PS-b-PMMA the phase boundaries shift
to higher values of ƒ'PS (See Figure 2.5 c)). Hence, the inherent conformational asymmetry of
PS-b-PMMA is not considered to be a contributing cause of the distortions. Moreover, no
significant shifts occur for the phase diagram of PS-b-PI swollen with selective solvents for
PI, which indicates that selectively swelling one block is not significantly changing the
conformational asymmetry nor distorting the phase diagram with respect to the ƒ'PS axis.18
A possible reason for the shift in the boundaries of the hexagonal and gyroid phases is that
introduction of ionic liquid into the block copolymer introduces long-range Coulombic
interactions that occur between the anions and cations. A consequence of these interactions is
the occurrence of short-range ordering of the charged species. In computational studies of
block copolymers where only one block contains the ionic species, Coulombic interactions
have been shown to distort the phase diagram.2, 3 The effect is more pronounced for higher
concentrations of ionic species with relatively strong Coulombic interactions and can
manifest itself as a loss in symmetry of the phase diagram.2, 3 In particular, for lower volume
fractions of the uncharged block the phase boundaries are predicted to shift to higher volume
fractions than in the absence of the charged species. This is in agreement with the shifts in the
phase boundaries of the hexagonal and gyroid phases to higher values of ƒPS, which can be
seen in Figure 2.5 c).
2.4.5.2. Discussion of the gyroid phase
Although the gyroid phase has been observed for diblock copolymer systems swollen with
conventional organic solvents,16, 17, 66 to our knowledge, this is the first time the gyroid
morphology has been mapped out for diblock copolymer systems swollen with an ionic liquid
at room temperature. A report by Wanakule et al. is the only other literature report we are
aware of which has confirmed the existence of the gyroid morphology for block copolymers
swollen with an ionic liquid, but this was at elevated temperatures (70 – 150 °C).48
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Matsen and Bates originally speculated that the gyroid window converged to a triple point
with the lamellar and hexagonal morphologies in the strong segregating regime (near χN ~
60), as a consequence of the narrowing interfaces inducing excessive packing frustration.53
However, Cochran et al. later used SCFT to demonstrate that the gyroid morphology is stable
well into the strong segregation regime of χN > 100, and also suggested that it may be stable
in the strict χN → ∞ limit.49 Their study also revealed that the stability window for the gyroid
morphology was widest in the intermediate segregation regime (χN ~ 20), but narrowed
significantly to a constant value as χN approached a value of 80. Our system appears to be in
good agreement with the predictions of Cochran et al., where Figure 2.5 a) and c) show that
the stability window for the gyroid phase narrowed significantly for the higher molecular
weight block copolymers.
2.4.6. Higher Concentrations of Ionic Liquid
Figure 2.5 d) shows the region of the phase diagram that corresponds to higher
concentrations of ionic liquid (generally ϕIL > 0.5). The major phase that can be observed is a
disordered micelle phase which will be discussed in the next sub section. A mixed
LAM/HEX phase can be observed for a single composition in this region, which may result
from the increased degree of freedom of this system in the presence of additional solvent.16
However for the sake of brevity it will not be discussed further.
2.4.6.1. Discussion of the disordered micelle phase.
Increasing the ionic liquid concentration in blends that exhibit a hexagonal morphology
results in a transition to SAXS profiles that exhibit a broad primary peak at low q, which is
consistent with phase separation, but an absence of long-range order. At higher q a series of
broad oscillations were also observed. For the more symmetrical block copolymers this
morphology was observed from ϕP ~ 0.55 – 0.30, which corresponds to 0.6 – 1.7 ionic liquid
anion/cation pairs per MMA repeat unit (35 → 16 volume % PMMA in ionic liquid). For the 
asymmetric PSMMA(9.0–3.3) the ionic liquid content is even higher. Hence, these systems
are in the region of the semi-dilute concentration regime. When the ionic liquid content was
increased further, for all but two of the block copolymers investigated here, the primary peak
narrowed and higher order peaks corresponding to SBCC or in some cases SFCC phases were
observed (see Figures 2.3 and A2.4).
The SAXS profiles, concentration regime and position in the phase diagram are consistent
with the DM phase, which is a disordered arrangement of micelles with short-range liquid-
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like order and no long-range order. The position of this morphology between that of the HEX
and BCC phases suggests this may be a non-equilibrium structure which precludes formation
of the inverted cylindrical phase on experimental time scales, due to a combination of
packing frustration of the PS chains that arises from the strong selectivity of EMIM Tf2N for
the PMMA blocks. The formation of this phase was somewhat anticipated based on the
prevalence of these low ordered structures in a wide number of block copolymer/ionic liquid
studies involving both PS-b-PMMA and PS-b-P2VP at ionic liquid concentrations as high as
ϕP = 0.70,28, 29, 36, 38 which is comparable to our findings here.
The oscillations at higher q were fit to a form factor for a polydisperse population of
spheres with uniform scattering length density and a Gaussian distribution of radii (Figure
A2.7 a). In general, good fits to the model were obtained for the blends with higher
concentrations of ionic liquid that were closer to the BCC phase boundary. On the other hand,
the fits to the model were poorer closer to the boundary with the HEX phase (Figure A2.7 b).
This result suggests that the micelles closer to the HEX phase boundary may be polydisperse
asymmetric micelles which gradually transition into spherical micelles with increasing EMIM
Tf2N concentration. This observation is consistent with the trend of decreasing domain size
with increasing ionic liquid concentration (Figure A2.8). From a free energy standpoint this is
understandable, because swelling results in increased crowding of the PMMA corona and
thus reduces the aggregation number of the micelles. This effect has been previously
documented in poly((1,2-butadiene)-b-ethylene oxide) block copolymers in an ionic liquid
and is consistent with a transition from cylindrical elongated micelles to spherical micelles
due to changes in the symmetry of the polymer chains as a result of increasing swelling.67
The driving force for the eventual transition of these disordered micellar structures to packing
on BCC or FCC lattices may be analogous to the observations of Liaw et al.52 for
poly(methyl methacrylate)-b-poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (PMMA-b-PtBMA) diblock
copolymers in 2-ethylhexanol. If this were the case then transition between the two phases
will occur when the diameter of the micelles becomes comparable in size to the sphere
spacing in the ordered structures.
2.5. Conclusions
The lyotropic phase behaviour for mixtures of eight PS-b-PMMA block copolymers with
the ionic liquid EMIM Tf2N, was examined using high through-put SAXS at 298 K over the
concentration range of ϕP = 1.00 – 0.25. When the concentration of EMIM Tf2N was
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increased, each of the block copolymers generally progressed through classical morphologies.
Furthermore, we observed significant regions of stability for a disordered micelle
morphology and have mapped out a stable window for the gyroid morphology at room
temperature. An enabling feature of our experiments was that five of the block copolymers
were disordered in the bulk, which allowed us to determine the relationship between and χeff
and ionic liquid concentration. This allowed these phase transitions to be collated to generate
a single experimental phase diagram for PS-b-PMMA in EMIM Tf2N, by plotting values of
ƒ'PS against calculated values of the χeffN.
Examination of lamellar domain scaling (α) of each block copolymer as a function of ϕP
confirmed that EMIM Tf2N behaves as a strongly selective solvent for PMMA. Importantly,
a dependence of α on N was observed, in which α decreases with increasing N and eventually
plateaus. This was attributed to α being influenced by contributions from both overcoming
interfacial mixing and chain stretching in the weak to intermediate segregation regime.
Approaching the strong segregation regime causes the effects of interfacial mixing to become
negligible as the percentage of interfacial volume approaches that of an infinitely long
polymer, meaning chain stretching will dominate and α becomes independent of N.
One consequence of these trends is that the addition of EMIM Tf2N to these block
copolymers gives rise to domain sizes much smaller than typically achievable for neat PS-b-
PMMA, which offers exciting prospects for the field of directed self-assembly of block
copolymers. We believe that this experimental phase diagram and the fundamental
knowledge gained here will prove to be an important tool in future studies of these materials
which are attempting to achieve a specific self-assembled morphology for a desired
application.
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2.7. Appendix 2
2.7.1. Size exclusion chromatography
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) measurements were performed using a Waters
Alliance 2690 Separations Module equipped with an autosampler, column heater, differential
refractive index detector, and a Photodiode Array (PDA) connected in series. HPLC-grade
tetrahydrofuran was used as eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The columns consisted of
three 7.8 × 300 mm2 Waters Styragel SEC columns connected in series, comprising two
linear UltraStyragel and one Styragel HR3 columns. Polystyrene standards ranging in size
from 517 to 2 × 106 g/mol were used for the calibration.
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Figure A2. 1. SEC traces (UV 254 nm detector) for each block copolymer studied.
Table A2. 1. Block copolymer characteristics determined via SEC in our laboratory.
Sample # Polymer Total Mn (Da)* Total Mw (Da)* Đ
1 PSMMA(5.0–5.0) 9311 10518 1.13
2 PSMMA(9.0–3.3) 9569 10202 1.07
3 PSMMA(8.5–9.5) 16920 18258 1.08
4 PSMMA(7.1–11.5) 14321 15190 1.06
5 PSMMA(10.0–10.0) 17017 18753 1.10
6 PSMMA(14.9–13.1) 21926 24456 1.12
7 PSMMA(23.0–22.0) 44364 54809 1.24
8 PSMMA(38.0–36.8) 58122 74523 1.28
*Relative to polystyrene.
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2.7.2. 1H Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
EMIM Tf2N was characterized via 1H Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (1H NMR) on a
Bruker Advance 400 high-resolution NMR spectrometer interfaced to 9.4 Tesla bore magnet
system and fitted with a 5mm BBIz Probe. Relaxation delay time was set to 2 seconds for 96
scans of the EMIM Tf2N solvated in deuterated DMSO (DMSO-d6).
Figure A2. 2. 1H NMR spectrum of EMIM Tf2N in DMSO-d6.
2.7.3. Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential Scanning Calorimetry DSC of EMIM Tf2N was performed on a Mettler
Toledo 1 STARe DSC system and the data was evaluated using the Mettler-Toledo STARe
software version 9.10. The instrument was calibrated for temperature and heat flow with
indium and zinc calibration standards provided by Mettler-Toledo. Samples underwent two
heating and cooling cycles at 10 °C per minute from -100 °C to 200 °C and the temperature
of the glass transitions (Tg) and melting transitions (Tm) were determined from the second
heating scan.
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Figure A2. 3. DSC curve of EMIM Tf2N, which reveals a Tm of -16.6 °C and a Tg of -91.6 °C, both
of which are in very close agreement with previously reported literature values.1
2.7.4. SAXS Profiles
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Figure A2. 4. Representative 1D SAXS profiles for mixtures of varying concentrations of EMIM
Tf2N (ϕP) with PSMMA(7.1–11.5), PSMMA(8.5–9.5) PSMMA(5.0–5.0), PSMMA(14.9–13.1), 
PSMMA(23.0–22.0) and PSMMA(38.0–36.8). The profiles depicted here have been chosen to
highlight the various morphologies observed for each sample as ϕP was decreased. Black 
arrows have been included to indicate the scattering reflections corresponding to the
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assigned morphology. White arrows have been used to mark reflections corresponding to a
second morphology and thus indicate samples with mixed morphologies.
Table A2. 2. Summary of lyotropic phase transitions for block copolymer samples 1 and 6 – 8.
PSMMA(5.0–5.0) PSMMA(14.9–13.1) PSMMA(23.0–22.0) PSMMA(38.0–36.8)
ϕP Morphology ϕP Morphology ϕP Morphology ϕP Morphology
1.00 DIS 1.00 LAM 1.00 LAM 1.00 LAM
0.99 DIS 0.95 LAM 0.95 LAM 0.95 LAM
0.98 DIS 0.90 LAM 0.90 LAM 0.90 LAM
0.97 DIS 0.85 LAM/GYR 0.85 LAM 0.85 GYR
0.96 DIS 0.84 LAM/GYR 0.84 LAM 0.84 -
0.95 DIS 0.83 LAM/GYR 0.83 LAM 0.83 GYR
0.94 DIS 0.82 GYR 0.82 LAM 0.82 -
0.93 DIS 0.81 GYR 0.81 LAM 0.81 -
0.92 LAM 0.80 GYR 0.80 GYR 0.80 HEX
0.91 LAM 0.79 GYR 0.79 GYR 0.79 HEX
0.90 LAM 0.78 GYR/HEX 0.78 HEX 0.78 HEX
0.85 LAM 0.77 HEX 0.77 HEX 0.77 HEX
0.80 GYR/HEX 0.76 HEX 0.76 HEX 0.76 HEX
0.75 HEX 0.75 HEX 0.75 HEX 0.75 HEX
0.70 HEX 0.70 HEX 0.70 HEX 0.70 HEX
0.65 HEX 0.65 HEX 0.65 HEX 0.65 HEX
0.60 HEX/DM 0.60 HEX 0.60 HEX 0.60 DM
0.55 DM 0.55 HEX/DM 0.55 HEX/DM 0.55 DM
0.50 DM 0.50 DM 0.50 DM 0.50 DM
0.45 DM 0.45 DM 0.45 DM 0.45 DM
0.40 DM 0.40 DM 0.40 DM 0.40 DM/SBCC
0.35 DM 0.35 DM 0.35 DM 0.35 DM
0.30 SBCC/SFCC 0.30 DM 0.30 DM 0.30 DM
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0.25 SBCC/SFCC 0.25 DM/SBCC 0.25 DM 0.25 SBCC
2.7.5. Experimental Phase Diagram – Data Points Removed
Figure A2. 5. χeffN versus ƒ'PS phase diagram for mixtures of a series of PS-b-PMMA block
copolymers with EMIM Tf2N. The experimental phase boundaries have been indicated by solid
lines which have been traced to the data points (not shown for clarity). The grey dashed lines
have been drawn as an estimated extension of the experimental phase boundaries. The red
dashed lines have been drawn as an estimation of the theoretical phase boundaries for block
copolymer melts calculated by Matsen and Bates.2
2.7.5.1. Lamellar phase
Taking the transitions of PSMMA(10.0–10.0) (Figure 2.3) as an example, at a ϕP of 1.00
(that is, in the bulk), the block copolymer exists in a disordered state, owing to a χN value
less than the 10.5 required to achieve phase separation, as mentioned previously. Upon
reaching a ϕP of 0.98, significant sharpening of the primary scattering peak (q*) can be
observed, as well as the appearance of numerous higher order scattering peaks. This indicates
that the block copolymer has become ordered and that the effective χN has increased to above
10.5. The position of the higher order scattering peaks at 2q* and 3q* is consistent with a
lamellar morphology. Observation of a lamellar morphology was expected given the
symmetrical structure of this block copolymer and low volume fraction of ionic liquid (0.02).
This is apparent when considering the effective ƒPS was 0.519 and that the phase boundaries
for lamellar at a χN of 20 are reported to span ƒPS values of 0.357 – 0.625.3 The lamellar
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morphology for PSMMA(10.0–10.0) was observed between the composition range of ϕP =
0.98 – 0.85, which corresponded to an effective ƒPS range of 0.519 – 0.450.
2.7.5.2. Hexagonally Packed Cylinder Phase
Decreasing ϕP to 0.70 caused the coexisting gyroid/hexagonal cylinder microstructures
present at ϕP = 0.75 to completely transition into a hexagonally packed cylinder morphology.
Although there are only two higher order peaks present in the SAXS pattern for this mixture
at 2q* and √7q*, the latter is a readily observed allowed reflection for this morphology, and
the transitions of the previous mixtures agree with the theoretical phase diagram, suggesting
that this morphology is expected in this composition range. In addition, most of the other
block copolymers we studied here displayed five or more higher order reflections for this
morphology at similar concentration ranges. For example, PSMMA(8.5–9.5) exhibits higher
order peaks at √3q*, 2q*, √7q*, 3q*, 4q*, √19q* and √21q* for a ϕP of 0.75.
2.7.5.3. SBCC/SFCC Phases
The final lyotropic transition we observe for PSMMA(10.0–10.0) is to a SBCC morphology
upon reaching a ϕP of 0.25, as indicated by the appearance of numerous higher order peaks at
√2q*, √3q*, 2q*, √6q*, √7q* and 3q* that are characteristic of this phase. Although this was
the last transition observed for this block copolymer, it is important to note here that for the
PSMMA(5.0–5.0) and PSMMA(7.1–11.5) block copolymers we noticed an additional
transition upon reaching ϕP = 0.30 and ϕP = 0.25 respectively. This transition involved a
change in the packing of some of the PS spheres from a SBCC lattice to spheres packed onto a
face-centered-cubic (SFCC) lattice, resulting in a coexisting SBCC/SFCC morphology. This
transition became apparent due to the appearance of reflections alongside those already
present, at √(4/3)q*, √(8/3)q*, √(11/3)q* for both PSMMA(5.0–5.0) and PSMMA(7.1–11.5)
and additional reflections at √2q*, √(20/3)q*, √8q*, √11q* for PSMMA(7.1–11.5), all of
which are indicative of the SFCC phase. A disordered micelle (DM) morphology was recently
observed in poly(methyl methacrylate)-b-poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (PMMA-b-PtBMA)
diblock copolymers diluted with 2-ethylhexanol over comparable concentration range by
Liaw et al.4 As the solvent concentration was increased, these micelles underwent transitions
to packing on a body-centered cubic lattice when their hydrodynamic radii was comparable to
the intermicelle spacing in the ordered micellar structure. We believe this effect is analogous
the transitions we observe for each block copolymer from the DM phase to an ordered SBCC
or SFCC morphology at higher concentrations.
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2.7.6. SAXS Profile of PSMMA(10.0–10.0) with ϕP = 0.90 at High Temperature
Figure A2. 6. SAXS profiles for PSMMA(10.0–10.0) with ϕP = 0.90 at T = 298 K (black) and 463 K
(red). Black arrows have been included to indicate the scattering reflections corresponding to
the assigned morphology
2.7.7. Comparison of domain scaling data to previous literature.
We find that our reasoning is in good agreement with previous literature studies that have
investigated the block copolymer lamellar domain scaling in the presence of ionic liquids.
Simone and Lodge5 found that alpha for PB-b-PEO block copolymers with PB lengths of 9
kDa exhibited a small decrease from -0.47 to -0.17 between PEO block lengths of 3 kDa and
4 kDa respectively. Given that the χ value of pure PB-b-PEO is extremely high for this
combination of blocks (the χN for both block copolymers is > 100), it can be concluded that
these block copolymers would be well into the strong segregation region of the theoretical
phase diagram. It would therefore be expected that the alpha values for these two block
copolymers would be very similar. Although this is not completely the case, one possible
cause for the discrepancy could be the change in the ratio of the blocks, which can be seen in
our data to cause slight deviations in the overall trend (for PSMMA(9.0–3.3) and
PSMMA(7.1–11.5)). Another possibility could be due limited number of data points cause
any errors in the calculation of domain spacing to be exaggerated. In a related study by the
same authors, the lamellar domain scaling of four PS-b-PEO block copolymers in EMIM
Tf2N with fixed PS lengths of 20 kDa and PEO block lengths of 5, 6, 8 and 13 kDa was
determined at 150 °C and 200 °C.6 The alpha values reported for each block copolymer were
-0.58, -0.68, -0.63 and -0.93 respectively, with a similar trend being obtained at 200 °C. This
is in very good agreement with our results, as the χ value for PS-b-PEO at 150 °C is reported
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to be approximately 0.048,7 meaning that χN for all but the largest block copolymer at 150 °C
is below the value of 18.91 we obtained for PSMMA(23.0–22.0). This suggests that almost
all of the block copolymer samples over the concentration ranges investigated are likely to be
within the weak to intermediate segregation regime and thus it is expected that alpha should
still be decreasing. A similar explanation can be made for the trends observed in studies by
Virgili et al.,8 which although display some discrepancies they can most likely be attributed
to the significant variations in the block ratios of the block copolymers they were
investigating.
Figure A2. 7. a) SAXS profile for PSMMA(38.0–36.8) with ϕP = 0.50, fit with a form factor for a
polydisperse population of spheres with uniform scattering length density and a Gaussian
radii distribution. b) SAXS profile for PSMMA(8.5–9.5) with ϕP = 0.50, fit with the same form
factor, which demonstrates the first higher order reflection resolves into two separate peaks.
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Figure A2. 8. Domain spacing determined from the primary scattering peak for the DM phase
region of each block copolymer as a function of ϕP.
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Chapter 3. Influence of Ionic Liquid Cation Structure on
the Phase Behaviour of a Diblock Copolymer
3.1. Abstract
We have investigated the influence of the alkyl chain length and identity of the cation in
bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)imide based ionic liquids on the phase diagrams of blends with
polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) block copolymers. The disorder-to-order (DOT)
transition concentration for each block copolymer was found to decrease as the length of the
alkyl chain on the 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium cation was increased. However, varying the
cation structure from imidazolium to pyrrolidinium did not cause a significant change in
these values. From these DOT concentrations an effective χ parameter (χeff) was estimated
and used to plot phase diagrams for each ionic liquid system, which allowed the positions and
size of the stability windows for each morphology to be readily compared. Between each
system these windows shifted significantly. Importantly, the overall position of the phase
diagrams shift to lower values of the effective polystyrene volume fraction (ƒ'PS) as the alkyl
chain increase, suggesting that Coulombic interactions, which are distorted as the asymmetry
of an ionic liquid is increased, play a significant factor in determining the position of the
phase diagram. A detailed investigation of the variations of lamellar domain spacing with
polymer concentration also enabled the selectivity of each ionic liquid to be quantified.
Interestingly, we noticed that the scaling exponent α which quantitates this selectivity
increased significantly at very low dilution for each system. Closely examining the SAXS
profile of each sample in this concentration regime provided strong evidence of a transition
window in which both lamellar and disordered domains coexist. This is an important finding
which sheds additional light on the thermodynamics of ionic liquid containing block
copolymers and their similarities to lithium salt doped analogues.
3.2. Introduction
Block copolymers consist of two or more covalently bound homopolymer chains, which
are intriguing due to their ability to autonomously assemble into a variety of ordered
mesoscopic morphologies as a function of their composition. Three parameters dictate this
process: the volume fraction of each block (ƒ), the Flory-Huggins polymer-polymer
interaction parameter (χ) and the degree of polymerisation (N).1, 2 In the case of linear A-B
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diblock copolymers, the classical microstructures predicted by theory and confirmed by
experiment are lamellae (LAM), hexagonally packed cylinders (HEX), the bicontinuous Ia3തd
gyroid (GYR) and a body-centred cubic packing of spheres (SBCC).3 However, it has more
recently been demonstrated that the scope of the morphologies available also includes more
complex sphere packing geometries, including Pm3തn4 and the complex quasicrystal
approximant P42/mnm Frank-Kasper σ-phase (FKSP).5 These properties have led to studies
involving block copolymers for use in a diverse range of applications which include
polyelectrolytes,6, 7 nanoporous membranes,8 templates for inorganic materials,9 thin film
nanolithography,10, 11 organic photovoltaics12 and photonics.13, 14 However, since most of the
desirable properties of block copolymers for these applications originate from their well-
defined nanostructures, the ability to precisely predict and control which morphology will be
formed is a crucial step towards their implementation into industrial processes and
commercial products.
For a linear diblock copolymer, a number of theories have been developed for predicting
their phase behaviour in the melt state. This research culminated in the application of self-
consistent mean-field (SCMF) theory to these systems,15 which enables the morphology of a
diblock copolymer to be predicted as a function of ƒA and χN in the form of a theoretical
phase diagram.2 This phase diagram exhibits close resemblance the experimental phase
diagram of a polyisoprene-block-polystyrene (PS-b-PI) diblock copolymer. Although this
phase diagram model is a powerful tool which helped to greatly increase the application
scope of these materials, in reality many of the block copolymers studied for the applications
mentioned above are in considerably more complex forms.
The continued growth of block copolymer research in recent years has seen their
emergence as promising candidates for the development of solid state conducting electrolytes
and ion transport membranes.16, 17 Such applications can be realised through the incorporation
of ionic additives to block copolymers; either by covalently linking these to the polymer
repeat unit pendant groups, or by doping these into a block copolymer with a block for which
they are highly selective. Ionic liquids have been widely used for this purpose, and are
broadly defined as salts composed of a bulky asymmetrical organic cation paired with a
weakly basic anion with diffuse charge.18, 19 This structure enables many ionic liquids to melt
below room temperature, as well as endowing them with a number of additional useful
properties that can be readily tuned, such as ionic conductivity, thermal stability and
negligible vapour pressure.18, 19 As expected, the addition of a second component to a diblock
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copolymer increases the number of χ parameters describing the interactions between each
from one to three, which increases the complexity of the calculations required for predicting
the thermodynamics of the resultant phase transitions. However, the addition of a completely
selective solvent can be simplified by assuming a single new χ parameter describes the
interactions between the solvent swollen selective block and the non-compatible block. In
this case χ is represented as an effective value χeff, while block swelling can be accounted for
via a renormalised block volume fraction ƒ′A assuming ideal mixing from:20
݂ᇱ
୅
= ߶݂ + (1 − ߶) (2)
where ϕ is the block copolymer volume fraction.
Several studies have reported that ionic liquids can act as good solvents for a number of
relatively polar homopolymers, including poly(ethylene oxide),21 poly(methyl
methacrylate)22 and poly(2‐vinylpyridine),23 enabling them to segregate almost exclusively
into microdomains of these polymers when paired with an incompatible block such as
polystyrene.23, 24 This selective incorporation allows the modulus and conductivity of the
resultant films to be controlled somewhat independently, as well as confining the ionic liquid
in nano-sized conducting channels that possess higher conductivities than comparable
disordered materials.25, 26 Furthermore, ionic liquids can also be used as a means of
simultaneously inducing phase separation or controlling phase transitions in these systems,
akin to those produced by the presence of selective volatile organic solvents. This ability to
precisely control block copolymer morphology combined with the non-volatility of ionic
liquids has also expanded the scope of their applications to the fields of photonics27 and
lithography.28
It is clear that precise control of both morphology and concentration in these composites is
a key step towards their implementation in devices and techniques that can compete with
current designs. A series of phase diagrams capable of predicting the phase behaviour of a
range of basic block copolymer/ionic liquid mixtures would therefore be of great benefit to
future research in this field. One drawback of using ionic moieties in this regard is the
presence of additional interactions such as Coloumbic forces not present in typical organic
solvents or considered in the phase diagrams for melt and solution state block copolymers.
Such effects have been predicted theoretically to cause dramatic changes to the overall shape
of the classical phase diagram.29 In Chapter 2, inroads towards alleviating this problem by
made by systematically mapping the phase behaviour of a representative and commercially
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relevant block copolymer, polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) when
mixed with the ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)imide
(EMIM Tf2N). This study revealed that EMIM Tf2N can induce the disordered PS-b-PMMA
to transition through the disorder-to-order transition (ODT), and subsequently follow
perturbed trajectories through the phase transitions predicted for a neat diblock copolymer.
EMIM Tf2N is one of an almost unlimited number of different possible anion and cation
combinations available, which will need to be varied to suit a variety of applications.
However, it has been demonstrated that varying the cation structure of ionic liquids can
induce subtle changes in their interactions with various polymers.22 Consequently, in this
study we aim to investigate the influence of the alkyl chain length and identity of the cation
in bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)imide based ionic liquids on the phase diagrams of blends
with PS-b-PMMA block copolymers. To this end we employed the same five disordered PS-
b-PMMA block copolymers used in Chapter 2 and comprehensively mapped their phase
behaviour in four additional ionic liquids with various cation structures: 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium (BMIM) Tf2N, 1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium (OMIM) TF2N, 1-butyl-1-
methylpyrrolidinium (BMP) Tf2N and trioctyl(tetradecyl) phosphonium (TOTDP) Tf2N
(Figure 3.1). We have recently reported on the observation of the FKSP in several of these
samples over a small range of ionic liquid concentrations between ϕP = 0.40 – 0.25. Here we
expand upon this data and focus on plotting a more complete phase diagram for each sample
up to χeffN values of 200.
With the exception TOTDP Tf2N, each ionic liquid studied was able to induce order and a
series of subsequent phase transitions akin to those observed when in the presence of EMIM
Tf2N, but with significant deviations. We closely examined the order concentrations for each
block copolymer as the ionic liquid was varied and observed a modest depression in these
values as the length of the alkyl chain on the imidazolium cation was increased. However,
varying the cation structure from imidazolium to pyrrolidinium did not cause a significant
change in these values. From these transitions phase diagrams were generated for each ionic
liquid in the same manner as for EMIM Tf2N, which were then superimposed to create the
more robust phase diagram with improved phase boundary resolution. We then more closely
examine the specific differences between the phase diagrams of each ionic liquid, as well as
the variations in the domain spacing between each system.
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Figure 3.1. The chemical structures of a) The diblock copolymers used in this study. b) EMIM
Tf2N. c) The BMIM cation. d) The OMIM cation. e) The BMP cation. f) The TOTDP cation.
3.3. Experimental Section
3.3.1. Block Copolymer Characteristics
The PS-b-PMMA diblock copolymers were obtained from Polymer Source Inc. and used
without further purification. Each block copolymer was designated the generalised label
PSMMA(X–Y), where X and Y denote the number averaged molecular weights (Mn) in kDa
of the PS and PMMA blocks, respectively. The characteristics of these block copolymers
were reported above in Chapter 2, which were provided by the supplier and determined
through a combination of size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and 1H NMR spectroscopy.
We performed SEC analysis on these samples in our laboratory to confirm this information.
For convenience these values are reproduced in Table 3.1. These include the Mn, molar mass
dispersity (Đ), fraction of polystyrene (ƒPS) based on a PS density of 1.05 and a PMMA
density of 1.1930, N, and χN at 298 K assuming a χ value of 0.0411 at this temperature.31
Table 3.1. Block copolymer characteristics
Sample # Polymer Total Mn (Da) Đ ƒPS N χN298 K
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1 PSMMA(5.0–5.0) 10 000 1.18 0.529 98 4.0
2 PSMMA(9.0–3.3) 12 300 1.11 0.754 119 4.9
3 PSMMA(8.5–9.5) 18 000 1.06 0.501 177 7.3
4 PSMMA(7.1–11.5) 18 600 1.06 0.410 183 7.5
5 PSMMA(10.0–10.0) 20 000 1.05 0.529 196 8.1
3.3.2. Ionic Liquid Preparation
The synthesis of [TOTDP] [Tf2N] was adapted from Bradaric et al.32 A three necked round
bottom flask fitted with a condenser and under an argon atmosphere was charged with trioctyl
phosphine (5.003 g, 0.0135 mol) and heated to 145 °C. Upon reaching this temperature, 1-
chlorotetradecane (3.582 g, 0.0154 mol) was added dropwise via a gas tight syringe. The
temperature was maintained at 145 °C for 48 hours. The mixture was held under reduced
pressure (5 mTorr) at 90 °C for several hours to remove any volatile starting materials and by
product impurities to afford TOTDP Chloride [TOTDP] [Cl]. The product (7.821 g, 0.01296
mol, 96% yield by mass) was obtained as a colourless liquid which solidified upon cooling to
room temperature.
[TOTDP] [Cl] (7.821 g, 0.01296 mol) was dissolved in H2O (50 mL) in a 250 mL round
bottom flask. Li[Tf2N] (3.7542 g, 0.0135 mol) was dissolved in H2O (50 mL) and added to
the solution of [TOTDP] [Cl]. DCM (50 mL) was added to the resulting solution and the
mixture was stirred magnetically at room temperature overnight. The organic phase was
removed with a separating funnel and kept aside. The aqueous phase was extracted three
times with DCM (3 × 50 mL) and the resulting organic phase was washed with H2O (3 × 50
mL) and dried under reduced pressure (5 mTorr) for several days at room temperature to give
[TOTDP] [Tf2N] as a colourless, extremely viscous liquid (10.24 g, 93.16% yield by mass).
The ionic liquids EMIM Tf2N, BMIM Tf2N, OMIM Tf2N and BMP Tf2N were
synthesised in a similar fashion via metathesis reactions between a slight molar excess of
Li[Tf2N] with [EMIM]Cl, [BMIM]Cl, [OMIM]Cl and [BMP]Cl, respectively, as described
previously.33 Each product was obtained as a clear and colourless viscous liquid. The
structure and purity of each product was confirmed by comparing the 1H NMR spectra and
measured melting temperatures (Tm) by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to literature
values. Literature values for the TOTDP Tf2N Tm could not be obtained so were instead
compared to trihexyl(tetradecyl) phosphonium Tf2N.
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3.3.3. Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of each ionic liquid was performed on a Mettler
Toledo 1 STARe DSC system as detailed in Chapter 2. Samples were subjected to two
heating and cooling cycles at 10 °C per minute from -100 °C to 200 °C and the Tm and glass
transition (Tg) temperatures were recorded during the second heating scan.
3.3.4. Block Copolymer/Ionic Liquid Mixture Preparation
The block copolymer/ionic liquid mixtures were prepared as described in Chapter 2, over
a concentration range spanning from ϕP = 1.00 – 0.25 for each ionic liquid. The ϕP values
were calculated assuming ideal mixing and ionic liquid densities of 1.52, 1.44, 1.32, 1.41
g/cm3 and 1.067 g/cm3 for EMIM Tf2N, BMIM Tf2N, OMIM Tf2N, BMP Tf2N and TOTDP
TF2N, respectively.34-36 The concentrations were decreased by intervals of ϕP = 0.01 between
ϕP = 1.00 – 0.90, and ϕP = 0.85 – 0.75, while the concentration intervals for the remaining
samples was ϕP = 0.05.
3.3.5. Morphology Characterisation
The morphology of each block copolymer/ionic liquid mixture was determined using high
through-put small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) on the SAXS/WAXS beamline at the
Australian Synchrotron, as described in Chapter 2.
3.4. Results and Discussion
3.4.1. Influence of Ionic Liquid Structure on the Disorder-to-Order Transition
Concentration
Only small volume fractions of any of the imidazolium or the pyrrolidinium based ionic
liquids investigated were required to induce DOTs in the five PS-b-PMMA block
copolymers. On the other hand, the phosphonium based ionic liquid TOTDP Tf2N was not
able induce a transition in any system, regardless of concentration. This indicates that this
ionic liquid is not sufficiently compatible with either of the blocks in these polymers. It
appears that the four long alkyl chains on the cation of this ionic liquid have increased the
hydrophobicity enough be repelled from the PMMA domains. However, the charge still
prevents it from being able to swell the PS domains. For this reason we will exclude this ionic
liquid from our further discussions.
In our previous study on the effect of EMIM Tf2N on the lyotropic phase transitions of
these block copolymers, we determined that the DOT transition in all cases fell within the
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concentration range between ϕP = 0.98 – 0.93. In order to accurately estimate the values of
χeff in these systems, it is critical that the DOT is identified upon a small change in the ionic
liquid concentration. Therefore, the lyotropic phase behaviour of each block copolymer in the
four ionic liquids was investigated using SAXS over a concentration range from ϕP = 1.00 –
0.90 at small intervals of ϕP = 0.01. With the exception of the block copolymer
PSMMA(5.0–5.0) in OMIM Tf2N, all of the block copolymers underwent a DOT before
reaching a concentration of ϕP = 0.90. In each case this transition was taken as the midpoint
between the concentrations at which the primary scattering peak (q*) abruptly narrowed and
higher order scattering peaks could be observed. Such transitions can be exemplified by
creating plots of the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the q* peak in each SAXS profile
versus ϕP, as illustrated in Figure 3.2 a) for blends of PSMMA(9.0–3.3) with each ionic
liquid. Figure 3.2 a) also reveals that the DOT concentration progresses towards smaller
values of ϕP as the length of the alkyl chain increases. The DOT concentrations obtained in
this way for each block copolymer/ionic liquid combination are listed in Table A3.1 in
Appendix 3.
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Figure 3.2. a) FWHM versus ϕP for PSMMA(9.0–3.3) in the four ionic liquids with varying
cations, each marked with a different colour as indicated. The dotted lines represent the x0
values for each fit which were taken as the DOTs. b) χeff(DOT) values determined from the
inflection points in the sigmoidal fits of each block copolymer in the four ionic liquids versus
ionic liquid volume fraction (ϕIL). The lines represent linear fits to the data, which include the
literature value of 0.0411 for pure PS-b-PMMA. The differences between BMIM TF2N and BMP
Tf2N are consistent but not significant based on the errors in the fits.
The DOT concentration values determined in this way can then be used to calculate the χeff
for these block copolymers in the presence of each ionic liquid following the treatment of
Leibler:
ைܵ஽் = ߯௘௙௙(஽ை்).ܰ (3.1)
which assumes that χN for each sample at the DOT concentration is equal to the value
predicted by the theoretical phase diagram for a block copolymer at the appropriate
composition. By accounting for the expected volumetric swelling of N induced by the ionic
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liquids if ideal mixing were to occur, we determined in Chapter 2 that χeff(DOT)N for all
samples here is between 10.5 – 14 (refer to pg. 68 for the exact values used). The resulting
χeff values determined for each block copolymer/ionic liquid combination were then plotted
versus the ionic liquid volume fraction in Figure 3.2 b), in order to visualise how the rate of
increase in χeffN with concentration varies between each ionic liquid. Each of these plots can
be accurately described by a linear function, which is in agreement with previous reports
which have explored the relationship between χeff and ion concentration:37, 38
௘߯௙௙ = ݉ ∙ ߶ூ௅ + ௉߯ௌି௉ெ ெ ஺ (3.2)
where m is a system dependent constant that quantifies the effect of ionic liquid addition
on the block copolymer thermodynamics and ϕIL is the ionic liquid volume fraction. In
agreement with our previous report, we find that the trend for each ionic liquid across the five
block copolymers converges upon a common χPS–PMMA value for this system in the absence of
ionic liquid. This value varies between χPS–PMMA = 0.42 – 0.44, which is in good agreement
with the χ value of 0.0411 expected for neat PS-b-PMMA at 298 K as reported by Russell et
al.31
For each block copolymer the χeff values across the four ionic liquids consistently increase
with ionic liquid structure in the order: EMIM > BMP ≈ BMIM > OMIM. This trend 
therefore manifests as m values with the same pattern, indicating that the selectivity of the
ionic liquids increases as the alkyl chain length on the cation is decreased. It is also revealed
that ability of the ionic liquids to induce order in these block copolymers is not significantly
influenced by the cation structure when the alkyl chain length is kept constant. However, as
discussed below, affinity differences between these two ionic liquids do become apparent
when tracking the changes in the domain spacing of these block copolymers as a function of
ϕP. Ueno et al.22 have recently investigated the ability of the four ionic liquids we have
studied here to solvate PMMA homopolymer chains grafted onto the surface of silica
nanoparticles. Interestingly, they reported that EMIM TF2N ≈ BMIM TF2N in terms of its
ability to swell the PMMA chains, followed by BMP TF2N and finally OMIM TF2N,
although the swelling differences between each ionic liquid were quite small relative to those
brought about by changing the identity of the anion.
Overall these findings are in agreement with our observations that decreasing the alkyl
chain length increases the affinity of these ionic liquids for the PMMA domains. However, as
opposed to a jump in solubility upon transitioning to the OMIM cation, we instead observe
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systematic changes in the affinity as the cation structure is varied. This combined with the
different affinities between BMIM and BMP observed here highlights the different
thermodynamic properties of these PS-b-PMMA block copolymer systems, which are
influenced equal contributions from the highly unfavourable PS/ionic liquid interactions.
We anticipate that the ionic liquids interactions within these PS-b-PMMA systems will
ultimately arise from a combination of several factors that are linked to the alkyl chain length,
including the hydrophobicity, steric effects, Coulombic forces and hydrogen bonding
interactions. For example, it has been reported that ionic liquids based on 1,3-
dialkylimidazolium cations may act as weak hydrogen bond donors,39 presumably with the
methacrylate units in this block copolymer, because of the weakly acidic proton on the C2
position of the heterocyclic imidazolium ring. However, increasing the length of the alkyl
chain will introduce inter- and intra-molecular steric interactions which may inhibit the
formation of these bonds. It is also likely that inter-molecular Coulombic forces could also be
significantly screened in this way, because it know that these forces are disrupted and
distorted when the ionic liquid asymmetry is increased.19 Furthermore, the increased alkyl
chain length will simultaneously increase the hydrophobicity of the ionic liquids, which may
also decrease their repulsion by the polystyrene block slightly and thus decrease the χeff
parameter via a second mechanism.
The increased solubility of BMIM over BMP reported by Ueno et al.22 presumably arises
due to the aforementioned hydrogen bonding interactions between the imidazolium ring and
the PMMA side chains. Therefore, our finding that the BMP Tf2N containing block
copolymers exhibit approximately equal χeff values to those with BMIM Tf2N suggests that
this effect arises through repulsion by the PS block rather than an increased affinity with
PMMA. This can be reasoned based on the increased change density of the pyrrolidinium
cation increasing the energy cost of embedding it within the polystyrene domains. When
combined these effects result in near identical values of χeff for the two ionic liquids, despite
the structural differences of the cations.
3.4.2. Influence of Ionic Liquid Alkyl Chain Length and Structure on the Phase
Diagram of PS-b-PMMA
The sheer number profiles we have obtained from these samples (~ 450) makes presenting
each one here unpractical. For a complete list of the phase transitions for each block
copolymer over the entire concentration range in the three new ionic liquid systems
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investigated refer to Tables A2 – A6 in Appendix 3. Corresponding stacked SAXS profiles
chosen to highlight the various morphologies observed for each sample as ϕP was decreased
are also included therein (Figure A3.1).
Using the same methods and assumptions employed in our previous publication, in Figure
3.3 we plot the morphology data obtained from the five PS-b-PMMA block copolymers in
BMIM Tf2N (Figure 3.3 b)), OMIM Tf2N (Figure 3.3 c)) and BMP Tf2N (Figure 3.3 d)) onto
experimental χeffN versus ƒ′PS phase diagrams alongside the diagram for EMIM Tf2N reported
in Chapter 2 (Figure 3.3 a)). The theoretical phase diagram reported by Bates et al.2 for a
diblock copolymer melt has also been included on each diagram for visual comparison. In
each diagram χeff was calculated by extrapolating the linear relationship between χeff and ϕP
discussed above, while N was calculated as:
ܰ = ܰ௉ௌ + ܰ ௉ெ ெ ஺ + ௏಺ಽ.ఘುಾ ಾ ಲெ ௐ ಾ ಾ ಲ (3.3)
where NPS and NPMMA are the degree of polymerisation of PS and PMMA respectively, VIL
is volume of ionic liquid per polymer chain, ρPMMA is the density of PMMA and MWMMA is
the molecular weight of the MMA repeat unit. This term therefore represents a swelling
adjusted effective degree of polymerisation of the blends assuming ideal mixing and
complete segregation of each ionic liquid into the PMMA domains. These assumptions also
allowed ƒ′PS to be calculated as described in Chapter 2. We have limited the χeffN axis of
these plots to values below 200, because the ionic liquid concentrations beyond this point
become high enough that χeffN begins to rise rapidly, making direct comparisons with the
melt state increasingly less valid.
As observed for the EMIM Tf2N system in Chapter 2, each of the phase diagrams are
significantly perturbed in comparison to the theoretical phase boundaries included for
symmetrical diblock copolymer melts. Furthermore, it became apparent that the order-to-
order transition (OOT) boundaries for the EMIM Tf2N system shifted in the opposite
direction of ƒ′PS (to larger ƒ′PS values) than would be expected based on the Kuhn lengths and
densities of PS and PMMA. Instead, it was suggested that these variations arise
predominantly due to long-range Coulombic interactions that occur between the anions and
cations, which induce short-range ordering of the charged species.
Tracking the OOTs of each block copolymer/ionic liquid blend across the respective phase
diagrams reveals a number of differences in both the position and size of several stability
windows as the ionic liquid identity is varied. As expected from their almost identical values
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of χeff, the phase diagrams of BMIM and BMP are largely identical. The most significant
difference between the two are shifts in the stability window of the gyroid morphology,
which manifested as different mixed phase combinations which can be observed around the
OOT boundaries. For example, the BMIM phase diagram possesses a small window with
profiles indicative of a mixed LAM/HEX at χeffN and ƒ′PS values of ~ 85 and ~ 0.40,
respectively. However, this structure was not formed in the BMP system, which instead
exhibited a small window in this region corresponding to a mixed GYR/HEX morphology.
When compared with the phase diagram for the EMIM Tf2N system, several additional
variations in the phase transitions of these block copolymers can be observed. Firstly, the
stability window of the lamellar morphology is extended to significantly greater values of
χeffN, approaching a value of χeffN ~ 150 before transitioning to the mixed lam/hex or hex
phases. Furthermore, the gyroid window of the PSMMA(5.0–5.0) block copolymer that is
present at relatively low χeffN values for the BMIM and BMP systems was significantly
shifted for the EMIM Tf2N system. For example, a mixed HEX/GYR morphology is first
observed for the BMIM system at ƒ′PS = 0.407, while for the EMIM system it instead occurs
at ƒ′PS = 0.423. This observation may be the result of a shift in the overall position of the
EMIM phase diagram to the BMIM or BMP systems. The data point at the edge of the phase
diagram for the EMIM system occurs at ƒ′PS = 0.27 and χeffN = 181, and corresponds to a
PSMMA(5.0–5.0) sample with a disordered micelle (DM) morphology. However, for the
BMIM system, the same block copolymer at an almost identical χeffN value instead has ƒ′PS =
0.24, indicating that the overall position of the BMIM and BMP phase diagrams are shifted
horizontally to lower values of ƒ′PS. This shift is even more pronounced in the OMIM system,
which follows the same trend to give a value of ƒ′PS = 0.21 when χeffN = 190.
As discussed in Chapter 2, in the absence of Coulombic interactions it is expected that at
strong segregation the phase boundaries will shift to compositions poorer in the blocks with
the shorter statistical length. In other words, the OOTs for ƒ'PS < 0.5 are expected to be
shifted to lower values of ƒ'PS. Therefore, the fact that the phase boundaries of these diagrams
shift in accordance with these expectations as the alkyl chain length is increased indicates that
the strength of the Coulombic interactions are reduced as this occurs. This is expected
because increasing the asymmetric substitution on 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium salts
increases the asymmetric disruption and distortion of the Coulombic packing of ions,19
providing further evidence that Coulombic interactions plan an influential role in determining
the phase boundaries of block copolymer/ionic liquid systems.
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As expected based on the decreased χeff values, the OMIM phase diagram for these block
copolymers differs most significantly from those for the other 3 ionic liquids. Firstly, the
stability of the lamellar morphology of this system is considerably reduced, with it no longer
being stable at any composition for χeffN values > ~ 50. Consequently, this is the only phase
diagram for which the HEX phase is the most prevalent morphology. In addition, profiles
indicative of the FKSP can also be observed exclusively for this system over this χeffN range,
which is expected to be of significance due to the unusual properties of this morphology, such
as an extremely large unit cell, compared with the classical microstructures. What is perhaps
the most significant difference in this system is the appearance of the gyroid morphology for
the PSMMA(7.1–11.5) block copolymer (left most series of transitions in Figure 3.3 c), a
structure which was not observed for this block copolymer for any of the other ionic liquids
investigated. This results in what appears to be a significantly shifted stability boundary for
this phase, which interestingly occurs within the region where the gyroid morphology is
anticipated for melt systems.
The ability to shift the phase boundaries of these block copolymers is an impactful
observation which demonstrates that the morphology and thus properties of these block
copolymers can be shifted at identical concentrations through variations in the cation
structure alone. Not only this, but we have been able to confirm the difficult to access
stability windows for the sought after gyroid and Frank-Kasper phases could also be more
readily accessed in this way. These are exciting prospects for many of the intended
applications of these materials, because many ionic liquid properties such as viscosity and
solubility are largely determined by the anion structure, so keeping this factor constant will
ensure many of the other material properties will remain relatively unchanged, yet vary the
morphology more significantly to suit a broader range of goals.18
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Figure 3.3. χeffN versus ƒ′PS experimental phase diagrams to values of χeffN = 200 for the five
PS-b-PMMA block copolymers in the ionic liquids a) EMIM Tf2N, b) BMIM Tf2N, c) OMIM Tf2N, d)
BMP Tf2N. The blue solid lines have been drawn in each diagram as an estimation of the
theoretical phase boundaries for block copolymer melts calculated by Matsen and Bates.2
3.4.3. Domain Spacing Influences of Ionic Liquid Cation Identity
Analysing the structural length scale changes in a single diblock copolymer phase induced
by the presence of a solvent is a well-documented method for gaining insight into their
interactions. This is because the addition of a solvent can induce concentration dependent
stretching or contraction of the block copolymer domains which is affected by the relative
solvent selectivity. For a diblock copolymer system this dependence can be approximated as:
݀~߶௉ఈ (3.4)
where the effect of concentration on the block copolymer domain spacing (d) is described
by the scaling parameter α. In this way when α > 0 the domain spacing reduces with
increasing concentration, as would be observed in a nonselective solvent which is good for
both blocks and can thus screen the unfavourable interactions. For example, Banaszak and
Whitmore predicted that for nonselective solvents α = 0.20 in the weak segregation limit and
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α = 0.50 in the strong segregation limit,40 which is in good agreement with experimental
measurements.20, 41, 42 On the other hand, the addition of a selective solvent brings about
increased chain stretching perpendicular to the interface in order to reduce the number of
unfavourable contacts between the insoluble block and the solvent. This is a more complex
scenario for which α < 0, and has been shown experimentally to depend on the solvent
selectivity, the relative volume of the three phases and the morphology of the ordered state.
Lai et al. undertook extensive studies on a series of PS-b-PI block copolymers in the isoprene
selective solvents tetradecane and squalene, for which α was found to vary between α = -0.02
to α = -1.03.41
In Figure 3.4 the lamellar domain spacing for the PSMMA(10.0–10.0) and PSMMA(9.0–
3.3) block copolymers in each ionic liquid have been plotted as a function of ϕP and fit to
power laws according to eq 3.4. The plots for the remaining three samples are provided in
Figure A3.2 in Appendix 3. In each case the lamellar domain spacing (d) was calculated from
d = 2π/q*, where q* is the primary scattering peak observed in the 1D SAXS profiles of each
sample. From these plots it can be observed that each ionic liquid behaves as a strongly
selective solvent for the PMMA block due to the increase in domain spacing as additional
ionic liquid is added to the system. It is important to note that this increase is beyond the
simple increase in the volume of the domains due to the addition of the ionic liquid and
therefore must reflect changes in the thermodynamics of the system.
In order to directly compare the selectivity of each ionic liquid across the five different
block copolymers, the α scaling parameters for each system have been plotted versus N in
Figure 3.4 b). The general trend in the height of the bars for each block copolymer illustrates
that the ionic liquid selectivity for each block copolymer progresses from most to least
selective in the order EMIM > BMP ≳ BMIM > OMIM, when additional factors such as the
ƒPS and Mn values remain constant. The trend in this data is also consistent with the increase
in the χeff parameters as the ionic liquid is varied, although for the PSMMA(9.0–3.3) case a
clearer distinction between the selectivity of the BMP and BMIM systems can be made.
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Figure 3.4. a) Changes in the lamellar domain spacing of PSMMA(10.0–10.0) (squares) and
PSMMA(9.0–3.3) (circles) in the presence of EMIM Tf2N (red), BMIM Tf2N (blue), OMIM Tf2N
(green) and BMP Tf2N (yellow). Lines represent power law fits to the data according to eq 3.4.
b) N dependence of α for each ionic liquid. Missing data points for the OMIM Tf2N systems
correspond to domain spacing plots where a lamellar morphology was not obtained for four or
more samples.
It is also apparent from Figure 3.4 b) that α scales with N, whereby lower values of N
corresponded with reduced values of α. It has been documented on several occasions that the
χ parameter of block copolymer systems is not independent of chain length, although this
factor has often not been discussed in detail.42-44 Given the close relationship between domain
spacing and χ in block copolymer systems (eq 3.4), it is therefore unsurprising that in Chapter
2 an N dependence of α for these block copolymers in EMIM Tf2N was observed.
Interestingly, this influence became negligible above N ≳ 300, which corresponds with
estimated χN values for the mixtures around the strong segregation limit (SSL, χN ~ 50). This
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led us to speculate that this effect may be induced by the reduction in the percentage of
interfacial volume with respect to the domain size, which plateaus in the SSL as the
interfacial width at the limit of an infinitely long polymer (δ∞) is approached (Chapter 2).
One unexpected observation from this data is that for the majority of ionic liquids,
PSMMA(9.0–3.3) consistently exhibited lower selectivity values than for PSMMA(5.0–5.0).
This appeared to contradict the experimental work of Lai et al. which concluded that if ϕP is
kept constant, the ionic liquid selectivity should increase as the fraction of the soluble block
decreases because it will effectively be more diluted.41 In seeking an explanation for this
discrepancy, closer examination of the domain spacing changes were undertaken and
revealed a persistent trend across each of the systems that abrupt deviations in the domain
scaling behaviour occur as the ionic liquid concentration approaches ϕIL = 0 (the pure block
copolymer melt state). This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 3.5 for PSMMA(10.0–10.0), in
which values above and below ϕP = 0.95 (including this value in each case) are fit to separate
power laws. In each case it can be seen that Δα > 1 between the two concentration groups for
all four of the ionic liquids, with the domain spacing and thus χeff parameter scaling more
significantly with ϕP at very low dilutions.
Figure 3.5. Plot of lamellar domain spacing versus ϕP for PSMMA(10.0–10.0) at low dilution
with EMIM Tf2N (red), BMIM Tf2N (blue), OMIM Tf2N (green) and BMP Tf2N (yellow). Power law
fits according to eq 3.4 were fit to the data points either side of, and including the chosen
common value of ϕP = 0.95.
Although detailed studies on the distribution and diffusion of ionic liquids in block
copolymers at very low dilution remain to be performed, progress has been made towards
understanding these effects in lithium salt doped block copolymers of polystyrene paired with
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blocks comprised of polyethylene oxide and its derivatives. These materials have received
considerable attention as rechargeable battery membrane materials, in which the incorporated
lithium cation is typically paired with anions such as triflate ([CF3SO3]-) or Tf2N. The
structural similarities between these salts and the ionic liquids employed here provide an
alternative system for comparison with our findings.37, 44-48
In Figure 3.6 the SAXS profiles for one system, in this case PSMMA(7.1–11.5) in BMP
Tf2N, at each at each concentration interval between the pure block copolymer and a
completely order lamellar morphology are plotted. This highlights that evidence of a
concentration induced coexistence region is present at high values of ϕP around the DOT
concentration, which manifests as the gradual appearance of an ordered primary scattering
peak from the disordered SAXS peak.
These profiles replicate the superimposed SAXS profiles obtained by Thelen et al for a
low molecular weight PS-b-PEO block copolymer when doped with Li Tf2N.47 In their study
it was observed that, in contrast to the abrupt ODT which occurs in neat block copolymers,
block copolymer/salt mixtures instead show a gradual transition from order to disorder over a
finite temperature range. For the PS-b-PEO/ Li Tf2N mixture they examined this occurred
over an 11 °C window between 93 – 104 °C, within which the SAXS profiles appeared to be
a superposition of a sharp and a broad primary scattering peak which was consistent with the
coexistence of ordered lamellar and disordered phases. Intriguingly, the domain size of the
ordered phase across this coexistence window was observed to increase with temperature,
followed by the expected decrease of the domain spacing with temperature when in the fully
ordered lamellar phase. This was concluded to be a signature of salt partitioning which had
earlier been theoretically predicted by Nakamura et al.48 Their theory lead to the intriguing
conclusion that the degree of order in the lamellae in the coexistence window is increased
than that upon fully ordering. This phenomenon arises because as a lamellar phase is heated
into the coexistence region (decreasing χN in the phase diagram) the salt becomes more
concentrated in the lamellar phase. Furthermore, the further χN decreases in the coexistence
region, the higher the salt concentration in the resulting lamellar phase.
The observation here of a considerably more dramatic scaling of the domain spacing with
concentration in this window is consistent with their conclusions of an increased ionic liquid
concentration within the lamellar phase. This is also consistent with our observation that
PSMMA(9.0–3.3) exhibits a lower selectivity than PSMMA(5.0–5.0) in Figure 3.4 b),
because the concentration range over which PSMMA(9.0–3.3) forms the lamellar phase is in
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the fully ordered regime, meaning that α is already scaling with the constant, concentration
dependent value that persists through the higher dilution range.
Figure 3.6. SAXS profiles for PSMMA(7.1–11.5) at concentration intervals of ϕP = 0.01 between
the neat block copolymer (ϕP = 1.0) and a fully ordered lamellar phase at ϕP = 0.95.
The scaling changes which result from this phenomenon will also be a contributing factor
to the large α values obtained here as compared with literature values for block copolymers in
organic solvents, which may also be the case for a number of other block copolymer/ionic
liquid studies.49, 50 For example, Virgili et al. reported exceptionally negative α values of α = -
2.31 and α = -3.16 for a polystyrene-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) (13 kDa-b-15
kDa) block copolymer in IM Tf2N at temperatures of 150 °C (χN = 34.74) and 200 °C (χN =
24.87).23 Critically, the ϕP range used to determine these α values was quite small (0.93 ≤ ϕP
≤ 1.0), and covers the region where we have observed alpha to scale more dramatically with 
ϕP due to possible solvent inhomogeneities.
3.5. Conclusions
The phase transitions of the five PS-b-PMMA block copolymers studied in EMIM Tf2N
have been systematically mapped in three additional ionic liquids that possess alkyl chains of
systematically increasing length, in order to understand how this influences the overall phase
diagram of this system. The DOT concentration for each block copolymer was found to
decrease as the length of the alkyl chain on the cation was increased. However, changing the
cation structure from imidazolium to pyrrolidinium did not cause a significant change in
these values. Comparison with the work of Ueno et al.,22 which investigated the solubility of
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grafted PMMA chains these four ionic liquids, suggested that this results from a decrease in
the ionic liquid repulsion from the polystyrene domains. From the DOT concentrations of
each sample an effective χ parameter (χeff) was estimated and used to plot a phase diagram for
each ionic liquid, which allowed the positions and size of the stability windows for each
morphology to be readily compared. This revealed that as the alkyl chain length increased,
the stability of the lamellar morphology appeared to decrease. Furthermore, the boundaries of
the gyroid morphology shifted significantly when transitioning to the OMIM Tf2N ionic
liquid. These changes appear to arise from an overall shift in the phase diagram to lower
values of ƒ'PS as the alkyl chain length increases, suggesting that Coulombic interactions,
which are distorted as the asymmetry of an ionic liquid is increased, play a significant factor
in determining the position of the phase diagram.
A detailed investigation of the variations of lamellar domain spacing with polymer
concentration also enabled the selectivity of each ionic liquid to be quantified. Interestingly,
it was noticed that the scaling exponent, α, which describes this selectivity, increased
abruptly at very low dilutions approaching the neat system. Closely examining the SAXS
profile of each sample in this concentration regime provided strong evidence of a transition
window in which both lamellar and disordered domains coexist. This has been previously
predicted by Nakamura et al.47 and observed by Thelen et al.48 for lithium doped block
copolymers in temperature based studies. The phenomenon of increasing selectivity is
therefore expected, because these studies showed that the concentration of ionic liquid within
the lamellar domain of the coexistence window is higher than when fully ordered. This is an
important finding which sheds additional light on the thermodynamics of ionic liquid
containing block copolymers and their similarities to lithium salt doped analogues.
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3.7. Appendix 3
3.7.1.Sample Order Concentrations and Corresponding χeff values
Table A3. 1. Ionic liquid induced order concentrations and calculated χeff values at the ODT.
Sample # EMIM Tf2N BMIM Tf2N OMIM Tf2N BMP Tf2N
ϕP ODT χeff ODT ϕP ODT χeff ODT ϕP ODT χeff ODT ϕP ODT χeff ODT
1 0.935 0.1 0.925 0.0977 0.895* 0.0954 0.915 0.0977
2 0.945 0.0963 0.935 0.0952 0.915 0.0929 0.935 0.0952
3 0.985 0.0597 0.985 0.0597 0.975 0.0590 0.985 0.0597
4 0.975 0.0649 0.965 0.0649 0.955 0.0642 0.965 0.0649
5 0.985 0.0527 0.985 0.0527 0.985 0.0527 0.985 0.0527
*Estimated from the trends between BMIM/BMP and OMIM for the other block copolymers.
3.7.2.Complete List of the Lyotropic Phase Transitions for Each Block
Copolymer/Ionic Liquid System
Table A3. 2. A list of the phase transitions for PSMMA(5.0–5.0) over the entire concentration
range in BMIM Tf2N, OMIM Tf2N and BMP Tf2N.
PSMMA(5.0–5.0) BMIM OMIM BMP
ϕP Morphology Morphology Morphology
1 DIS DIS DIS
0.99 DIS DIS DIS
0.98 DIS DIS DIS
0.97 DIS DIS DIS
0.96 DIS DIS DIS
0.95 DIS DIS DIS
0.94 DIS DIS DIS
0.93 DIS DIS DIS
0.92 DIS DIS LAM
0.91 LAM DIS LAM
0.90 LAM DIS LAM
0.85 LAM LAM/GYR LAM
0.84 LAM GYR LAM
0.83 LAM GYR LAM
0.82 LAM GYR LAM
0.81 GYR GYR LAM/GYR
0.80 GYR GYR GYR
0.79 GYR GYR GYR
0.78 GYR GYR GYR
0.77 GYR/HEX HEX GYR
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0.76 HEX HEX GYR
0.75 HEX HEX GYR
0.70 HEX HEX HEX
0.65 HEX HEX/DM HEX
0.60 DM DM DM
0.55 DM DM DM
0.50 DM DM DM
0.45 DM DM/FKSP DM
0.40 DM FKSP FKSP
0.35 DM DM/FKSP FKSP
0.30 DM/FKSP DM/DIS DM/FKSP
0.25 FKSP DIS FKSP
Table A3. 3. A list of the phase transitions for PSMMA(9.0–3.3) over the entire concentration
range in BMIM Tf2N, OMIM Tf2N and BMP Tf2N.
PSMMA(9.0–3.3) BMIM OMIM BMP
ϕP Morphology Morphology Morphology
1 DIS DIS DIS
0.99 DIS DIS DIS
0.98 DIS DIS DIS
0.97 DIS DIS DIS
0.96 DIS DIS DIS
0.95 DIS DIS DIS
0.94 DIS DIS DIS
0.93 HEX PMMA DIS HEX PMMA
0.92 HEX PMMA DIS HEX PMMA
0.91 HEX PMMA HEX PMMA HEX PMMA
0.90 HEX PMMA HEX PMMA HEX PMMA
0.85 HEX PMMA HEX PMMA HEX PMMA
0.84 HEX PMMA LAM HEX PMMA
0.83 LAM LAM HEX PMMA
0.82 LAM LAM HEX PMMA
0.81 LAM LAM LAM
0.80 LAM LAM LAM
0.79 LAM LAM LAM
0.78 LAM LAM LAM
0.77 LAM LAM LAM
0.76 LAM LAM LAM
0.75 LAM LAM LAM
0.70 LAM LAM LAM
0.65 LAM LAM/HEX LAM
0.60 LAM/HEX LAM/HEX LAM/HEX
0.55 LAM/HEX HEX LAM/HEX
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0.50 LAM/HEX HEX LAM/HEX
0.45 HEX/DM HEX/DM HEX/DM
0.40 DM DM DM
0.35 DM/BCC FKSP DM/FCC
0.30 FCC FCC FCC
0.25 DM FCC/DM DM
Table A3. 4. A list of the phase transitions for PSMMA(8.5–9.5) over the entire concentration
range in BMIM Tf2N, OMIM Tf2N and BMP Tf2N.
PSMMA(8.5–9.5) BMIM OMIM BMP
ϕP Morphology Morphology Morphology
1 DIS DIS DIS
0.99 DIS DIS DIS
0.98 LAM DIS LAM
0.97 LAM LAM LAM
0.96 LAM LAM LAM
0.95 LAM LAM LAM
0.90 LAM LAM LAM
0.85 LAM LAM LAM
0.84 LAM HEX LAM
0.83 LAM HEX LAM
0.82 LAM HEX LAM
0.81 LAM HEX LAM
0.80 LAM HEX LAM
0.79 LAM HEX LAM
0.78 LAM/HEX HEX HEX
0.77 LAM/HEX HEX HEX
0.76 HEX HEX HEX
0.75 HEX HEX HEX
0.70 HEX HEX HEX
0.65 HEX HEX HEX
0.60 HEX/DM HEX HEX/DM
0.55 DM DM DM
0.50 DM DM DM
0.45 DM DM DM
0.40 DM BCC DM
0.35 DM BCC DM
0.30 BCC BCC BCC
0.25 BCC BCC BCC
Table A3. 5. A list of the phase transitions for PSMMA(7.1–11.5) over the entire concentration
range in BMIM Tf2N, OMIM Tf2N and BMP Tf2N.
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PSMMA(7.1–11.5) BMIM OMIM BMP
ϕP Morphology Morphology Morphology
1 DIS DIS DIS
0.99 DIS DIS DIS
0.98 DIS DIS DIS
0.97 DIS DIS DIS
0.96 LAM DIS LAM
0.95 LAM LAM LAM
0.90 LAM LAM LAM
0.85 LAM LAM LAM
0.84 LAM GYR LAM
0.83 LAM GYR LAM
0.82 LAM GYR LAM
0.81 LAM GYR HEX
0.80 HEX HEX HEX
0.79 HEX HEX HEX
0.78 HEX HEX HEX
0.77 HEX HEX HEX
0.76 HEX HEX HEX
0.75 HEX HEX HEX
0.70 HEX HEX HEX
0.65 HEX HEX HEX
0.60 HEX/DM DM DM
0.55 DM DM DM
0.50 DM DM DM
0.45 DM DM DM
0.40 DM BCC DM
0.35 BCC BCC BCC
0.30 BCC BCC BCC
0.25 BCC BCC BCC
Table A3. 6. A list of the phase transitions for PSMMA(10.0–10.0) over the entire concentration
range in BMIM Tf2N, OMIM Tf2N and BMP Tf2N.
PSMMA(10.0–10.0) BMIM OMIM BMP
ϕP Morphology Morphology Morphology
1 DIS DIS DIS
0.99 DIS DIS DIS
0.98 LAM LAM LAM
0.97 LAM LAM LAM
0.96 LAM LAM LAM
0.95 LAM LAM LAM
0.90 LAM LAM LAM
0.85 LAM LAM LAM
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0.84 LAM LAM LAM
0.83 GYR LAM GYR
0.82 GYR LAM/GYR GYR
0.81 GYR GYR GYR
0.80 GYR GYR GYR
0.79 GYR GYR GYR
0.78 GYR GYR/HEX GYR/HEX
0.77 GYR HEX GYR/HEX
0.76 LAM/HEX HEX HEX
0.75 HEX HEX HEX
0.70 HEX HEX HEX
0.65 HEX HEX HEX/DM
0.60 HEX/DM DM HEX/DM
0.55 DM DM DM
0.50 DM DM DM
0.45 DM DM DM
0.40 DM DM DM
0.35 DM DM/BCC DM
0.30 BCC BCC BCC
0.25 BCC BCC BCC
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3.7.3.SAXS Profiles
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Figure A3. 1. Representative 1D SAXS profiles for mixtures of varying concentrations of BMIM
Tf2N, OMIM Tf2N and BMP Tf2N (ϕP) with each of the five block copolymers investigated. From
top to bottom the block copolymers are PSMMA(5.0–5.0), PSMMA(9.0–3.3), PSMMA(8.5–9.5),
PSMMA(7.1–11.5) and PSMMA(10.0–10.0) The profiles depicted here have been chosen to
highlight the various morphologies observed for each sample as ϕP was decreased. Filled
arrows have been included to indicate the scattering peaks corresponding to the assigned
morphology. Unfilled arrows have been used to mark peaks corresponding to a second
morphology and thus indicate samples with mixed morphologies.
3.7.4.Domain Spacing Data for Remaining Samples
Figure A3. 2. Changes in the lamellar domain spacing of PSMMA(5.0–5.0) (diamonds),
PSMMA(8.5–9.5) (up triangles) and PSMMA(7.1–11.5) (down triangles) in the presence of EMIM
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Tf2N (red), BMIM Tf2N (blue), OMIM Tf2N (green) and BMP Tf2N (yellow). Lines represent power
law fits to the data according to eq 3.4.
3.7.5.α values
Table A3. 7. α values for each block copolymer as the ionic liquid identity is varied.
N EMIM BMIM OMIM BMP
98.0 -0.68 -0.50 --* -0.50
119.4 -0.63 -0.31 -0.21 -0.43
176.5 -1.37 -1.18 -1.05 -1.25
183.0 -1.63 -1.16 --* -1.28
195.9 -1.69 -1.17 -1.10 -1.38
*Missing values correspond to data points where four or more points were not available to fit.
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Chapter 4. Evidence of the Frank-Kasper σ-Phase in
Blends of Diblock Copolymers in Ionic Liquids
4.1. Abstract
We have obtained SAXS profiles from a number of sphere forming PS-b-PMMA diblock
copolymer solutions in various ionic liquids which are consistent with the Frank-Kasper σ-
Phase. These morphologies were stable at room temperature and several were formed with
good peak resolution after only 12 hours of annealing, possibly due to the plasticising effects
of the ionic liquids facilitating more rapid chain dynamics. This finding provides additional
systems for the study of space filling and crystallisation in other hard and soft materials
which form complex, low symmetry structures; and also offers the potential for a number of
exciting applications which require complex polymer morphologies and can also exploit the
interesting properties of ionic liquids.
4.2. Introduction
Predicting and controlling the self-assembly of block copolymers into ordered nanoscale
structures has been the subject of intense research over the past three decades.1-8 It is now
well established that three parameters dictate the favoured morphology, namely: volume
fraction the blocks (ƒ), Flory-Huggins polymer-polymer interaction parameter (χ) and degree
of polymerisation (N).3 Typical morphologies include lamellar (LAM), gyroid (GYR),
hexagonal cylinders (HEX) and a body-centred (BCC) or face-centred (FCC) cubic packing
of spheres.3 However, it was recently shown that significantly more complex structures can
be formed when properties of the copolymers such as N and χ, in addition to temperature are
judiciously controlled.9 Specifically, they observed the formation of the Frank-Kasper σ-
phase in two sphere forming block polymers: a poly(isoprene-b-lactide) (IL-15) diblock
copolymer and a poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene oxide) (SISO-3) tetrablock
terpolymer. Driven by the knowledge that the σ-phase is the approximant crystal structure to
certain dodecagonal quasicrystals, they were also able to successfully identify a dodecagonal
quasicrystalline morphology in the SISO-3 tetrablock terpolymer by varying the
temperature.10
Quasicrystals were first discovered in 1984 by Shechtman et al.11 when studying rapidly
cooled aluminium-manganese alloys which formed structures that diffracted electrons like a
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single crystal with rotational symmetry, but exhibited an icosahedral phase with 5-fold
symmetry that lacked long-range translational order. Such aperiodic arrangements have now
been reported in hundreds of binary and ternary metallic alloys and a few complex elemental
crystals such as manganese and uranium. More recently, quasicrystals and their ordered
approximants, such as the σ-phase, have been reported for soft-material systems including
dendrimers,12 star shaped terpolymers,13 block polymers9, 10, 14 and surfactant solutions.15
Quasicrystals and their ordered quasicrystal approximants commonly observed in these
systems, possess periodic, two-dimensional Archimedean tiling formed from square and
trianglular elements. For example, the σ-phase is characterised by a distinctive pattern of
32·4·3·4 elements.10
Ongoing studies by Lee et al.9, 14, 16 into the formation of the σ-phase in sphere forming
linear block copolymer melts have provided valuable insights into space filling and
crystallisation in other hard and soft materials which form complex, low symmetry structures.
The large unit cell of these structures may also enable them to be used directly in a number of
useful applications such as photonic crystals or membranes. To date, the only linear block
polymers we are aware of which have been demonstrated to form the σ-phase or a
quasicrystalline morphology are those of Lee et al.9 mentioned above. However, in a recent
report by Xie et al.,17 self-consistent field theory (SCFT) was used to confirm that the σ-phase
is predicted to be stable over an increasingly wide window in the BCC region of the
theoretical phase diagram, when the conformational asymmetry factor of the block copolymer
(ε) is above a critical value of 1.5 (ignoring other factors such as temperature and segment
densities).
Chapter 3 described the phase behaviour of PS-b-PMMA diblock copolymers blended
with the ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium (EMIM) Tf2N focusing on χN values less
than 150, where the behaviour of the systems was often analogous to polymer melts, although
distortions in the phase diagram were apparent at high ionic liquid contents. In this chapter,
regions of the phase diagram with χN > 150, i.e. with higher ionic liquid contents are studied.
Importantly, we report evidence of the formation of the Frank-Kasper σ-Phase for blends of
low molecular weight polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) diblock
copolymers with four different ionic liquids with the bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)imide
(Tf2N) anion (Figure 4.1). Ionic liquids are low melting point salts, which are typically
comprised of bulky organic cations paired with inorganic anions that are weakly basic and
possess diffuse charge.18 The ionic liquids were varied by systematically increasing the
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length of the alkyl chain at the 1 position of the imidazolium cation to butyl (Figure 4.1 c))
and to octyl (Figure 4.1 d)). We also probed the influence of cation structure on the phase
transitions in these mixtures by switching to the pyrrolidinium cation (N-methyl-N-butyl-
pyrrolidinium, BMP) (Figure 4.1 e)).
Figure 4.1. The chemical structures of a) The diblock copolymers used in this study. b) EMIM
Tf2N. c) The BMIM cation. d) The OMIM cation. e) The BMP cation.
4.3. Experimental Section
The two PS-b-PMMA diblock copolymers studied were obtained from Polymer Source
Inc. and used without further purification. The first is PSMMA(5.0–5.0), with each block
having a number-average molecular weight, Mn = 10 kDa and contains 52.9 volume percent
PS based on a PS density of 1.053 g/cm3 and a PMMA density of 1.188 g/cm3.19 The second
is PSMMA(9.0–3.3) which has a PS Mn of 9 kDa and a PMMA Mn of 3.3 kDa, with a PS
volume percent of 75.4. PSMMA(5.0–5.0) and PSMMA(9.0–3.3) have a molar mass
dispersity (Đ) of 1.18 and 1.11, respectively. The block copolymers were blended with the
ionic liquids EMIM Tf2N, BMIM Tf2N, OMIM Tf2N and BMP Tf2N at five volume fractions
of polymer, ϕP = 0.45, 0.40, 0.35, 0.30 and 0.25, where ideal mixing was assumed and ionic
liquid densities were 1.52, 1.44, 1.32 and 1.41 g/cm3, respectively.20, 21 This corresponded to
semi-dilute polymer solutions. Mixture preparation and sample morphological analysis via
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) were conducted as described in Chapter 2, with each
SAXS profile being collected in quadruplicate to ensure that they were representative of the
sample.
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4.4. Results and Discussion
4.4.1.Evidence of the Frank-Kasper σ-phase
The SAXS profiles of blends of PSMMA(5.0–5.0) with varying amounts of EMIM Tf2N
(red), BMIM Tf2N (green), OMIM Tf2N (blue) and BMP Tf2N (yellow) between ϕP = 0.45 –
0.25 are presented in Figure 4.2. A smaller subset of SAXS profiles focusing around the
samples which exhibited evidence of the σ-phase for PSMMA(9.0–3.3) (ϕP = 0.35 – 0.30)
can be found in Figure 4.3. For PSMMA(5.0–5.0), evidence of the σ-phase was observed for
at least one concentration interval in each of the four ionic liquids investigated. In each of
these cases the higher order scattering peaks consistent with this phase have been indicated
with vertical lines. Although the primary 1,1,0 scattering peak of the σ-phase cannot be
observed in any of these SAXS profiles due to detector saturation at low q, we have
employed Lee and co-workers approach of using the remaining scattering positions to
calculate the expected value of q* by comparing with values predicted using Rietveld
analysis.9 The Miller index assignments of the higher order peaks up to 8q* for a selected σ-
phase forming sample, in this case ϕP = 0.40 with OMIM Tf2N, are detailed in Table A4.1.
This demonstrates that there is good agreement with the peak positions reported by Lee et al.9
to the extent to which the higher order peaks were reported for a diblock copolymer melt (up
to q/q* = 4).
To further confirm our assignment of the tetragonal P42/mnm space group to these
profiles, Figure A4.1 in Appendix 4 plots the reciprocal d spacing, where d = 2π/q*, versus
the tetragonal lattice metric normalised miller indices. This plot was then superimposed onto
the background subtracted scattering profile of this sample to facilitate direct comparison
with each of the corresponding higher order scattering peaks. The linearity and (0,0) intercept
of this plot is a strong indication of a valid crystallographic space group assignment.
Furthermore, the slope of this fit gives the value of the tetragonal cell lattice parameter, a = b
= 70.19 nm, which is comparable to the value of 67.3 nm calculated from the estimated
position of the primary 1,1,0 scattering peak.
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Figure 4.2. a) Stacked SAXS profiles for PSMMA(5.0–5.0) in the ionic liquids EMIM Tf2N (red)
and BMIM Tf2N (green) over the concentration range ϕP = 0.45 – 0.25, which corresponds to the
region where the σ-Phase is observed. The ionic liquid concentration and the assigned
morphology is listed above each SAXS plot. Filled arrows have been included to indicate the
scattering peaks corresponding to the assigned morphologies. Unfilled arrows have been
used to mark peaks corresponding to a second morphology and thus indicate samples with
mixed morphologies. The peaks indicative of the σ-phase are indicated by vertical lines. b)
Stacked SAXS profiles for PSMMA(5.0–5.0) in the ionic liquids OMIM Tf2N (blue) and BMP Tf2N
(yellow) over the same concentration range with peaks labelled accordingly.
In addition to this peak correlation, close similarities also exist between the overall
appearance of the SAXS profiles obtained from the most ordered σ-phase forming samples
obtained here and those reported by Lee et al.9 for IL-15 after comparable annealing times.
For example, although many of the higher order scattering peaks could be observed after
annealing IL-15 for 14.3 hours well above the Tg of both blocks, these peaks were relatively
broad and somewhat poorly defined. This is similar to the appearance of the SAXS profiles
we have obtained from the most ordered examples of this phase here (16 hour annealing
time), suggesting that increasingly greater correlation lengths and thus higher-order SAXS
reflections should continue to evolve if left to anneal over the space of several weeks.
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Figure 4.3. Stacked SAXS profiles for PSMMA(9.0–3.3) in the ionic liquids EMIM Tf2N (red) and
BMIM Tf2N (green) which exhibit peaks characteristic of the σ-Phase. The ionic liquid
concentration and the assigned morphology is listed above each SAXS plot. Filled arrows
have been included to indicate the scattering peaks corresponding to the assigned
morphologies. Unfilled arrows have been used to mark peaks corresponding to a second
morphology and thus indicate samples with mixed morphologies. The peaks indicative of the
σ-Phase are indicated by vertical lines.
In a subsequent publication, Lee and co-workers postulated that the absence of the Frank-
Kasper phases in all previous publications in the much studied field of diblock copolymers
stemmed from the narrow composition window for which this phase is preferred to the SBCC
phase, combined with the exceedingly slow molecular dynamics associated with most
synthetic diblock copolymers. PSMMA(5.0–5.0) and PSMMA(9.0–3.3) have Mn values
approximately 2.6 and 3.2 times larger than IL-15, respectively, which places them in the
transitory regime where entanglement relaxation by Rouse dynamics (τRousse ~ N2) transitions
to relaxation by reptation (τreptation ~ N3).22 Consequently, above this molecular weight range
the phenomenon of entanglement dominates, which likely explains why we are yet to observe
the σ-phase in our ongoing studies of higher Mn PSMMA/ionic liquid systems (Mn between
18 kg/mol – 75 kg/mol), despite some examples possessing identical overall block fractions
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to the block copolymers investigated here (e.g. PSMMA(10.0–10.0)). This is also consistent
with our observation that PSMMA(5.0–5.0) exhibits a much higher prevalence of this phase
with an increased number of higher order scattering peaks when compared with
PSMMA(9.0–3.3).
Interestingly, examination of the literature reveals that a handful of studies have
investigated the phase behaviour of low Mn block copolymers in various ionic liquids over
comparable concentration regimes to this work, yet no evidence of the σ-phase can be
observed. For example, Virgili et al investigated the influence of the ionic liquid imidazolium
Tf2N on the phase behaviour of several PS-b-P2VP block copolymers over a range of
concentrations, including one sample with a similar composition to PSMMA(5.0–5.0) (PS-b-
P2VP 4.9-b-6), yet only observed cubic or disordered micelle morphologies in the semi-dilute
regime. We intend to conduct further annealing studies in the near future to better gauge the
kinetic limitations to obtaining this phase in high molecular weight block copolymers on
practical timescales.
4.4.2.Lyotropic transitions in the region of the Frank-Kasper σ-phase
Examining the complete series of phase transitions for these samples around the σ-phase
(Figure 4.3) reveals that this morphology occurs in the region of the phase diagram in which
a disordered arrangement of micelles with short-range liquid-like order and no long-range
order (DM morphology) is by far the most prevalent reoccurring morphology. In addition, for
both PSMMA(5.0–5.0) and PSMMA(9.0–3.3) evidence of other sphere packing structures
(i.e. a body or face-centred cubic packing of spheres (SBCC, SFCC)) can also be observed. In
Chapters 2 and 3 it was revealed that the DM morphology possesses a wide stability window
in this concentration regime for each PSMMA block copolymer studied, regardless of the
ionic liquid identity. These samples are characterised by broad SAXS profiles which can be
fit with reasonable agreement to a form factor for a polydisperse population of spheres with
uniform scattering length density and a Gaussian distribution of radii. There are also several
cases for PSMMA(5.0–5.0) in this study where the samples exhibited the oscillatory peaks
characteristic of the DM phase, yet possess an additional broad peak at 0.02q. Based on its
position, this peak can be assigned to overlapping peaks corresponding to the 2,0,0; 1,0,1;
and 2,1,0 Miller indices (hkl) for the P42/mnm space group of the σ-phase, suggesting that
these samples are in an intermediate mixed phase transition state between the DM and FKSP
arrangements. The large size of the σ-phase unit cell gives rise to these reflections below the
q* peak of the other morphologies formed by these block copolymers, and allows
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identification of these σ-phase transition states for which the higher order reflections are
obscured due to a lack of long-range order.
Systematically varying the ionic liquid concentration of these four ionic liquids also
demonstrates the significant influence that the cation structure can have on the phase
transitions of these two block copolymers. For example, at ϕP = 0.40, PSMMA(5.0–5.0)
possess the DM phase when mixed with EMIM or BMIM, while in OMIM or BMP it instead
forms a highly ordered or poorly ordered FKSP, respectively. Given that the volume fraction
of ionic liquid, the Tg of each ionic liquid and the overall annealing time of each sample are
comparable, these differences must arise due to the changes in the ionic liquid affinity for the
PMMA domains as the cation structure is varied. Ueno et al have recently investigated the
ability of the four ionic liquids we have studied here to solvate PMMA homopolymer chains
grafted onto the surface of silica nanoparticles, which determined that EMIM TF2N ≈ BMIM 
TF2N in terms of its ability to swell the PMMA chains, followed by BMP TF2N and finally
OMIM TF2N.23
From Figure 4.3 it can be seen that the domain spacing (d) of each PSMMA(5.0–5.0)/ionic
liquid mixture with the same morphology varies between each of the four ionic liquids. This
phenomenon is direct evidence of the changing selectivity of each ionic liquid for each block
in PSMMA(5.0–5.0), since d is known to exhibit a power-law relationship with ϕP when a
solvent that is selective for one of the blocks is added, such that:
݀~߶୔ఈ (4.1)
where the exponent, α, is a measure of the solvent selectivity. Therefore, despite the
equivalent volumes of each ionic liquid present at every concentration interval, the small
differences in the swelling of the PMMA phases due to changes in α may result in small
horizontal transitions across the χeffN vs ƒ'A phase diagram of this system. However, the
dominant factor in this scenario is expected to be the resulting structure induced differences
in the χeff parameter between the PMMA phase swollen with each ionic liquid and the PS
phase, which will manifest as vertical transitions along the χeffN axis as α is varied. As a
result, the samples exhibiting evidence of a mixed DM/FKSP may arise because their χeffN
parameter places them in a region of the phase diagram which is at or near the phase
boundary between these two phases.
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4.4.3.Determining the phase boundaries of the FKSP as a function of ionic liquid
identity and composition
In order to gain insight into the phase boundaries of the σ-phase in this system, we have
plotted each of the PSMMA(5.0–5.0) solutions and the σ-phase forming PSMMA(9.0–
3.3)/OMIM Tf2N sample studied here onto a semi-quantitative experimental phase diagram in
Figure 4.4. Each data point was mapped onto this plot by making the commonly employed
simplifying assumption of complete segregation of each ionic liquid into the PMMA domains
of these block copolymers, using:
′݂௉ெ ெ ஺ = ݂߶௉ + (1 − ߶௉) (4.2);
′݂௉ௌ = 1 − ′݂௉ெ ெ ஺ (4.3)
where ƒ'PMMA is the volume fraction of the ionic liquid swollen PMMA phase, assuming
ideal mixing. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that minor differences in the quantity of ionic
liquid present in the PMMA and PS phases are expected as the affinity of each ionic liquid is
varied with structure. In this manner we obtain ƒ'PMMA = 0.79, 0.82, 0.84 and 0.87 for
PSMMA(5.0–5.0) at ϕP = 0.40, 0.35, 0.30 and 0.25 respectively, while for the PSMMA(9.0–
3.3) exhibiting the σ-phase in OMIM at ϕP = 0.35 we obtain ƒ'PMMA = 0.86. The data in
Figure 4.4 were plotted from these calculated values of ƒ'PMMA, and then stacked vertically by
the magnitude of their expected values of χeff, based on the findings of Ueno et al.23
describing the selectivity of each ionic liquid for PMMA. For comparison we have also
included IL-15 (ƒPI = 0.78), in addition to the recent predictions of Xie et al.17 that for a for a
block copolymer in the strong segregation regime with an asymmetry factor (ε) = 2.0, the σ-
phase boundaries should approximately fall between ƒA = 0.74 – 0.81, followed by formation
of the BCC phase up to ƒA = 0.86.
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Figure 4.4. Abbreviated, semi-quantitative experimental phase diagram for PSMMA(5.0–5.0) in
each ionic liquid around the σ-phase. The ionic liquids have been stacked on the y-axis
according to the magnitude of their χeff values as predicted based on the findings of Ueno et
al.23 Each morphology window is indicated with a different colour and symbol, divided by
boundaries estimated by drawing lines through the centre between adjacent concentration
intervals with different morphologies. For comparison the block fraction of IL-15 reported by
Lee et al.16 and the predicted stability window of the σ-phase for an asymmetric block
copolymer by Xie et al.17 have also been included.
Figure 4.4 illustrates that the increase in ƒ'PMMA which results from raising the ionic liquid
concentration induces a horizontal transition across the phase diagram, passing through phase
windows in the general order DM → DM/σ-phase → BCC/FCC or DIS. We note here that 
for simplicity all mixtures possessing evidence of the σ-phase have been grouped into a single
category, as no obvious phase windows could be identified between the low and highly
ordered variants. Furthermore, although these solutions may not be directly comparable to the
melt states in several regards owing to their semi-dilute state, the locations of these phase
windows as a function of block fraction still demonstrates good agreement with the stability
region of this phase described by Lee et al.16 and predicted by Xie et al.17 (although in this
case we estimate that ε varies between 3.6 – 7.3 for the samples studied here). This agreement
provides further evidence of a universal stability window for this phase in diblock copolymer
materials provided the effects of chain entanglement can be overcome.
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The observation of the Frank-Kasper σ-Phase in these materials is an exciting prospect for
the continued study of space filling and crystallisation in soft materials which form complex,
low symmetry structures. Ionic liquid and lithium ion doped block copolymers are currently
being actively explored as high modulus and high conductivity electrolytes for next
generation lithium batteries,6, 24-27 and also in other areas such nanofabrication28-32 and
membranes.33-35 It is possible that the complex nanostructure of the σ-Phase combined with
the unique properties of ionic liquids may impart useful properties to these block copolymers
systems not previously observed, which could assist with the development of these
applications or lead them in new directions.
Another commonly envisioned application of block copolymers and soft quasicrystalline
materials is as photonic crystals,36, 37 which require periodic structures composed of
components with different refractive indices. Depending on the relative layer thickness, the
constructive and destructive interference due to light reflecting off the interfaces between the
layers can give rise to a partial photonic band gap. Structures will typically begin to exhibit
bandgaps in the visible portion of the spectrum if the characteristic domain size is on the
order of or greater than 400/4n nm, where n is the refractive index of the material in that
domain.37 However, achieving domain spacings of this size in block copolymers typically
requires a Mn > 300 kDa, which are not trivial to synthesize and suffer from very slow chain
dynamics.38 Interestingly, the enormous unit cell of the σ-phase means that considerably
smaller block copolymers can achieve domains sizes in this range, and block copolymer ionic
liquid mixtures have recently shown to be effective as photonic materials.38 Given that n for
PMMA and EMIM Tf2N are almost identical at room temperature (n = 1.49 and 1.48,
respectively),39 if we take n for the EMIM Tf2N swollen PMMA domains to be the average,
we calculate that domain sizes of ~ 67 nm are required for a visible photonic crystal to be
formed in these materials.
The positions of the diffraction peaks for the PSMMA(5.0–5.0) solutions exhibiting the
FKSP in Figure 4.2 are consistent with tetragonal symmetry yielding unit cell dimensions of
a = 634 – 822 Å and c = 334 – 438 Å (approx. 1.47 – 1.90 fold larger than reported for IL-
15), which is within the low range limit of the domain size estimated for photonic
applications (Table A4.2 in Appendix 4). Although no photonic properties could be readily
observed visually, quantitative measurements remain to be conducted to confirm or deny
their existence in these two block copolymer systems.
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4.5. Conclusions
The chapter has presented evidence in the form of SAXS profiles which indicates that the
block copolymers PSMMA(5.0–5.0) and PSMMA(9.0–3.3) are able to form the Frank-
Kasper σ-Phase when mixed with the ionic liquids EMIM Tf2N, BMIM Tf2N, OMIM Tf2N
and BMP Tf2N. This quasicrystal approximant phase was recently reported to be
thermodynamically favoured in the low molecular weight sphere forming diblock copolymer
IL-15. However, to date such structures have not been observed in dilute or ion containing
block copolymer systems. In each case this morphology was observed to form from a
disordered micelle phase over a concentration range between ϕP = 0.45 – 0.25. In each case
this ordering event was preceded by the appearance of a broad peak at very low q for the
same sample at the previous concentration interval. This initial broad peak then differentiates
into three separate peaks which match the expected spacing of the 2,0,0; 1,0,1; and 2,1,0
Miller indices for the P42/mnm space group of the σ-phase, along with the appearance of
numerous expected higher order peaks. The observation of the σ-Phase in these materials is
an exciting prospect for the continued study of space filling and crystallisation in soft
materials which form complex, low symmetry structures.
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4.7. Appendix 4
Figure A4. 1. SAXS profile of PSMMA(5.0–5.0) in OMIM Tf2N with a ϕP = 0.40 (blue) and
background scattering from kapton tape (red). The background subtracted profile with the first
37 assigned higher order scattering peaks (purple) is vertically shifted for clarity. The peak
positions of each peak indicated with markers are listed in Table A4.1, with Miller indices (hkl)
for P42/mnm identified.
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Figure A4. 2. 2D scattering pattern of PSMMA(5.0–5.0) in OMIM Tf2N with ϕP = 0.40.
Table A4. 1. The first 37 experimentally observed peaks in the SAXS profile of PSMMA(5.0–5.0)
mixed with OMIM Tf2N at ϕP = 0.40, presented in Figure A4.1.
q q/q* q/q* calc.a h k l
0.0132b 1 1 0
0.0187 1.4126 1.4126 2 0 0
0.0198 1.4996 1.5146 1 0 1
0.0209 1.5865 1.5825 2 1 0
0.0267 2.0211 2.0000 2 2 0
0.0273 2.0646 2.0728 2 1 1
0.0319 2.4123 2.4078 2 2 1
0.0347 2.6296 2.6068 3 1 1
0.0353 2.6731 2.6796 0 0 2
0.0376 2.8469 2.8592 1 1 2
0.0382 2.8904 2.8786 3 2 1
0.0416 3.1512 3.1602 4 2 0
0.0473 3.5858 3.6068 5 1 0
0.0491 3.7162 3.6990 3 2 2
0.0554 4.1943 4 4 1
0.0571 4.3246 6 1 0
0.0588 4.4550 6 2 0
0.0617 4.6723 5 3 2
0.0640 4.8462 6 1 2
0.0669 5.0635 7 1 1
0.0674 5.1069 6 4 0
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a q calc. refer to the values determined via Rietfield analysis by Lee et al. for IL-15.1 b the
primary 1,1,0 scattering peak was not observed, but instead predicted by assuming the first
observed peak corresponded to the 2,0,0 peak of the P42/mnm space group.
Table A4. 2. Estimated unit cell dimensions for solutions with the FKSP.
IL ϕP ƒ'PS a (Å) c (Å)
EMIM 0.30 0.0153 822 438
BMIM 0.25 0.0158 796 425
OMIM 0.40 0.0187 673 356
BMP 0.35 0.0198 634 334
4.8. Appendix 4 - References
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0.0692 5.2373 7 1 2
0.0726 5.4980 6 5 1
0.0766 5.8024 7 4 2
0.0801 6.0630 8 3 0
0.0835 6.3237 8 4 0
0.0852 6.4541 9 3 2
0.0864 6.5410 9 3 1
0.0927 7.0189 8 7 2
0.0950 7.1927 10 2 0
0.0961 7.2797 9 5 0
0.0984 7.4534 11 0 1
0.1024 7.7578 11 3 1
0.1156 8.7567 11 7 1
0.1013 7.6707 9 8 2
0.1059 8.0183 8 8 0
0.1070 8.1054 12 1 1
0.1122 8.4962 12 0 0
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Chapter 5. Morphological Influences on Conductivity and
Dynamic Modulus in PS-b-PMMA Block Copolymer/EMIM
Tf2N Ionic Liquid Composites
5.1. Abstract
Ion doped block copolymer gels possessing the gyroid morphology are expected to
possess superior conductive and mechanical properties over comparable materials with other
isotropic morphologies. To investigate these claims we have measured the dielectric and
dynamic shear properties of a series of polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-
PMMA) (10.0 kDa-b-10.0 kDa) block copolymer mixtures with the ionic liquid EMIM Tf2N
over a wide temperature range. These mixtures exhibit a variety of concentration dependent
morphologies, including the gyroid phase. Normalising the dc conductivity (σ0) of each
sample to the effects of concentration revealed that a sample possessing the gyroid
morphology did not exhibit an observable increase in conductivity compared with the other
microstructures that were examined. This may be because the EMIM Tf2N swollen PMMA
blocks comprise the major phase of the morphologies formed at higher concentrations, and
thus also possess 3-D conducting pathways throughout the samples. Interestingly, the
dynamic shear modulus (G′) of the glassy plateau regime for of all the ionic liquid containing
samples between ϕP = 0.90 – 0.70 was greater than that of the pure block copolymer. A
finding of particular significance was that G′ counterintuitively increased quite significantly
as a function of ionic liquid concentration for the samples which possessed the gyroid
morphology. This culminated with a gyroid structured sample possessing a G′ value over two
fold higher than the original block copolymer. However, at temperatures above the Tg of the
PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase, these effects were no long observed as additional ionic liquid was
added, regardless of the morphology. As a result, it appears that this phenomenon arises from
confining the glassy PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase within the 3-D interconnected, nano-sized
domains of the gyroid morphology. However, additional experiments are necessary to discern
the mechanism(s) by which this occurs.
5.2. Introduction
Research dedicated to the investigation of materials formed by combining polymers with
ionic liquids continues to thrive,1-5 because the useful properties of these two classes of
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materials are able to complement one another effectively. Ionic liquids are low melting
temperature salts which possess a unique combination of useful properties, such as high
electrochemical and thermal stability, negligible vapour pressure, excellent ionic
conductivity, and in many cases low toxicity.6, 7 In recent years, an array of monomer
structures and polymer architectures have been combined with ionic liquids, and a range of
polymerised ionic liquids (PILs) have also been developed towards the goal of achieving high
modulus polymers that retain sufficient conductivity.3, 8, 9 A frequently targeted application of
such materials is to serve as safer, more effective alternatives to electrolyte materials
currently used in lithium batteries, capacitors and fuel cells. This is because many of the
electrolytes currently used in these devices contain inherent flaws. These flaws include
narrow electrochemical windows leading to reduced lifetime, volatile solvent components
which pose safety problems due to the potential of leakage or flammability, and poor
mechanical properties.
The drive to obtain solid state electrolytes with high moduli has experienced increased
momentum, due in part to predictions that the formation of dendrites in anodes of lithium
batteries can be prevented if the shear modulus of the polymer matrix exceeds a critical value.
10 Dendrites are defects which gradually form during cell cycling and eventually lead to a
short circuit which can result in ignition of the electrolyte and catastrophic device failure.
Electrolyte gated transistors (EGTs) represent another field which can benefit greatly from
the development of electrolytes that possess both high ionic conductivity and high shear
moduli.3, 12 High ionic conductivity of the dielectric layer is required to ensure rapid response
under high frequency operation, while the modulus must also be sufficient so that the
dielectric layer can withstand stresses induced during roll-to-roll fabrication processes and
also support metal gate electrodes.12
The implementation of polyelectrolyte and electrolyte containing homopolymers in these
applications is typically limited, due to the inverse dependence of conductivity and modulus
on the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the film. This is a result of the frozen polymer
chains impeding transport of ionic species. As a consequence, high concentrations of the
ionic liquid are required to achieve acceptable conductivity, to a point where the mechanical
strength of the material is no longer adequate. One of the most promising solutions to this
shortcoming has been to replace the homopolymer matrix with a block copolymer, in which
one block has good compatibility with the ionic liquid and the other is highly hydrophobic
and possesses a high Tg. Upon microphase separation, the ionic liquid becomes confined
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within the nano-sized domains of the soluble block. These domains can effectively act as
channels for the ions to flow freely, while the domains of the incompatible block
simultaneously provide the material with good mechanical support.13-15 It has been
demonstrated that this can not only lead to higher conductivity values compared to
comparable non-ordered materials,2, 16 but that the conductivity and modulus can at least be
partially decoupled in this way. Based on these specifications a number of block copolymers
with both ion-solvating and mechanically robust components have been identified as
potential solid-state electrolyte materials.
Recent studies have revealed that the range of morphologies possible with block
copolymers introduces a number of additional factors which can significantly influence the
ionic conductivity of electrolyte materials. For example, Cho et al. observed an order of
magnitude increase in the conductivity of lithium triflate (Li CF3SO3) doped amphiphilic
dendrons extended by linear polyethylene oxide (PEO) chains through a hexagonal packing
of cylinders-to-gyroid (GYR) transition.17 This result demonstrated the advantages of using
block copolymers with a bicontinuous gyroid morphology, which possesses 3-D conducting
pathways over morphologies with 2-D conducting pathways such as a hexagonal packing of
cylinders (HEX). Young et al. conducted a similar study with a series of LiClO4-doped
polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO) block copolymers, with three different
morphologies at an equivalent charge concentration: 2-D lamellae (LAM), 3-D hexagonally
perforated lamellae (HPL) and 3-D HEX (the matrix surrounding the cylinders).15 From this
it was further determined that the conductivity increased dramatically upon a morphology
change from LAM (2-D conduction) to HPL/HEX (3-D conduction), after the effects of PEO
molecular weight and non-uniform orientation were considered. In addition to the influence
of morphology identity on conductivity, Young et al. also addressed the importance of
domain orientation.15 For a LAM forming sample it was found that the moderate shear
created during hot-pressing oriented the domains against the conducting direction and
decreased conductivity up to 2.5 fold. Interestingly, for the HEX-forming samples the
conductivity was not affected by the orientation due to the 3-D conducting pathways of the
PEO matrix surrounding the PS cylinders. These results are also in agreement with a
comparable study by Weber et al. on block copolymers possessing a polymerised ionic liquid
block paired with a polystyrene block.18 In their study it was also reported that solvent-cast
films exhibited conductivities one order of magnitude greater than their poorly ordered
counterparts prepared via melt-pressing.
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In contrast to these results, Wanakule et al. found that the electrolyte conductivity in low
molecular weight PS-b-PEO samples doped with lithium bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)imide
(LiTf2N) exhibited no discontinuity when transitioning from a disordered state to a LAM
phase as the ion concentration was increased.19 This was also the case for these materials
across the temperature induced LAM to GYR transition. Morphology-independent
conductivity has also been reported by Naidu et al. for lithium perchlorate (LiClO4) doped
polystyrene-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine).20 The range of factors demonstrated to influence
conductivity in these materials, combined with the somewhat contradictory results of the
current literature highlights the complex effects introduced by the morphology of these
systems, which remain to be fully understood.
The morphological effect on the modulus of these materials is also an important factor
which must be understood, yet has received considerably less attention. An early study by
Dair et al.21 investigated the mechanical properties of glassy-rubbery PS-b-PI-b-PS triblock
copolymers and PS/PI starblock copolymers in the bicontinuous GYR phase, compared to
those with LAM, HEX, and body centred cubic sphere (SBCC) morphologies. It was
discovered that the samples which possessed this 3-D interpenetrating morpohology were
more mechanically robust than those with the other microstructures. This improvement was
specifically attributed to the morphology rather than to the volume fraction of the glassy
component, the architecture of the molecule, or the molecular weight.21 The previously
mentioned study by Cho et al. also observed an abrupt increase in the elastic shear moduli
(G′) of Li CF3SO3 doped amphiphilic dendrons when transitioning from a HEX to GYR
morphology, despite this transition occurring as the temperature of the sample was
increasing.17 The modulus of this sample then dropped by several orders of magnitude after
undergoing a second phase transition to a LAM morphology. Recently, Schulze et al.
reported obtaining films with high mechanical integrity and high conductivities from highly
cross-linked polystyrene paired with ionic liquid swollen poly(ethylene oxide).8 The
preparation of these films using polymerisation-induced phase separation imparted them with
disordered, bicontinuous nano-sized domains which likely contributed to these properties.
These studies serve as an initial demonstration of the improved physical properties that
can be achieved by altering the morphology of self-assembled polymer materials. However,
elucidating the complex structure-property relationships observed in ion containing block
copolymers requires further systematic studies in which the modulus and conductivity are
both varied. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, high through-put small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
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to map the lyotropic phase transition of a series of polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PS-b-PMMA) block copolymers swollen with the ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
(EMIM) Tf2N. A finding of particular significance in this chapter was the observation of the
GYR morphology in the block copolymer PSMMA(10.0–10.0) over the concentration range
ϕP = 0.83 – 0.75, a morphology which had not been observed previously in ionic liquid
swollen block copolymers at room temperature. Furthermore, this ionic liquid can induce
PSMMA(10.0–10.0) to transition from a DIS → LAM → GYR → HEX morphology over a 
relatively narrow concentration range spanning ϕP = 1.00 – 0.70 in the presence of a non-
volatile, conductive solvent. This presents a unique opportunity to investigate the influence of
morphology on both the conductivity and modulus in a single diblock copolymer system.
Therefore, in this chapter, we have taken the block copolymer PSMMA(10.0–10.0)
(Figure 5.1) and measured its dynamic physical properties using a combination of Broadband
Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) and Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) over a wide
temperature range in the presence of EMIM TF2N (Figure 5.1), at concentrations
corresponding to the various morphologies we have observed in this system. We focus in
particular on the concentration range over which the gyroid morphology is stable, considering
that this morphology may exhibit improved mechanical and conductive properties over other
classical morphologies such as lamellae, in which the isotropic grains are randomly oriented.
The relationships we observe in this process will serve to further the understanding of these
systems for researchers attempting to optimise these materials for various applications.
5.3. Experimental Section
5.3.1. Polymer Synthesis and Characterisation
The Polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) block copolymer used for
this study was purchased from Polymer Source Inc. and used without further purification.
The method used for its polymerisation has previously been reported by Varshney et al.22 The
PS-b-PMMA block copolymer is designated the generalised label PSMMA(10.0–10.0),
where the numbers in brackets correspond to the number averaged molecular weights (Mn) in
kDa of the PS and PMMA blocks, respectively. The molar mass dispersity (Đ), fraction of
polystyrene (ƒPS) and degree of polymerisation (N) are 1.05, 0.50 and 196, respectively.
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Figure 5.1. Chemical structures of the PSMMA(10.0–10.0) block copolymer and EMIM Tf2N ionic
liquid used in this study. The numbers adjacent to the PS and PMMA units corresponds to
degree of polymerisation of each polymer block.
5.3.2. Ionic Liquid Synthesis and Purification
The ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)imide (EMIM
Tf2N) was as described in Chapter 2, using standard literature procedures.23, 24 The final
EMIM Tf2N product was a clear, colourless viscous liquid which was characterised by
comparing the measured melting temperature (Tm, DSC) and 1H profile to the literature.24, 25
To minimise the influence of water absorption the EMIM Tf2N was stirred under high
vacuum for several hours at 60°C prior to use.
5.3.3. Preparation of Block Copolymer/Ionic Liquid Mixtures
PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N were prepared as detailed in Chapter 2, assuming of the
density of the PS and PMMA blocks were 1.053 and 1.188 g/cm3, respectively,26 and the
density of EMIM was taken to be 1.518 g/cm3.27
5.3.4. Morphology Characterisation
The morphology of each block copolymer/ionic liquid mixture was determined using
SAXS on the SAXS/WAXS beamline at the Australian Synchrotron as described in Chapter
2.
5.3.5. Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was performed on a Mettler-Toledo 1 STARe
DSC system connected to a liquid nitrogen Dewar. The instrument was calibrated for
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temperature and heat flow with indium and zinc calibration standards provided by Mettler-
Toledo. Pre-cast and annealed block copolymer/EMIM Tf2N mixtures (5-20 mg) underwent
two heating and cooling cycles from -100 °C to 200 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C per minute
under a nitrogen atmosphere, and the glass transitions from the second heating scan were
recorded.
5.3.6. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) was conducted on a DMA/SDTA861e Dynamic
Mechanical Analyser from Mettler-Toledo Inc. operating in shear mode. The block
copolymer/EMIM Tf2N samples were mixed in a similar manner to that for the SAXS and
DSC samples described in the previous chapters. In each case 50 mg of PSMMA(10.0-10.0)
was placed into a 20 mL glass vial and prepared as a 5 wt % solution in dry DMF collected
from an MBRAUN 800 Auto SPS into a nitrogen purged flask, to which the appropriate
amount of a 10 wt % solution of EMIM Tf2N in dry DMF was added. The vial was sealed
and allowed to stir overnight at room temperature. Films of the PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM
Tf2N were prepared by casting the solution in three additions into rectangular aluminium
trays (25 mm × 7 mm). The aluminium trays were placed onto a hotplate at 70 °C and
covered with a glass funnel to slow the evaporation rate and improve film consistency. Once
condensation on the inside of the funnel was no longer observed the next portion of the
solution was added and the process repeated. Upon completion, the films were allowed to dry
at 70 °C overnight and then removed from the foil and sliced into two identical pieces. The
dimensions of the resulting films were measured using an electronic calliper with an accuracy
of ± 0.02 mm, and possessed dimensions in the range of 12 mm × 6.5 mm × 0.3 mm. Each of
the two film pieces was then placed onto a separate steel shear plate and annealed at 180 °C
for 12 hours under a nitrogen atmosphere. The three parallel plates of the shear clamp were
then assembled with a gap spacing of 0.3 mm per film and inserted into the DMA. An initial
stress sweep was performed at a frequency of 1 Hz at 25 °C to determine the limit of the
linear viscoelastic regime. Time-temperature superposition (tTS) curves were then generated
by heating the samples through a series of increasing temperatures from 25 – 150 °C and
performing a frequency sweep at a fixed stress of 10 N over the frequency range of 0.1 – 100
rad/s, with a thermal equilibration time of at least 15 minutes between temperatures. The raw
data was shifted horizontally by visual alignment of the storage moduli (G′) and loss moduli
(G′′) with the aid of the Mettler-Toledo STARe software.
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5.3.7. Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy
The dielectric measurements in the frequency range (0.1 Hz to 10 MHz) and temperature
interval (120 – 450 K) were carried out by means of a Novocontrol high resolution alpha
dielectric analyser. The analyser was supported by Quatro temperature controller using pure
nitrogen as heating agent and providing a temperature stability better than 0.2 K. Electric
field in the range between 3 and 6 Vcm-1 was applied for all materials. The measurements
were conducted using platinum electrodes (diameter = 10 mm) in parallel plate capacitor
configuration. 
5.4. Results and Discussion
5.4.1. Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy of PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N mixtures
Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) measurements were performed on a series of
PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N mixtures with a concentration range between ϕP = 1.0 –
0.30, with ϕP being decreased in intervals of ϕP = 0.10. As listed in Table 2.1, these intervals
corresponded to lyotropic phase transitions from the disordered neat block copolymer across
four different morphologies in the order LAM→GYR→HEX→DM as ϕP was decreased.
Due to its ability to probe molecular fluctuations and charge transport over broad timescales,
BDS is a versatile experimental tool for investigating charge transport in ion conducting
materials. The technique is based on the interaction of matter with an electromagnetic field
and measures the complex dielectric function, ε*, which is equivalent to the complex
conductivity function, σ*. This is expressed as σ* (ω,T) = iωε0ε*(ω,T), implying that σ′(ω,T)
= ε0ωε′′ and σ′′ (ω,T) = ε0ωε′ (where ε0, ω, and T, denote the vacuum permittivity, radial
frequency and temperature respectively). For ion-conducting disordered materials, the
dielectric spectra are also often presented in terms of the complex modulus, M*(= 1/ ε* =
iωε0/ σ*), with the real and imaginary parts of the complex modulus given by M′ = ε0ω σ′′/
((σ′)2 + (σ′′)2) and M′′ = ε0ω σ′/ ((σ′)2 + (σ′′)2), respectively. Although related, the different
formalisms emphasise certain unique aspects of the underlying processes, so it is instructive
to present both as shown in Figure 5.2. This plot shows the dielectric spectra (ε′, ε′′, σ′ and σ′′)
of EMIM Tf2N, PSMMA(10.0–10.0) and a selected PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N
mixture (ϕP = 0.70) at different temperatures. The spectra of this mixed sample highlight the
concentration dependence of the underlying mechanisms that can be observed, which appear
at intermediate frequencies between the pure block copolymer and the pure EMIM Tf2N.
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Figure 5.2. Complex dielectric function ε* (ω) = ε′ (ω) – iε′′ (ω) and complex conductivity σ*(ω)
= σ′ (ω) + iσ′′ (ω) of EMIM Tf2N (crossed symbols), PSMMA(10.0–10.0) (full symbols) and
PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N (ϕP = 0.70) (empty symbols) versus frequency at different
temperatures, as indicated.
As indicated in Figure 5.2 c), the real part of the complex conductivity function σ′ in
ionic conducting materials is characterised in the intermediate frequency range by a plateau
(the value of which gives the dc conductivity, σ0 as well as the characteristic frequency rate,
ωc) at which dispersion sets in and turns into a power law at higher frequencies. The value of
ωc can be determined by calculating the turning point from the second derivative of σ′ with
respect to frequency. At lower frequencies, σ′ decreases from σ0 and this is due to electrode
polarisation, which shows up much earlier in the imaginary part of the complex conductivity,
σ′′. For ionic conducting materials, it has been observed that ωc approximately coincides with
the frequency corresponding to the peak in the imaginary part of the electrical modulus, ωM.
Whereas the data of σ0 are easily obtained from the plateau values σ′, several approaches can
be used to extract ωc (= 2fc) from the measured conductivity spectra of the PS-b-
PMMA/EMIM TF2N mixtures. These include, among others, (i) using basic calculus to
determine the onset of dispersion of σ' from the σ0, (ii) the peak frequency obtained after
applying the derivative technique to ε′:
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(iii) the frequency corresponding to the peak in ε′′ obtained after subtracting the
contribution of σ0 (given by: σ0/ωε0), and (iv) the radial frequency of the peak of M′′ in the
appropriate spectral range. The method described in (iv) should always be checked for
coincidence with those of (i)–(iii) since no generally accepted microscopic interpretation of
the former exists to date. It should be noted that these analyses are performed model-free.
Figure 5.3. a) Thermal activation plot of the dc conductivity, σ0 of EMIM Tf2N, PSMMA(10.0–
10.0) and PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N mixtures (ϕP = 0.90 – 0.30) as indicated. The solid lines
are fits to the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann equation (eq 5.2). Several data points for the pure EMIM 
Tf2N ionic liquid were excluded across the crystallisation temperature range of this ionic liquid
b) σ0 for each sample at 300 K versus ϕP, the line through the data is a guide to the eye.
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The σ0 of each sample, determined from the respective plots of σ′ versus frequency over
the temperature range in which a frequency plateau could be observed, are plotted in Figure
5.3 a) versus inverse temperature. The temperature dependence of the transport properties of
EMIM Tf2N, PSMMA(10.0–10.0) and PS-b-PMMA/EMIM Tf2N mixtures in the lower
temperature ranges were described with excellent agreement by the empirical Vogel–
Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) equation, expressed as:
s଴(ܶ) = s଴ஶ expቀ ି஻்ି బ்ቁ (5.2)
where s଴, B, and T0 denote the diffusion coefficient in the high temperature limit, a 
constant and the Vogel temperature, respectively. The VFT fitting parameters for each
sample measured are listed in Table A5.2.
Table 5.1. PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N concentrations examined with each technique and
their corresponding morphologies.
BDS DMA
ϕP Morphology ϕP Morphology
1.00 DIS 1.00 DIS
0.90 LAM 0.90 LAM
0.80 GYR 0.84 LAM
0.70 HEX 0.83 GYR
0.60 HEX 0.81 GYR
0.50 DM 0.80 GYR
0.40 DM 0.76 GYR
0.30 DM 0.75 GYR/HEX
0.70 HEX
In the higher temperature range for each of these spectra the mechanism of ion transport
begins to follow a more Arrhenius-like scaling. Interestingly, for several of the samples (ϕP =
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1.00, 0.90, 0.80, 0.30) this was preceded by an abrupt increase in the conductivity values. For
the samples with ϕP = 1.0 and 0.9, these discontinuities occur around the Tg of both the PS
(determined from DSC) (See Figure A5.1) and the ion containing PMMA phases (determined
from the DBS measurements) (See Figure A5.2 and Table A5.2 in Appendix 5). For the
samples with ϕP = 0.80 this transition is more consistent with the Tg of the PS phase only,
while the deviation observed for the sample with ϕP = 0.30 occurs at a temperature not
consistent with the Tg of either domain. An examination of the literature reveals that Tg
induced discontinuities such as these are not frequently observed in the conductivity scaling
of ion conducting block copolymers with temperature.3, 5, 13, 18, 28-31 However, this may be
partly due to the low Tg of the ion conducting blocks typically employed as the ion solvating
domains in these materials (e.g. PEO). Gwee et al. measured the conductivity of PS-b-
PMMA films mixed with 30 – 50 wt% (equivalent to ϕP ≈ 0.75 – 0.55) EMIM Tf2N, and
found small discontinuous increases in the conductivities at a single temperature
corresponding to the Tg of the PS microdomains.14 It may be that the larger discontinuities we
observe for the samples with ϕP = 1.00 and 0.90 arise from an increase in temperature above
the Tg of both blocks, which occur at comparable temperatures in this concentration range.
However, the mixture with ϕP = 0.30 is not consistent with this behaviour, and may instead
result from crystallisation effects of the ionic liquid which are not completely suppressed by
the PMMA chains at this concentration. It is worth noting here that Teran et al. observed a
discontinuous increase in the ionic conductivity of a small PS-b-PEO block copolymer doped
with Li Tf2N upon transitioning from an ordered LAM structure to a disordered phase when
the sample was heated.32 However, we believe this is not related to the discontinuous
increases in conductivity observed in the samples studied here, because in Chapter 2 it was
demonstrated that increasing the temperature of a very weakly ordered PSMMA(10.0–
10.0)/EMIM Tf2N mixture up to 190 C did not induce an order-disorder transition (ODT).
In Figure 5.3 b) we have taken the σ0 of each sample at a fixed temperature of 300 K and
plotted it versus ϕP. This was the only temperature common to each of the samples for which
the σ0 could be obtained from the ε′ versus frequency data, and conveniently corresponds to
the temperature around which these materials will be expected to operate at for a variety of
applications. The general trend in these data reveals a non-linear increase in the conductivity
of these mixtures as the ionic liquid concentration is increased. This is in good agreement
with previous studies on comparable block copolymer/ionic liquid systems, although in
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several of these cases the bulk morphology of the samples were not varied with
concentration.3, 13, 29
5.4.2. Investigating the Morphological Influences on Conductivity
In order to better understand whether the gyroid morphology can influence the
conductivity of block copolymer/ionic liquid mixtures, the data must be normalised to the
effects of glass transition temperature and ionic liquid concentration. Hoarfrost et al. has
previously investigated the universality of relationships they developed to describe the
temperature and concentration dependence of ionic conductivity in ion-doped block
copolymers.13, 28 This was done by comparing the conductivity behaviour of mixtures of two
different block copolymers: PS-b-PMMA and PS-b-P2VP, with the ionic liquids imidazolium
(Im) Tf2N and EMIM Tf2N. In these studies it was demonstrated that the conductivities of all
mixtures, regardless of block copolymer and ionic liquid identity, could be described by a
single expression which combined percolation theory with the VFT equation. Percolation
theory describes diffusion through a two-phase system where one phase is ion permeable and
the other is not.33 The “percolation threshold” is defined as the critical concentration of the
conducting phase where isolated domains become interconnected and accessible. According
to percolation theory, no transport occurs below the percolation threshold, while transport
above the percolation threshold follows a power law dependency, contained in the fitting
parameter A, on the conducting phase volume fraction according to:13, 33, 34
ܣ =ߪூ௅(߶ூ௅ − ߶଴)௡ (5.3)
where σIL is dependent on the ionic conductivity of the neat ionic liquid and is 2.0 S/cm
for EMIM Tf2N,28 ϕIL is the ionic liquid volume fraction and ϕ0 is the volume fraction of
ionic liquid at the percolation threshold, which for PS-b-PMMA/IM Tf2N mixtures was
determined by Hoarfrost et al.28 to be close to the theoretical value of 0.15 for an ideal, 3-D
continuous system.35 The exponent n is a constant that depends on the spatial dimensions and
includes the effect of tortuosity, which was determined to be 1.5 for any mixture morphology
for which the grains are isotropically oriented in three dimensions, regardless of whether
local transport can only occur in two-dimensions.28, 33
From eqs. 2 and 3 the following relationship was found to universally describe the
temperature and concentration dependence of ionic conductivity in the block copolymer/ionic
liquid materials examined:13
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ߪ଴ =ߪூ௅(߶ூ௅ − 0.15)ଵ.ହ × exp൜ ି஻்ି்బ(ುಾ ಾ ಲ)ൠ (5.4)
where the Vogel temperature, T0, was approximated as being 50 K below the Tg of the
conducting phase.36 In Figure 5.4, the σ0 data for each block copolymer mixture in Figure 5.2
is plotted according to eq 5.4. Although DSC experiments were performed on each sample,
the PMMA Tg values for several of the concentrations examined were unable to be detected
by the DSC instrument (Figure A5.1). As a result we instead estimated the Tg (PMMA) values
used to determine T0 in this normalisation using a method reported by Iacob et al. for
imidazolium based ionic liquids.37 This method describes that the calorimetric Tg, as
measured by DSC, can be predicted by extrapolating a plot of the temperature dependence of
the α-relaxation rate to a relaxation rate of 0.01 Hz. In Figure A5.2 we demonstrate this by
plotting the characteristic frequency, fHN (related to the α-relaxation time), versus inverse
temperature, and extrapolate the VFT fits to this data to 0.01 Hz to determine Tg (PMMA).
Figure 5.4. a) σ0 data for all mixtures above the theoretical percolation threshold of ϕP = 0.15
as predicted by Scher et al.,35 plotted according to eq 5.4.
For each of the concentrations investigated the data collapses well in the high
experimental temperature range (lowest values of the normalised abscissa). This is the
temperature regime over which the concentration dependence of charge transport described
by percolation theory dominates over the temperature dependence. Over the range of abscissa
investigated by Hoarfrost et al. (x ≈ 0 – 20) we find good agreement with the collapse of this 
data.13 However, as the temperature decreases to values approaching the approximate Tg
values of the PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase in each sample, the data begins to deviate in a
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somewhat concentration dependent manner. As a result, at low temperatures the samples with
the lowest ionic liquid concentrations are actually normalised to possess higher conductivity
values than those with the highest ionic liquid content, including the pure EMIM Tf2N. This
suggests that further refinement of the model may be required to account for the change in the
mechanism of ion transport in these systems in the Tg dominated regime of the normalised
abscissa. In any case, that the conductivity data for all of the samples collapse at higher
temperatures suggests there is no significant morphological influence on conductivity in the
samples studied here over this range. This is in agreement with the conclusions of Hoarfrost
et al. that a value of n = 1.5 applies to any membrane morphology for which the grains are
isotropically oriented in three dimensions.13
However, this model does not consider the increases in conductivity which can be
brought about by aligning the isotropic grains in the direction of the ionic conductivity. For
example, Park et al. demonstrated that aligning membranes with isotropically oriented
lamellar domains along the direction of conduction enhanced conductivity in the direction of
alignment by a factor of 1.5, which is consistent with theoretical predictions.38 Given that the
bicontinuous gyroid phase should not require this alignment step in order to achieve 3-D
conducting pathways, the PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N sample with ϕP = 0.80 would be
expected to exhibit slightly increased conductivities compared with a sample possessing a
lamellar morphology. Although this small increase in conductivity could be difficult to
observe directly, one explanation as to why this effect may not be present is due to each
morphology we have investigated (at concentrations of ϕP = 0.80 or higher) possessing 3-D
conducting pathways throughout the material. This is because the ionic liquid swollen
PMMA phase is the major component in the samples which possess a HEX or DM
morphology as the EMIM Tf2N concentration is increased. The PSMMA(10.0–10.0) sample
with ϕP = 0.90 does possess a lamellar morphology, however it falls below the percolation
threshold and as a result cannot be directly compared.
To further explore the influence of morphology on charge transport in these materials we
employed the Barton–Nakajima–Namikawa (BNN) relation. The universality of charge
transport in ion conducting glasses has been known since the 1960s when the empirical BNN
relation:
ߪ଴ = ݌ߝ଴Δ߱ߝ ௖ (5.5)
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where σ0 is the dc conductivity, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, Δε is the dielectric
strength, ωc is the radial frequency corresponding to the characteristic frequency at which
conductivity begins to increase with frequency from the σ0 value, and p is a numerical
constant of order one, was first observed.39-41 In Figure 5.5 σ0 has been plotted versus ωc,
according to eq 5.5, for PSMMA(10.0–10.0), EMIM Tf2N and their mixtures, for which the
BNN relationship was found to hold over timescales spanning more than eight orders of
magnitude. This can be explained within the framework of Einstein and Einstein–
Smoluchowski relations. That the BNN relation also holds for all EMIM Tf2N containing
mixtures in the current study indicates that the underlying mechanism(s) of charge transport
remains unaltered across the four different microstructures present over this concentration
range. As expected, this relation does not hold for neat PSMMA(10.0–10.0) as the finite
conductivity of this sample instead arises from the presence of a low concentration of ionic
impurities.
Figure 5.5. σ0 versus the characteristic rates of charge transport ωc for EMIM Tf2N,
PSMMA(10.0–10.0) and PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N mixtures (ϕP = 0.90 – 0.30), as indicated.
5.4.3. Morphology – Dynamic Shear Modulus Dependencies at Low Dilution
Mixtures of PSMMA(10.0–10.0) with EMIM Tf2N at specific concentrations around the
order-order transitions of several phases between ϕP = 1.0 = 0.70, with a focus on the gyroid
morphology, were prepared as films and investigated using dynamic mechanical shear
analysis (Table 5.1). Time-temperature superposition (tTs) master curves with Tref = 25 °C of
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the dynamic storage moduli (G′) of each sample versus reduced frequency (aTω) at
temperature intervals of 12 – 13 °C across a temperature range from 25 – 150 °C are plotted
in Figure 5.6. The corresponding loss moduli (G′′) and tangent delta (tan δ) data are included
in Figure A5.3 and Figure A5.4, respectively, in Appendix 5. For clarity, the frequency sweep
data at individual temperatures comprising each master curve are not shown. The temperature
dependence of the shift factors, aT, for four samples across a range of morphologies (ϕP =
1.0, 0.90, 0.80 and 0.70) is shown in Figure A5.5. The same frequency shifts were applied to
the G′ and G′′ data to create the respective tTS master curves, and small vertical shifts were
also applied to the G′′ data. A linear dependence was obtained for all samples, thus validating
that the assumptions of tTS are appropriate in each case.
Figure 5.6. Linear viscoelastic master curves of bulk PSMMA(10.0–10.0) and its mixtures with
EMIM Tf2N between ϕP = 0.90 – 0.70. The graph shows the dynamic storage modulus (G′) as a 
function of reduced frequency, αTω. Frequency sweeps are referenced to room temperature,
and were collected every 12 – 13 °C up to 150 °C. The insert graph is a close up of the room
temperature measurements between 0.159 – 159 Hz (0.1 – 100 rad/s).
From the G′ master curves of each sample in Figure 5.6, it can be seen that the glassy
plateau region for each mixture, as highlighted in the insert, begins to become apparent in the
room temperature regime over a reduced frequency range between 0.1 – 159 Hz. This is
further highlighted in the tan δ plot in Figure A5.4, where peaks corresponding to the Tg of
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each PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase can be observed below this reduced frequency range
between aTω = 0.01 – 1 × 10-6 Hz, which systematically shift to lower values as the ionic
liquid content is decreased. The G′ values of each sample in this regime comprise the
cumulative moduli of both the PS and PMMA swollen EMIM Tf2N domains in the glassy
state. To further illustrate the concentration dependence of the modulus in this glassy region
as the morphology is varied, the G′ values for each sample studied here at the highest
measured reduced frequency value (25 °C and a frequency of 159 Hz (100 rad/s)) are plotted
versus ϕP in Figure 5.7.
This plot reveals that G′ of the glassy plateau of pure PSMMA(10.0–10.0) is initially 185
MPa, but increases considerably to 233 MPa upon transitioning to a lamellar morphology
when ϕP is decreased to 0.90. We believe that the disorder-order transition (DOT) that results
from the increased χeff parameter of this system in the presence of EMIM Tf2N is the primary
contributing factor behind this phenomenon, as previous studies have shown that ordered
block copolymers possess improved mechanical properties over their non-ordered
counterparts.42, 43 Unexpectedly, when the concentration of EMIM Tf2N is increased to ϕP =
0.84 the modulus of the resulting lamellar forming mixture remains effectively constant when
compared with the sample at ϕP = 0.90, despite the higher fraction of the low Tg ionic liquid.
Further decreasing the block copolymer concentration to ϕP = 0.83 induces formation of the
gyroid morphology, which corresponds to an abrupt increase in G′ that deviates from the
trend between ϕP and G′ for the lamellar samples. This suggests that the gyroid morphology
possesses a slightly higher plateau modulus than an equivalent lamellar forming sample,
which agrees with the findings of Dair et al. that the gyroid morphology has superior
mechanical properties over those of its classical counterparts.21
Interestingly, an increase in the modulus of samples exhibiting the gyroid morphology
occurred systematically as the ionic liquid content was raised. This culminated in a
significantly increased G′ value of 323 MPa at the lowest polymer concentration which
exhibited the gyroid morphology (ϕP = 0.76). Decreasing the ϕP further to 0.75 resulted in
the appearance of a second primary scattering peak at lower q alongside the gyroid q* peak,
with corresponding higher order peaks indicative of a hexagonal morphology. The formation
of this mixed morphology coincided with the largest increase in modulus with concentration
that was observed across any of the samples studied, resulting in a G′ value of 380 MPa,
which is over two fold higher than that of the disordered block copolymer. Finally, raising the
ionic liquid content so that ϕP = 0.70 caused this block copolymer to assume a hexagonally
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packed cylinder microstructure and reduced the G′ significantly to a value of 282 MPa,
although this was still higher than that of the bulk or lamellar forming samples.
Figure 5.7. G′ for each PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N mixture in the glassy plateau region at
298 K and 159 Hz versus ϕP. The solid lines are linear fits to the data for morphologies present
over a range of concentrations.
Although several of the abrupt G′ changes in these samples may be attributed to changes
in their morphologies, such as the transitions from the disordered → lamellar or lamellar → 
gyroid morphologies, this does not explain the large and systematic increases in G′ for the
gyroid morphology as the ionic liquid content was increased. Given that the Tg of the PS
domains in this system were not significantly affected by the EMIM Tf2N concentration
owing to their low affinity, as revealed by the DSC traces over this concentration range in
Figure A5.1, this suggests that these modulus changes can primarily be attributed to the
PMMA domains because they are swollen with EMIM Tf2N. Previous work by Mok et al.
has demonstrated that the plateau modulus of PMMA homopolymers systematically
decreases as ionic liquid is added to the system.44 Our observation of the reverse effects
suggests that confining the PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase into the nano-sized domains formed
by these block copolymers is responsible for this phenomenon. It has been demonstrated
previously that confining ionic liquids into a single domain of a self-assembled block
copolymer can enhance the physical properties of the constituent block over a comparable
non-ordered material.45-47 For example, Hoarfrost et al. found that proton transport via a
hopping mechanism was much more prevalent in a polystyrene-b-poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (PS-
b-P2VP) block copolymer than an equivalent P2VP homopolymer when each was doped with
the ionic liquid imidazolium (IM) Tf2N.47 To our knowledge, analogous studies on the
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mechanical properties of block copolymers doped with a block selective ionic liquid have not
been performed over the concentration and temperature range investigated here. However, we
argue that confinement effects are a plausible explanation for these trends given the existing
body of literature documenting the significant influence that this can have on the physical
properties of these systems.
We expect that conclusively determining the underlying mechanism by which this
enhancement of G′ occurs will be a complex process, and is beyond the scope of this work.
However, we have made inroads by comparing the relationships between modulus,
concentration and morphology in these samples as they progressed through the Tg of each
domain. Decreasing the reduced frequency below the range (< 0.01 Hz) in which the
PMMA/EMIM Tf2N glass transition occurs across all of the samples (increasing the
temperature above the Tg values to 75 °C) significantly reduced G′ in each case to values in
the range of 10 MPa. To compare the influences of concentration and morphology in this
regime, a second plot of ϕP versus G′ at 75 C and 1 Hz is included in Figure A5.6 a) in
Appendix 5. This plot reveals that above the Tg of the PMMA/EMIM Tf2N domains a linear
dependence of G′ on ϕP becomes apparent, despite undergoing the same series of
morphological transitions described above. This is an intriguing finding which indicates that
the mechanical integrity of the PS phase is independent of the morphology when the PMMA
transitions to a rubbery state, thus scaling only as a function of the swelling adjusted volume
fraction (ƒ′PMMA = ƒϕP + (1 – ϕP) and ƒ′PS = 1 – ƒ′PMMA), which systematically decreases as
ionic liquid is added to the system. It also reveals that the confinement related enhancement
of the modulus relies on the presence of glassy polymer surrounding the ionic liquid
molecules. Furthermore, these findings allow several other potential contributing factors of
the anomalous morphology behaviour in the glassy region to be ruled out. This includes
changes in the domain spacing or long-range order of the samples morphologies with
increasing concentration, which we have confirmed using probing studies do not vary with
temperature over the range investigated here.
Decreasing the reduced frequency further (αTω < 1 × 10-6) (temperature above 100 °C)
induces the PS phase in each sample to progress through the glass transition, as confirmed by
the DSC traces presented in Figure A5.1. The glass transitions of this phase can also be
readily viewed in the tan δ plots, where a second peak for each sample is present over the
reduced frequency range of αTω = 1 × 10-7 – 1 × 10-10 for the mixtures. A single Tg for the
pure PSMMA sample can also be observed in this region at approximately 1 × 10-12 Hz,
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which possesses a single combined Tg for the intermixed disordered PS and PMMA blocks
that occurs at higher temperature due to the high Tg of PMMA in the absence of EMIM Tf2N.
As revealed in Figure A5.6 b), the mechanical integrity of the mixtures in this regime is
largely removed as expected, with the moduli of each mixture converging around a common
value of ~ 5 MPa that also exhibits no signs of morphological influence.
5.4.4. Summary of the Concentration and Morphological Influences on the
Conductivity-Modulus Relationships.
To concisely convey several of the key findings in this study, in Figure 5.8 the values of
σ0 and G′ at 25 °C (159 Hz), 75 °C (1 Hz) and 100 °C (1 Hz) obtained from PSMMA and its
mixtures with EMIM Tf2N between have been plotted as a function of ϕP between 1.0 – 0.70.
This plot reiterates the findings of previous studies regarding the improvements in physical
properties that can be gained from using ordered versus disordered materials. It also
illustrates that the relationship between G′ and σ0 in this system is dominated by the physical
properties of the components, such as the Tg of each block, over the majority of the
temperatures studied. However, below the Tg of the PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase we observed
increases in the glassy plateau modulus of these materials with increasing ionic liquid
content, seemingly due to confinement effects. As a result, it appears that the values of G′ are
able to be at least partially decoupled from the physical properties of the constituent blocks in
these materials under certain conditions. This demonstrates that precise control of the ionic
liquid concentration and resulting block copolymer morphology, particularly in the case of
the gyroid phase, shows promise as a method to minimise the trade-off between G′ and σ0 in
these materials and thus individually optimising them to better suit the intended application.
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Figure 5.8. Ionic conductivity (σ0) and dynamic shear modulus (G′) for PSMMA(10.0–10.0) at ϕP
intervals between 1.0 – 0.70 with EMIM Tf2N at 25 °C (circles), 75 °C (triangles) and 100 °C
(squares). The σ0 value for ϕP = 0.75 was not measured in each case, so was instead taken as
the midpoint between ϕP = 0.80 and ϕP = 0.70. Lines are included as a guide to the eye.
5.5. Conclusions
The dielectric and dynamic mechanical properties of a series of PSMMA(10.0–
10.0)/EMIM Tf2N mixtures with a variety of concentration dependent morphologies have
been examined over a wide temperature range. In agreement with previous studies on related
materials, it was observed that the σ0 of each sample can be normalised to the effects of
concentration by considering the effects of percolation theory and the glass transition
temperature (through the Vogel temperature) of the conducting EMIM Tf2N swollen PMMA
domains. Interestingly, the sample with a concentration of ϕP = 0.80, which possessed a
gyroid morphology, did not exhibit an observable increase in normalised conductivity
compared with the other microstructures that were examined. Although these effects are
expected to be modest, this was possibly because the EMIM Tf2N swollen PMMA blocks
comprise the major phase of both the HEX and DM morphologies formed at higher
concentrations, and thus also possess 3-D conducting pathways throughout the samples.
Furthermore, it was determined using the BNN relation that the underlying mechanism(s) of
charge transport remain unaltered across the four different microstructures investigated.
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The tTS master curves of G′ for samples across a concentration range from ϕP = 1.0 –
0.70 revealed that G′ decreases considerably through the Tg of both the PMMA/EMIM Tf2N
and PS domains, which are observed to occur at systematically higher reduced frequency
values as ϕP is decreased, despite undergoing a number of morphological transitions. A
finding of particular significance was that in the glassy plateau regime (high reduced
frequency), each sample achieved a G′ value higher than that of the pure PSMMA(10.0–10.0)
block copolymer. Furthermore, G′ counterintuitively increased quite significantly as a
function of ionic liquid concentration for the samples which possessed the gyroid
morphology, culminating in G′ values over two fold higher than the original block
copolymer. Interestingly, at temperatures above the Tg of the PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase
these effects were no long observed, where the modulus simply scaled as a function of ƒ′PS as
additional ionic liquid was added, regardless of the morphology. As a result, it appears that
this phenomenon arises from confining the glassy PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase within the 3-D
interconnected, nano-sized domains of the gyroid morphology, though additional experiments
are required to discern the mechanism(s) by which this occurs.
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5.7. Appendix 5
5.7.1. Differential Scanning Calorimetry Data
Figure A5. 1. a) Stacked DSC heat flow curves for bulk PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N, and their
mixtures at ϕP intervals of 0.10 between 0.90 – 0.30. b) Derivative heat flow curves for the same
mixtures between 65 – 130 °C, highlighting the Tg of the PS block for each sample.
5.7.2. Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann Fitting Parameters
Table A5. 1. Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) Fitting Parameters of Ionic Conductivity for the
PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N mixtures.
ϕP log σ0 (S/cm) B (K) T0 (K)
1.0 -4.52 8.15 228
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0.9 -1.27 11.3 216
0.8 -1.53 8.20 194
0.7 -0.213 9.36 160
0.6 -0.272 8.55 160
0.5 -0.516 5.23 166
0.3 -1.28 2.81 170
EMIM Tf2N 0.640 4.71 156
5.7.3. PMMA block Tg determination via Dielectric Relaxation Spectroscopy
Figure A5. 2. Characteristic frequency, fHN, versus inverse temperature for PSMMA(10-
10)/EMIM Tf2N mixtures as indicated. The solid lines are VFT fits to the data used to determine
the Tg of the PMMA block.
Table A5. 2. Tg (PMMA) of each sample predicted by extrapolating the VFT fits in Figure A5.2 to a
frequency of 0.01 Hz.
ϕP Tg (K)
0.9 343.15
0.8 281.15
0.7 227.14
0.6 226.25
0.5 206.15
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0.3 188.15
5.7.4. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis Additional Data
Figure A5. 3. Linear viscoelastic master curves of bulk PSMMA(10.0–10.0) and its mixtures
with EMIM Tf2N between ϕP = 0.90 – 0.70. The graph shows the dynamic loss modulus (G′′) as a 
function of reduced frequency, αTω. Frequency sweeps are referenced to room temperature, 
and were collected every 12 – 13 °C up to 150 °C. The insert graph is a close up of the room
temperature measurements between 0.159 – 159 Hz (0.1 – 100 rad/s).
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Figure A5. 4. Tan δ (G′′/G′) master curves of bulk PSMMA(10.0–10.0) and its mixtures with 
EMIM Tf2N between ϕP = 0.90 – 0.70. The solid arrows have been included to indicate
equivalent temperature and frequency values on the graphs with matching colours.
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Figure A5. 5. Temperature-dependent shift factors, aT, of G′ and G′′ for bulk PSMMA(10.0–10.0) 
and its mixtures with EMIM Tf2N at ϕP = 0.90, 0.80 and 0.70.
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Figure A5. 6. G′ for each PSMMA(10.0–10.0)/EMIM Tf2N mixture versus ϕP at a) 348 K, 1 Hz
(above the Tg of EMIM Tf2N swollen PMMA but below the Tg of PS) and b) 373 K, 1 Hz (above
the Tg of both domains). The solid lines are linear fits to the data for morphologies present
over a range of concentrations.
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Chapter 6. Can Ionic Liquid Additives Be Used to Extend
the Scope of Poly(styrene)-block-poly(methyl
methacrylate) for Directed Self-assembly?
6.1. Abstract
Directed self-assembly (DSA) is a promising approach for extending conventional
lithographic techniques by being able to print features with critical dimensions under 10 nm.
The most widely studied block copolymer system is polystyrene-block-poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA). This system is well understood in terms of its synthesis,
properties and performance in DSA. However, PS-b-PMMA also has a number of limitations
that impact on its performance and hence scope of application. The primary limitation is the
low Flory-Huggins polymer-polymer interaction parameter (), which limits the size of
features that can be printed. Another issue with block copolymers in general is that specific
molecular weights need to be synthesised to achieve desired morphologies and feature sizes.
Here we explore blending ionic liquid additives with PS-b-PMMA to increase the 
parameter. Ionic liquids have a number of useful properties that include negligible vapor
pressure, tunable solvent strength, thermal stability and chemical stability. The blends of PS-
b-PMMA with an ionic liquid selective for the PMMA block allowed the resolution of the
block copolymer to be improved. Depending on the amount of additive it is also possible to
tune the domain size and the morphology of the systems. These findings may expand the
scope of PS-b-PMMA for DSA.
6.2. Introduction
Directed self-assembly (DSA) is an approach that combines photolithography (top-down)
and self-assembly of block copolymers (bottom-up) to achieve ordered features with sub-
lithographic resolution.1-12 Block copolymers are made up of least two chemically-distinct
polymer chains that are covalently linked. When the respective blocks are incompatible,
arrays of highly-ordered nanostructures can form. The equilibrium morphology depends on
the relative volume fraction (f) of each block, the degree of polymerisation (N) and degree of
incompatibility, i.e. the Flory-Huggins polymer-polymer interaction parameter, (χ).13 There
are two main approaches for carrying out DSA, namely chemo-epitaxy and grapho-epitaxy.
Chemo-epitaxy relies on chemically patterning a substrate, where typically one of the
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components of the pattern preferentially interacts with one of the blocks and subsequently
drives the ordering during self-assembly.14,15 On the other hand grapho-epitaxy uses surface
topography, e.g. a printed resist, to guide self-assembly and align the phase separated
domains.16-20
Polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate), or PS-b-PMMA, is currently the most
widely studied system, where directed self-assembly of PS lines with a pitch of ~24 nm has
been demonstrated.21 There is also a significant body of knowledge relating to optimisation of
processing and integration with manufacturing processes.22-25 Nonetheless, PS-b-PMMA has
some limitations in its scalability and compatibility for future nodes of fabrication because;
(a) it has a small Flory-Huggins polymer-polymer interaction parameter (χPS-PMMA = 0.04 at
room temperature26), limiting the ultimate resolution and (b) annealing temperatures that are
reported are significantly higher than the glass temperature (Tg) of typical positive tone
photoresists. As a result, next generation materials that can achieve better resolutions are
being actively studied. Recently, we have reported our investigations of a high-χ block
copolymer, polystyrene-b-poly(DL-lactide) (PS-b-PLA), which overcomes some of these
issues. Zalusky and co-workers have shown that χPS-PLA was equal to 0.217 at room
temperature,27 enabling much smaller domain sizes. Our initial efforts involved identifying
the interfacial interactions of PS-b-PLA with substrates that were modified with a series of
crosslinked mattes of statistical copolymers of PS and PMMA.28 Lamellae oriented
perpendicular to the substrate with domain sizes as small as 8 nm could be achieved.
Graphoepitaxy based DSA was also carried out with this system, where no resist freezing
step was required when using a polyhydroxystyrene-based photoresist template. This was
because the spin coating solvent for the block copolymer was a non-solvent for the
photoresist and the annealing temperature required to induce order was below the Tg of the
photoresist.29 While this system was promising, to achieve feature sizes smaller than 8 nm
would require the development of systems with even higher χ parameters. While there are a
number of candidates that have been reported,30-33 the disadvantage of such systems is that
the development cycle can be prohibitively long. For example, neutral surfaces may need to
be identified and annealing conditions developed.
Another option for increasing χ utilises solvent vapour annealing, where solvent vapour is
used to swell one or both blocks in a block copolymer and under the correct conditions can
tune domain sizes and transition a system from one morphology to another.34-38 These
morphological changes can then be kinetically trapped by flash removal of the solvent from
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the system. However, a disadvantage of this approach is that this additional step requires
additional infrastructure in the laboratory and strict control over the experimental parameters
to achieve reproducible results.
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that simple addition of additives to PS-b-PMMA
(Figure 6.1 a)) can be used to tune structural parameters such as morphology and pitch. Ionic
liquids were the initial class of additives that were chosen. Ionic liquids are low melting point
salts which generally consist of a large organic cation with low symmetry that is paired with
an inorganic or organic polyatomic anion that is usually weakly basic and possesses a diffuse,
or protected charge.39 Ionic liquids are defined as salts with a melting point below 100 °C,
but the majority of ionic liquids are liquid at or below room temperature.40 The completely
ionic composition of ionic liquids endows them with a range of properties, which makes them
attractive candidates for both the replacement of many traditional organic solvents and as
useful materials in a variety of applications. These properties include: non-flammability, high
chemical and thermal stability, high conductivity, negligible vapour pressure and relatively
low toxicity compared to many other common organic solvents.41,42 In terms of use as an
additive for block copolymer formulations, the negligible vapour pressure, tunable solvent
strength, chemical stability and thermal stability make ionic liquids an attractive option.
Many of the initial reports of block copolymer/ionic liquid mixtures focused on relatively
dilute solutions of block copolymers in ionic liquids, where the morphology of micellar
structures were studied.43-45 More recently, there have been reports on more concentrated
systems where it has been demonstrated that blending ionic liquids with block copolymers
such as PS-b-poly(2-vinyl pyridine),46-48 PS-b-poly(ethylene oxide)49 (PEO) and PEO-b-
poly(propylene oxide)-b-PEO50 can lead to changes in morphology and d-spacing of the
phase separated domains. In this study we blend 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium (EMIM)
bis(trifluoromethansulfonyl)amide (Tf2N) (Figure 6.1 b)) with PS-b-PMMA and investigate
the following questions i) can the effective χPS-PMMA be increased? ii) can the long
period/pitch be tuned? and iii) can the morphology of a system be switched? These questions
are represented schematically in Figure 6.2, which shows how addition of ionic liquids might
help to traverse the block copolymer phase diagram.
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Figure 6.1. a) Structure of PS-b-PMMA. b) Structure of the cation (top) and anion (bottom) of
the ionic liquid.
Figure 6.2. A schematic of a representative phase diagram for a diblock copolymer such as
PS-b-PMMA.13 showing how the morphology of the block copolymer varies with volume
fraction of PS (f) and the degree of polymerisation (N). The block arrows show the anticipated
trajectories of the system when ionic liquids that are selective for the PMMA block are
introduced, where i) is transitioning from disordered to a lamellar morphology, ii) Tuning the
pitch of lamellae, and iii) is transitioning from a cylindrical to lamellar morphology.
6.3. Experimental
6.3.1. Polymer Materials and Characterisation
PS-b-PMMA block copolymers were purchased from Polymer Source Inc. and used
without further purification. The characteristics of each block copolymer were assessed as
described in Chapter 2 and listed in Table 2.1. For convenience, several of these parameters,
including the total Mn, dispersity (Đ), volume fraction of polystyrene (ƒPS) and degree of
polymerisation (N) have been reproduced in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Block copolymer characteristics.
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Sample Total Mn (kDa) Đ ƒPS N
PS-b-PMMA (10k-b-10k) 20 1.18 0.53 196
PS-b-PMMA (38k–37k) 74.8 1.08 0.54 732
PS-b-PMMA (96k–36k) 132 1.11 0.75 1281
6.3.2. Ionic Liquid Synthesis and Purification
1-ethyl-3-methylimidalzolium bis(trifluoromethanelsufonyl)amide, EMIM Tf2N, was
synthesised as described in Chapter 2 using standard literature methods.51,52 Prior to use, the
EMIM Tf2N was further purified by stirring under high vacuum for several hours at 60 °C
and subsequently stored under vacuum in a desiccator to avoid water absorption.
6.3.3. Silicon Wafer Surface Cleaning
The silicon wafers used in this study were initially cleaned via sonication in methanol for
3 minutes, acetone for 3 minutes and finally in deionized water for 3 minutes, followed by
drying in an oven for 10 minutes at 100 °C. The surface of each silicon wafer was then
treated with O2 plasma in a reactive ion etcher with a gas flow rate of 10 sccm, a chamber
pressure of 50 mTorr, a power of 150 W and an exposure time of 60 s. Following the
cleaning processes, all wafers were stored in a class P10000 clean room prior to use.
6.3.4. Preparation of PS-r-PMMA Underlayers on Silicon Wafers
Statistical copolymers of polystyrene, poly(methyl methacrylate), and poly(glycidyl
methacrylate) (PS-stat-PMMA-stat-PGMA) were prepared, as reported by Keen et al.28 The
statistical copolymers (0.5 wt/vol %) were dissolved in propylene glycol monomethyl ether
acetate (PGMEA) along with triphenylsulfonium triflate (5 wt % with respect to the
polymer). The solutions were spin coated at 4000 rpm onto silicon wafers. The coated
substrates were annealed on a hot plate at 120 C for 60 s and then flood exposed with UV
radiation (wavelength = 320-390 nm, dose = 180 mJ/cm2), followed by further annealing on a
hot plate at 150 C for 300 s. All films had thicknesses between 10-20 nm as determined by
ellipsometry. The characteristics of the five statistical copolymers used to produce the
underlayers are detailed in Table 6.2. All copolymers contained 5 mol % PGMA.
Table 6.2. Underlayer characteristics.
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Underlayer Total Mn (kDa) Đ Mole % PS
U1 23 1.26 75
U2 50 1.41 69
U3 30 1.29 65
U4 46 1.41 62
U5 62 1.58 52
6.3.5. Preparation of PS-b-PMMA/EMIM Tf2N Bulk and Thin Films
Thin films of PS-b-PMMA/EMIM Tf2N were spin coated from PGMEA solutions onto a
series of wafers coated with different underlayers. The desired thickness of the films studied
was either 0.5 or 1 long periods, L0, of the block copolymer being used, which was achieved
by modifying the concentration of the block copolymer solutions and by adjusting the spin
speed of the spin coater. Bulk films were prepared by solution casting onto Kapton films.
Samples were annealed at 220 °C on a hotplate for 300 s, and where specified for a further 16
h at 200 °C under a nitrogen atmosphere.
6.3.6. Morphology Characterisation of Bulk Films via SAXS.
The bulk morphology of the block copolymer/ionic liquid blends were determined using
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) on the Australian Synchrotron SAXS/WAXS beamline,
as described in Chapter 2.
6.3.7. Differential scanning calorimetry
A 1 STARe DSC system (Mettler Toledo) was used to determine the glass transition
temperatures of each block copolymer/ionic liquid mixture. Approximately 10 mg of each
mixture was dissolved into DCM at a concentration of 10 wt. % and solution cast into
aluminium DSC crucibles.
The samples were heated at 50°C for 18 hours overnight in a vacuum oven to remove
remaining solvent, and then annealed at 200°C for 24 hours under a nitrogen atmosphere.
Upon cooling to room temperature, each crucible was sealed by crimping an aluminum lid on
top. Indium and Zinc were used as calibration standards for the DSC. Samples underwent two
heating and cooling cycles from 30°C – 200°C and the glass transitions were measured from
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the second heating cycle. The DSC employed a heating rate of 10 °C/min and a N2 flow rate
of 15 ml/min. All results were processed and analysed using DSC 1 STARe software version
9.10.
6.3.8. Morphology Characterisation of Thin Films by Grazing-Incidence Small-Angle
X-ray Scattering (GISAXS).
GISAXS measurements of selected thin films of the block copolymer/ionic liquid blends
were acquired on the Australian Synchrotron SAXS/WAXS beamline. The beamline was
configured as described in the section on SAXS above with the exception that the X-ray
beam was focused to a 235 µm horizontal × 140 µm vertical spot and was impinged on the
surface of the film at an incidence angle of 0.05°. The 2D scattering patterns were then
integrated in horizontal sectors along the qxy plane to give one-dimensional scattering
profiles.
6.3.9. Scanning Electron Microscopy.
The morphologies of selected films were analysed using a JEOL JSM-7800F scanning
electron microscope (SEM). Films were mounted onto appropriate stubs using carbon tape,
and stored in a vacuum oven at 50 °C for 16 h prior to analysis. In a typical setup, SEM
micrographs were collected using an in-lens secondary electron detector with a working
distance of 2.7 mm while operating at 1 kV gentle beam with a stage bias of 2 kV.
6.3.10. Atomic Force Microscopy
A MFP-3D (Asylum Research) atomic force microscope was used for all the
measurements. The cantilevers used were HA_NC (Etalon) from NT-MDT, Russia, having a
nominal resonant frequency of 140 kHz. All the images were obtained by employing Tapping
Mode of the AFM in air. The AFM is mounted on an anti-vibrational table (Herzan) and
operated within an acoustic isolation enclosure (TMC, USA). The scan speed employed for
each film was 1 Hz and the data presented here are phase images of the films.
6.4. Results and Discussion
6.4.1. Investigation of the Effect of Blended EMIM Tf2N on the Bulk Morphology of PS-
b-PMMA
The bulk phase morphology of blends of PS-b-PMMA with varying amounts of the EMIM
Tf2N were studied using transmission SAXS. The SAXS profiles provide information on the
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morphology present by interpretation of the relative spacings of the diffraction peaks, and the
inter-domain distances from their absolute positions in q space.
6.4.1.1. Inducing order in a system that is normally disordered in the bulk phase
Figure 6.3 a) shows the SAXS profiles (intensity versus q) of PS-b-PMMA (10k-b-10k)
blended with 0 % and 5 % of EMIM Tf2N. The sample with 0 % EMIM Tf2N exhibited a
single broad peak, which was indicative of a disordered morphology. This result was
predicted for this system, because N was approximately 8 at room temperature, which is
below the minimum value of 10.5 that is predicted by mean field theory to achieve a lamellar
phase.13
Figure 6.3. a) SAXS profiles of PS-b-PMMA (10k-b-10k) with 0 % EMIM Tf2N (bottom) and 5 %
EMIM Tf2N (top). b) SAXS profiles focusing on the q* peak for a series of PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-
37k)/EMIM Tf2N blends for volume fractions of ionic liquid ranging 0-12%, iii) Plot showing
relationship between the long period of PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) and the EMIM Tf2N content. d)
SAXS profiles of PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) for 0 % and 17 % EMIM Tf2N.
On the other hand, the sample with 5 % EMIM Tf2N, had a SAXS profile that was
characteristic of a lamellar morphology, having Bragg peaks at 2 and 3 times q*. This
indicated that for this particular formulation, the ionic liquid increased the effective PS-PMMA
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parameter by at least 31 %, i.e. such that the effective N was greater than 10.5. This was
attributed to EMIM Tf2N being a good solvent for PMMA chains and a poor solvent for the
PS.53 Hence, upon forming a block copolymer/ionic liquid blend, the EMIM Tf2N
preferentially interacts with the PMMA chains and screens the PMMA/PS interactions. This
has the effect of decreasing the compatibility of the PMMA and PS chains, which increases
the effective PS-PMMA parameter.
An advantage of blends of block copolymers with ionic liquids is that, because of their
negligible vapor pressures, the ionic liquids will not evaporate under typical processing
conditions used in directed self-assembly, so they do not require specialised vapor annealing
chambers and precise amounts of the ionic liquid can be added during preparation of the
block copolymer solutions. For example, the blends of PS-b-PMMA and EMIM Tf2N could
be annealed to 220 °C and the SAXS profile measured at that temperature remained
unchanged. This indicated that the morphology remained unchanged over temperatures
spanning 23 - 220 °C. Perhaps the most distinct advantage of this approach is that it provides
access to size scales below the 24 nm pitch resolution limit of neat PS-b-PMMA. For
example, the long period (pitch) of the PS-b-PMMA (10k-b-10k) with 5 % EMIM Tf2N was
20 nm. Further studies on systems with smaller block lengths are currently ongoing in our
labs to assess the potential of this approach to improve resolution beyond 20 nm.
6.4.1.2. Tuning the domain spacing of lamellae by increasing the ionic liquid content
Figure 6.3 b) shows a series of SAXS profiles, focusing on q*, for PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-
37k) blended with EMIM Tf2N at concentrations varying from 0-12 %. It can be seen that q*
shifts to smaller values with increasing EMIM Tf2N content. This indicates that the lamellar
spacing increased as a function of EMIM Tf2N content. This is quantified in Figure 6.3 c),
which shows that the long period of the lamellar morphology was approximately 39 nm for
the neat block copolymer and this could be tuned up to 50.6 nm, an increase of almost 30 %,
by blending up to 12 % EMIM Tf2N. In this case the long period could be incremented by
about 0.9 nm per percent of EMIM Tf2N in the system. This change in spacing could be
attributed to preferential swelling of the PMMA domain with increasing amounts of EMIM
Tf2N. Importantly for DSA applications, this demonstrates that the pitch of a given block
copolymer can be tuned to a desired size by simply incorporating a specific volume fraction
of EMIM Tf2N into the formulation. For example, a specific advantage may be that a block
copolymer of a given molecular weight could be tuned such that it can be used for a wider
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range of pitches, perhaps reducing the need for extensive libraries of block copolymers to
cater to different pitch requirements.
6.4.1.3. Tuning the morphology of block copolymers by blending EMIM Tf2N
Figure 6.3 d) shows the SAXS profiles of PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) with 0 % and 17 %
EMIM Tf2N. The sample with no EMIM Tf2N exhibits the characteristic profile for a
lamellar morphology, whereas, the sample with 17 % EMIM Tf2N exhibits a hexagonal
(cylindrical) morphology. This demonstrates that the material could transition between
morphologies when a sufficient volume fraction of EMIM Tf2N was added. Again this
concept may also be useful for DSA in that it broadens the scope of application of a particular
block copolymer sample.
6.4.1.4. Other factors that may influence applicability to DSA
The effect of the additives on the etch selectivity of the blocks is an important factor to
consider for the applicability using blends of ionic liquids and block copolymers for DSA.
While etch resistance studies are beyond the scope of this article, it might be anticipated that
the high fluorine content of the would impart the ionic liquid with a lower etch resistance
than PMMA.54 Hence, incorporation of ionic liquid into the PMMA block may decrease the
etch resistance and consequently increase the etch selectivity between the PS and PMMA
blocks.
The second factor that is important to consider is how the ionic liquid impacts on the glass
transition temperature of the block copolymer. The DSC thermograms for blends of PS-b-
PMMA (38k-b-37k) with EMIM Tf2N at polymer fractions of 1.00, 0.90, 0.75 and 0.60 are
shown in Fig 4. The neat PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) exhibits two glass transition
temperatures. The first is at 107 °C (assigned to PS) and the second at 132 °C (assigned to
PMMA). Upon incorporation of 10 % EMIM Tf2N, only a single Tg at 106 °C could be
observed and this decreased slightly to 104 °C for ionic liquid concentrations of 25 % and 40
%. Based on the solubility of PMMA in EMIM Tf2N and insolubility of PS in the ionic
liquid,53 these results were attributed to the PMMA block being plasticised, and the PS block
remaining essentially unaffected. In support of this Susan et al55 has shown that blends of
PMMA homopolymer and EMIM Tf2N have Tg values below room temperature for similar
degrees of incorporation. The fact that the PS Tg remains virtually unchanged is a positive for
its application in DSA, because the PS domains are the domains will remain after reactive ion
etching due to their higher etch resistance.
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Figure 6.4. DSC thermograms for blends of PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) with EMIM Tf2N for
polymer fractions of 1.00, 0.90, 0.75 and 0.60.
6.4.2. Investigation of the effect of blended EMIM Tf2N on the thin film morphology
and interfacial properties of PS-b-PMMA
6.4.2.1. Identifying a neutral surface
It is well-known that that the balance of interactions between each block and the substrate
of air interface can have a significant effect on the orientation of domains in block copolymer
thin films. For example, if the substrate preferentially interacts with one of the blocks, then
for a block copolymer that has a lamellar morphology the domains can orient parallel to the
substrate.56 On the other hand, if the substrate has non-preferential interactions with both
blocks then the domains orient perpendicular to the substrate.57-63 A concern when blending
an additive, such as an IL, into the block copolymer is that the surface energetics may change
drastically, necessitating the identification of new compositions for ‘neutral’ underlayers.
To determine whether blending of EMIM Tf2N had an effect on the interaction with the
underlayer, Solutions of PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) blended with 20 % ionic liquid in
PGMEA were spin coated onto underlayers comprised of statistical copolymers of PS and
PMMA that had PS compositions ranging from 52-75 %. From our previous studies for this
particular type of underlayer, this range encompassed the neutral window for PS-b-PMMA.12
Figure 6.5 shows low resolution (20 × 20 m field of view) AFM images for three
underlayers, a) 69 % PS, b) 65 % PS and c) 62 % PS. When the underlayer with 69 % PS was
used (Figure 6.5 a)), dewetting of the film was observed, which was attributed to the surface
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having poor interactions with both blocks. For the underlayer with 65 % PS, where there are
height variations of approximately 4 nm across the field of view. Finally, for the 62 %
underlayer, a number of raised features were observed with a height of half of a long period
of the polymer, which were characteristic of one block preferentially interacting with the
substrate in a film that had a thickness that was incommensurate with the long period of the
block copolymer.64 Qualitative analysis of these images suggested that the 65 % PS may be a
neutral surface for the PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) with 20 % EMIM Tf2N.
Figure 6.5. AFM height images (20 × 20 m field of view) of PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) doped with
20 % EMIM Tf2N on three different underlayers, a) 69 % PS, b) 65 % PS and c) 62 % PS. Film
thickness was approximately 1.5 times the long period, i.e. approximately 60 nm.
To investigate the morphology of the thin film further, the PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) with
20 % EMIM Tf2N on the 65 % PS underlayer was analysed using GISAXS. In a similar
fashion to SAXS, the GISAXS profiles provide information on the morphology present by
interpretation of the relative spacings of the diffraction peaks. The primary experimental
differences are that the samples are thin films and the beam is directed onto the sample at a
grazing angle of incidence. This sample geometry means that characteristic scattering profiles
for lamellae are only observed when they are oriented perpendicular to the substrate.28 Figure
6.6 a) shows a 2D GISAXS scattering profile, where 2nd and 3rd order Bragg peaks are
evident at integer multiples of q*. These peaks are more evident in the sector average shown
in Figure 6.6 b). This result confirms that the lamellae are oriented perpendicular to the
substrate and that the 65 % PS underlayer can act as a neutral layer for blends of 20 volume
% of EMIM Tf2N with PS-b-PMMA.
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Figure 6.6. a) 2D GISAXS scattering profile for a thin film of PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) doped with
20 % EMIM Tf2N on an underlayer containing 65 % PS. b) Sector averaged 1D GISAXS profile.
Both exhibit the characteristic Bragg peaks for lamellae oriented perpendicular to the
substrate.
6.4.2.2. Tuning lamellae spacing in a thin film
Having identified a neutral surface for one of the blends of EMIM Tf2N with PS-b-
PMMA, further experiments were conducted to demonstrate the tunability of the pitch and
morphology in the thin film. Figure 6.7 a) shows high resolution SEM images of PS-b-
PMMA (38k-b-37k) with 0 % (left) and 25 % (right) EMIM Tf2N. In both cases a fingerprint
pattern could be observed that was characteristic of lamellae oriented perpendicular to the
substrate. The darker contrast corresponds to the PMMA domains and the light contrast to PS
domains. It could also be seen that the samples with 0 % EMIM Tf2N had a number of
cylinder-like defects, but these are not evident in the sample formulated with 25 % EMIM
Tf2N. This indicates that defectivity may be lower for ionic liquid containing systems, which
may be due to the higher mobility of PMMA chains. However, more systematic analysis is
required to support this hypothesis. The insets of the SEM images show fast Fourier
transforms (FFTs) that were calculated from the SEM images, which allowed the long period
to be estimated. The sample with 0 % EMIM Tf2N had a peak corresponding to a long period
of 39 nm, while sample formulated with 25 % ionic liquid had a peak corresponding to 45
nm, confirming that the pitch of the lamellae could be tuned by introducing EMIM Tf2N into
the PS-b-PMMA formulation. However, the increase observed was significantly less than for
the bulk films (Figure 6.2), i.e. a 6 nm change in the long period corresponds to a bulk sample
with approximately 5.5 % EMIM Tf2N. In addition, it would be expected that for a blend
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with 25 % EMIM Tf2N, the morphology should transition to a cylindrical/hexagonal
morphology. One possible explanation for this difference is that the ionic liquid is
partitioning into the underlayer, which is a statistical copolymer of styrene and methyl
methacrylate. Partitioning of ionic liquid into the underlayer may also explain why the same
underlayer acts as a neutral layer for formulations with 0 % and 25 % EMIM Tf2N. This is
because EMIM Tf2N that partitions into the underlayer would be expected to influence the
interfacial interactions that occur with the blend of block copolymer and ionic liquid.
Nonetheless, we have demonstrated that it is possible to tune lamellar domain size in thin
films by blending EMIM Tf2N with PS-b-PMMA.
Figure 6.7. High resolution SEM of a) of thin films of neat PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) (left) and of
PS-b-PMMA (38k-b-37k) doped with 25 % EMIM Tf2N (right), b) of thin films of neat PS-b-PMMA
(96k-b-36k) (left) and of PS-b-PMMA (96k-b-36k) doped with 25 % EMIM Tf2N. For all SEM
images the darker contrast corresponds to the PMMA domains and the light contrast to PS
domains. All samples used an underlayer that had a 65 % PS content. The thickness of the
block copolymer films were 60 ± 4 nm. The scale bars in the SEM images are 100 nm. The
insets to the SEMs is the FFT calculated from the SEM images.
6.4.2.3. Tuning morphology in a thin film
Finally, we sought to determine if the thin film morphology of PS-b-PMMA could be
transformed by addition of EMIM Tf2N. Figure 6.7 b) shows the high resolution SEMs of PS-
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b-PMMA (96k-b-36k) thin films with 0 % and 25 %. The darker contrast corresponds to the
PMMA domains and the light contrast to PS domains. In the absence of EMIM Tf2N, a
cylindrical/hexagonal morphology was observed, while the formulation with 25 % EMIM
Tf2N had transitioned to a lamellar morphology. The PS-b-PMMA (96k-b-36k) also exhibits
some variation in contrast of the PMMA domains. This can be attributed to the formation of
a wetting layer of PS at the air interface for some of the PMMA lamellae. The morphologies
are not identical to those observed in the bulk for the same concentrations of EMIM Tf2N,
which may again be due to some partitioning of the EMIM Tf2N into the underlayer, or could
also be a result of a perturbation of the phase diagram due to the increasing significance of
the polymer-air and polymer substrate interfaces in the thin films compared to the bulk.
Nonetheless, we have demonstrated that it is possible to transition the thin film morphology
of a block copolymer from hexagonal to lamellar by blending with EMIM Tf2N.
The initial work on thin films has focused on PS-b-PMMA with domain sizes as small as
39 nm. To be useful for future DSA applications this will also need to be demonstrated for
block copolymers with smaller domain sizes. The anticipated challenges in achieving this are
likely to lie in minimising the partitioning of the ionic liquid into the underlayer, because use
of block copolymers with smaller domain sizes will also necessitate thinner film thicknesses.
One way to achieve this may be to use polymer brushes to generate the neutral underlayer.
6.5. Conclusions
This chapter has investigated the changes that occur to the bulk and thin film morphology
of PS-b-PMMA when it is blended with varying amounts of the ionic liquid EMIM Tf2N. It
was found that small amounts of EMIM Tf2N could increase the effective  parameter and
could induce order for low molecular weight systems, which when neat have N values less
than 10.5 (i.e. are disordered). In addition, it was demonstrated that in the bulk it was
possible to tune the long period (pitch) of lamellae, or transitions from one morphology to
another, simply by adding different amounts of EMIM Tf2N. In terms of thin films
formulated with 0-25 % EMIM Tf2N, it was demonstrated that lamella oriented perpendicular
to the substrate could be obtained using the same underlayer, i.e. a neutral underlayer
optimised for PS-b-PMMA with no added EMIM Tf2N. Finally, it was demonstrated that
tuning of the long period and transitioning of morphologies could also be achieved in thin
films. The favorable physical properties of ionic liquids, which include negligible vapour
pressure and excellent thermal stability mean that they can be formulated with block
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copolymers in solution, spin coated and undergo high temperature annealing steps. This can
all be achieved without conducting additional processing steps and does not require
additional infrastructure in the laboratory, which makes the approach outlined in this study
amenable to integration into current preproduction processing steps that have been developed
by industry.
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Chapter 7. Thesis Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis has outlined a novel synthetic route to a range of block copolymer particles
exhibiting internal nanostructured morphology and initiated studies into their application.
Many opportunities exist for future work into synthesis, phase behaviour and application. In
this chapter, the key accomplishments from this body of work are summarised and future
directions into which research time could be focussed are proposed.
7.1. Thesis Conclusions
This PhD thesis has extensively investigated the ability of ionic liquids to alter the phase
behaviour of diblock copolymers, and the impact that these structural changes have on the
physical properties of the system. It is expected that these models and this knowledge will be
applicable to a variety of novel ion doped block copolymer systems that are being designed
for use in a specific application, allowing the overall material morphology and physical
properties to be more readily targeted and optimised.
In Chapter 2 of this thesis the lyotropic order-disorder and order-order phase transitions
of the block copolymer PS-b-PMMA were systematically studied in the ionic liquid EMIM
Tf2N using high-throughput SAXS. By adapting existing theories it was possible to estimate
the dependence of χeff on the ionic liquid concentration, allowing the creation of an extensive
experimental χeffN versus ƒ'PS phase diagram. This was made possible by also tracking the
concentration dependence of the characteristic domain spacing, revealing that EMIM Tf2N
acts as a strongly selective solvent for PMMA and thus resides almost exclusively in the
PMMA domains of the phase separated microstructures. When compared with existing
models, it was found that the boundaries of each morphology predicted by this diagram were
significantly perturbed relative to the boundaries of neat block copolymers or block
copolymers swollen with selective solvents. Another consequence of this selectivity is that
the addition of EMIM Tf2N to these block copolymers can allow domain sizes much smaller
than typically achievable for neat PS-b-PMMA to be accessed, which offers exciting
prospects for the field of directed self-assembly of block copolymers.
Chapter 3 sought to quantify the influence of the cation identity and alkyl chain length on
the phase behaviour of PS-b-PMMA, by remapping the phase behaviour of the same block
copolymers in three additional ionic liquids: BMIM Tf2N, OMIM Tf2N and BMP Tf2N. From
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these studies χeff was found to consistently decrease as the length of the alkyl chain was
increased, however, varying the cation structure from imidazolium to pyrrolidinium did not
cause a significant change in these values. The χeff values were then used to generate an
experimental phase diagram for each system, which revealed that the overall position of the
phase diagrams shift to lower ƒ'PS values as the alkyl chains increases. This suggested that
Coulombic interactions, which are distorted as the asymmetry of an ionic liquid is increased,
play a significant role in determining the phase transitions of ion containing block copolymer
systems. Closely examining the SAXS profile of each sample in this concentration regime
provided strong evidence of a transition window in which both lamellar and disordered
domains coexist, throughout which the χeff parameter is increased compared to the full
ordered state. This is an important finding which sheds additional light on the
thermodynamics of ionic liquid containing block copolymers and their similarities to lithium
salt doped analogues.
Chapter 4 focuses on these block copolymer/ionic liquids systems in the semi-dilute
regime, with χeffN and ƒ'PS values expected result in the formation of a morphology which
consists of spheres packed onto a body-centred cubic lattice. However, for a number of
samples in this concentration range we instead obtained SAXS profiles which are consistent
with the Frank-Kasper σ-Phase. To our knowledge this is only the second experimental
observation of this dodecagonal quasicrystal approximant structure in a diblock copolymer
system, and the first evidence for this phase in ionic liquid swollen block copolymers. This
finding provides additional systems for the study of space filling and crystallisation in other
hard and soft materials which form complex, low symmetry structures; and also offers the
potential for a number of exciting applications which require complex polymer morphologies
and can also exploit the interesting properties of ionic liquids.
In Chapter 5 the detailed morphological data for the EMIM Tf2N containing PS-b-
PMMA block copolymers were employed to create a series of samples from the block
copolymer PSMMA(10.0–10.0) with a variety of morphologies over a range of
concentrations. These samples were then analysed via broadband dielectric spectroscopy
(BDS) and dynamic mechanical analysis. Extracting the dc conductivity from the DRS data
revealed that when normalised to the effects of concentration, the conductivity variety only as
a function of concentration despite the morphology of the sample. Interestingly, the dynamic
shear modulus (G′) of the glassy plateau regime for of all the ionic liquid containing samples
between ϕP = 0.90 – 0.70 was greater than that of the pure block copolymer. Furthermore, G′
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increased most dramatically as a function of ionic liquid concentration for the samples which
possess the gyroid morphology, culminating in G′ values over two fold higher than the
original block copolymer at ϕP = 0.75. This phenomenon was concluded to arise from
confining the glassy PMMA/EMIM Tf2N phase within the 3-D interconnected, nano-sized
domains of the gyroid morphology, though additional experiments are required to discern the
mechanism(s) by which this occurs.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we explored the feasibility of using EMIM Tf2N to give PS-b-
PMMA block copolymers the properties of a “high χ-low N” block copolymer and thus
extend the scope of this system for directed self-assembly. These studies demonstrated that in
thin films it was possible to tune the lamellae long period (pitch), or induce transitions from
one morphology to another by varying the concentration of EMIM Tf2N, as observed in the
bulk systems. Importantly, for the thin films formulated with 0 vol % – 25 vol % EMIM
Tf2N, it was demonstrated that lamellae oriented perpendicular to the substrate could be
obtained using the same underlayer, i.e., a neutral underlayer optimised for PS-b-PMMA with
no added EMIM Tf2N. As a result this can all be achieved without conducting additional
processing steps and does not require additional laboratory infrastructure, thus making this
approach amenable to integration into current preproduction processing steps that have been
developed by industry.
In Summary, this thesis provides a series of tools for accurately predicting and thus
controlling the self-assembly and physical properties of block copolymers with ionic liquids.
The theories adapted to determine the parameters used to describe these systems, namely χeff,
N (which incorporates ϕP) and ƒ'PS can be determined relatively simply for any block
copolymer/ionic liquid combination irrespective of the exact structure, are thus expected to
be directly applicable to a variety of systems in the absence of other significant interactions.
This will allow researchers currently investigating novel block copolymer or ionic liquid
designs to more readily optimise their materials, either by targeting a specific morphology or
concentration, and being able to anticipate the resulting effects of these choices on the overall
properties of the materials.
7.2. Future Work
The work presented in this thesis has made significant inroads towards furthering our
understanding of how an ionic liquid can influence the phase behaviour and thus the physico-
chemical properties of bulk and thin film block copolymer materials. This has been done
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using a systematic and quantitative approach which considered a number of variables
including the effects of concentration, the ionic liquid cation structure, block copolymer
composition and block copolymer molecular weight. Nevertheless, the complexity of these
systems has meant that numerous additional factors remain to be explored, a selection of
which will be addressed here.
For several aforementioned reasons, in this thesis the representative block copolymer
system selected for study was PS-b-PMMA. However, there are many other simple block
copolymer systems currently being explored for use as ion containing materials. Additional
examples, as alluded to in Chapter 1, include PS-b-PEO, PS-b-PV4P and PB-b-PEO, among
others. In seeking to obtain a truly universal series of models for predicting the phase
transitions in ionic containing block copolymer systems, an important extension to the phase
diagrams developed in this thesis would therefore be to expand the systematic studies
undertaken here to several of these block copolymers systems. These experiments will allow
the affinity between several ionic liquids and a variety of block copolymer systems to be
quantified in the form of directly related χeff parameters. It is expected that such studies will
provide further insight into the influence of the block copolymer/ionic liquid combination on
χ parameter and thus the positions of the phase boundaries.
Another direct extension of the work presented in Chapter 3 would be to undertake a
similar systematic study with a single ionic liquid cation paired with several anion structures.
The cation structure was chosen for variation in this thesis due to the widespread use of the
Tf2N anion in the literature. However, it is well documented that varying the anion of an ionic
liquid can play as much larger role in determining its overall physico-chemical properties.
Such a study would require a selected cation, such as EMIM, to be paired with several other
commonly studied anions, such as [TfO]-, [BF4]-, [PF6]-, and [SO4]-. The resulting
concentration dependant phase transitions could then be mapped to quantify and gain
additional insight into the structural influences of the χ parameter in these systems.
Given the applicability of block copolymers for use in photolithographic processes,
another follow-up study could be undertaken to determine the minimum molecular weight
required for phase separation to occur in ionic liquid containing PS-b-PMMA, or other
lithographically relevant block copolymers. In the case of PS-b-PMMA, this would involve
taking a second series of extremely low molecular weight samples with Mn between 1 – 10
KDa and probing for the ODT concentrations. In this case it would be preferential to use a
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high χ ionic liquid to maximise the incompatibility of the two domains, such as EMIM Tf2N
or any others identified in an anion structure study.
In regards to the work carried out in Chapter 4 involving the FKSP, many studies remains
to be carried out. Additional annealing studies are required to determine the timeframe over
which a highly ordered FKSP is obtained, for which all of the higher order peaks can be
distinguished. These could also be performed in conjunction with long term annealing studies
on the larger block copolymers, to determine the extent to which the ionic liquid enables the
restrictive kinetics to the formation of these structures to be overcome. Microscopy studies,
although expected to be difficult due to the considerably low Tg of the ionic liquid swollen
PMMA domains, would also be useful as further confirmation that the FKSP morphology has
formed. Finally, the unique properties of these materials need to be assessed, with a particular
focus initially on the photonic properties. It may be that if the σ-phase can be obtained in the
larger block copolymers we have studied in this thesis in EMIM Tf2N by increasing the
annealing time, such as PSMMA(10.0–10.0), the calculated unit cell dimension a for this
block copolymer (assuming the domain spacing d scales with N2/3 as predicted in the strong
segregation limit) will be 107 nm, thus well in the range to exhibit bandgaps in the visible
spectrum.
To extend the work conducted in Chapter 5, further studies need to be conducted to
confirm that confinement effects are responsible for the unanticipated increase in G′ observed
for the gyroid structured samples as the concentration of EMIM Tf2N was increased. Initially
this could involve repeating the same study with the smaller 5-b-5 sample. Critically, this
sample exhibits the gyroid morphology at comparable compositions to that for 10-b-10, yet
possesses a significantly smaller domain size. If the relative changes in modulus between the
two samples are not comparable, then it is likely the trends observed for the 10-b-10 sample
are indeed the result of confinement effects. A larger block copolymer with comparable
morphological transitions, such as 23-b-22, could also be studied and the relative changes in
modulus compared.
With respect to the dielectric spectroscopy study, further insight into the morphological
influences on the dc conductivity would first require the phase behaviour of an expanded
series of PS-b-PMMA block copolymers to be studied, in which the styrene block forms the
dominant phase. This would ensure that charge flow could only occur within the geometry
defined by the block copolymer microstructure, and not the ‘bulk like’ surrounding matrix
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formed by the Tf2N swollen PMMA domains in each of the samples investigated in this
thesis.
Finally, extending the work in Chapter 6 would likely involve taking the smallest two
block copolymers used in this study and investigating if they are able to self-assemble
perpendicular to a neutral substrate in the presence of ionic liquid. Following on from the
suggested extension to Chapter 2, this could then be expanded to determine the minimum
molecular weight required for phase separation in a thin film to occur. This would allow the
minimum feature size that can be patterned onto a silicon wafer surface with these materials
to be identified.
